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MANUFACTURERS' SUR-

CYLDON. 5 -CH ANNIA,

SWITCHED

AI PONENTS
TELET UNERS PLUS TV. CO
Angle Scanning
Instant a n d Wide
Coils. Low imp. line

positive selecpair 19/6
and.frarne...
tion of any one 'Scanning.
Coils. 35 mm.
of the 5a B.B.C.
Low imp. line and frame 12;6
television
output.. trans. ... 1026
channels. by a Frame
electro
C611: 35
single con- Focus
... 12:6
magnetic
trol i14 -nob. Line
or Frame B.O. trans g Uses EF.80
4;6
Auto
...
cornier.
R.F. pen- Wide Angle Frame B.O.
10/6
tode and ECC81 or 12AT7
freTriode
as
DOuble Made
P.M. Y000S magnets.
quency changer. Tuning is
With vernier 35 film.
obtained by switching incre15/Tetrode
Size
:
1716
inductances.
mental
Spindle
2
tin.
Wide
Angle
P.M.
Focus
'x 2l x 21in.
long ,in. diameter. I.F. Out- Unit. For all 38 mm.
With vernier
put 9.5-14 Mc:s.. noise figure
tubes.
and picture shift. Teron all channels better than

TRIGGER -FEED SOLDERGUN
The Wolf Type 51 with its trigger -feed action

..0ifauvis.i.

is indispensable to all modern assembly

GENERAL INDUSTRIAL PURP S,Er
ectly
p handle.

ire finish. Net

Type 3I-complete with two
bits, one straight and one
aaeengular-easily interchangeable. Net weight 8 oz.

I.F. rejection better
roxdure
than 45dB on all channels. PLESSEY
Power gain 2405.

Tar/-

10.5dB..

LAS KY'S PRICE
Postage 2/6 extra.

12/6

25/-,

Scan coils per pair

Width Control,.
P.M. Focus Magnet. Less
12/6
vernier. 35 ann.
('R.YS'1'AL DIODES
1/6
Wire ends. Glass
5% ESTING HO USE
ItECTIFIF,RS
li6
Type WX.6. Wire ends
TELESCO I. IC PORTABLE
.

AERIAL ROI) SECTIONS.

Any
Steel, copper plated.
number may be fitted together.
12in. long. lin. diam. 2/6 per
doz.

TABLE TELEVISION
CABINETS
For 12in. and 14in. C.R. tubes.
Beautifully finished in polished
medium walnut veneer. Complete with mask. glass..speakerInternal dimensions :
fret.

AERIAL MASTS
Made of lightweight but ex-.
Ex-

tremei y strong alloy.
tends to 15ft. Guyed at top and
Supplied complete
centre.
15in. wide. 16in. deep, 14in. 141. - with all guy lines.
39111 LAS KY'S PE ICE
IC
32/6.
LASKI'S
PRE
Carriage 7!6 extra.
Carriage 2/6 extra.
Also available in unpolished
BRIM
ISTOIIS
veneer.
Type CZ.I, 1/6 each. CZ.35
LAS KY'S PR ICE
10Id. each or 91- doz..
Carriage 7g3 extra.

I ,AS

LASKY'S HARROW
IT'S RADIO
PADDINGTON. LONDON, W.0,
ROAD',

LTD.,

370, HARROW
ROAD,
Telephones : CUNningham 1979-7214.
41 easily adjustabAZOgonal
bit-the teriptisAftgre can
be controjiieftWextending

Type

day. 1 p.m.
Hours : Mon. to Sat. 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. ; otherwise
Thurs.. halfstated)
;on
Postage and packing charges (unless
210-:4s.
ad.
Od.
extra
;
as
L.
orders value £1 is Od. extra
extra ; over £10 carriage free. All goods fully insured in transit.
:

or shoii,g0it the bit. Net

MEDIUM TO HEAVY WOPK
Type 71 -complete, with
square section' bit, heavy
cure finish, plastic easyhandle. Net weight
S'l oz.
a

,

EXTRA HEAVY WORK
Type 81-complete with
16

oz.

bit and easy -grip

plastic handle heavy chrome

finish. Net weight 2 lb.

SOLD

1NG IRONS

Mcdelt21 and 31 also available with straight handles
32
and hea deflecting skirt Ask for models 22 and.

TALLON
CABINETS
and grams, polished,
or
ready for assembly in packed flat kits
factory assembled.
TELE-KING cabinets with space for radio or tape
recorder with or without doors, for 15", 16", or 17"
VIEW MASTER 'cabinets, console or table,
12 and I7in.
CABINET.
AUTO -GRAM
3
-SPEED
P.W.

for television, radio

LYNX CABINET.
ARGUS CABINET.
AND
RADIO
RADIOGRAM,

SPECIAL

CABINETS TO CUSTOMERS', DESIGNS.

SOU NDMASTER TAPE RECORDER CABI NETS
MINI -FOUR AND CRYSTAL DIODE cases
at I4/- each, including postage.
Consult your local dealer or write to :
(DEPT.

and factors.
' '* Obtainable from oll leading tool merchants

WOLF ELECTRiC TOOLS LTD

PIONEER WORKS -;HANGER LANE LONDON W.5
Branches: Boolinghans.Manchesser L cods Br iv of Glasgow Tej Pei male

P.T.I.)

JAMES Tit/LON & SONS LTD.
MANOR WORKS, MANOR ROAD
RUGBY

Telephone :

RUGBY 2070
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Pointers for Designerss
AND CONSTRUCTORS

NUMBER ELEVEN

VALVES FOR TAPE RECORDERS

INPUT STAGE

Tone correction and
intermediate stages

2729

Output and bias oscillator
ar
N78

Rectifier

N727/6AQ5

8309

ilow noise pentode:

U709
full -wave rectifier

double triode

Vh

6.3V

Vh

6.3V

Vh

6,3V

Vh

lh

6.3V

0.2A

Vh

0.6A

6.3V

Io

16

V

0.45A

ih

0.64A

lh

0.95A

250V

V,

250V

V,

250V

V.,

250V

250V

V02

250V

50 mA

lk

40 mA

V6.5 450V (max.)
Vio
350 rms (max.)
lout 150 mA

V52

140V

gm

I .35m AV

5.5 mAi V

ra

10 kf-,

Ik

Vhuo, 1.5V
=470/3
Base B9A

Base B9A

Vs1

-I2.5V

Pout

4.5W

Base B7G

Vo -5V
P,so,

4W
Base 87G

Base 89A
The heater -cathode rating
of the U709 permits opera-

tion from a common 6.39

heater wading

For further information and full technical data -write to: The Osram Valve and Electronics

Dept.
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON,
W.C.2

1111111i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

SETS OF VALVES

New Units) 5'.
...

'

-25/.

QP25)

OZ4A
1G6
1R5
.,

..

351.6GTor50LGG'137/6
i2S170T,
37:6

105
1LN5

2X2
3V4
3S4

or
...37/3
I2K7GT.
12K8GT.
12Q7GT. 35Z1GT,
25Z5

12SQ7GT.35ZIGT.
356LGT or 50L6GT

1S4
1S5
1T1

61080 6870. 6Q7G.
25A60.
',526G

We hale over 20,000 American and B.V.A. >elves in stock.

...45,". Set

6880 6E7G GQ7G
5ZIG 6V60 (or
KT611
...
-3716
1R5, 1SA 1T4, 1St
or (3S4 or 3V4) -30/.
TP25,
FILM Da
VP23, PEN25 (or

..

CRYSTAL Al ICEOPHONE
INSERTS

5Z30
51340
5Z40

6A7C
6AC7
SAGS
6A8G
6AM6
6B8

0

6CSGT

603

6D6

6F6G

816
POST
FREE

6060

816

6H6GT

POST
FREE

6J69/''
5

Ideal for tape recording and

6H6M

6J5GT
6J7G
6J7M

61(6

6E7G

amplifiers. No matching trans- 6K8G
former required.
6K8GT
1tECORIDIN4i; T.kPE
600 feet Reels
1.200 feet Reels

...
...

111111111iiii1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

(RADIO LTD.)

Ten RPM (Ex -Brand

each

HEN RY95

10'17,6

ALL VALVES NEW AND GUARANTEED.
7,- 6LOG
8 6 '1261(7
8/6 I EF91
9'. ! CV66
CI 7 6 I28R7
7/6 EL33
10 -: VR15W30 8'6
7 6 12SN7GT
EL32
7,6 ' CK510AX 5 8/- !6L7
76
12'6
EF50
(Regd.
DI
8/. 1 6N7GT 7 6 14A7
8/6
Svl ) 10'. AC6PEN 62 68,- I 6Q7GT
6 25Z6GT 8 6 EFS()
5 - AC5/PENDD
8- 8SJ7GT '6 25Z5
8,6 EY51
12/12'6
8,- ' 6113
6 35ZIGT 8'6 SP2
8'6 PEN25 6 6
6 I52.50T
8'6 V112
8,6 PEN46 7 6
81. 6SA7GT 6 25A6
8:6 TDD2A 8'6 QP25
66
8- 16SQ7GT
6 351,6
816 D840
9 - SF61
4
8/6 6SG7
50L6CT 86 4D1
4:- SP41
48/6 6SH7M 7.6
7 6 12
8'6
0D2
HL231DD 6'6
81 iIISIC7GT "6 43
8'6 9D2
6'6
816 I 6SL7GT 9 - 75
8/6 R3
8/6 VP4I
716
61 i 6SN7GT 9 - 78
8/6 D41
5 - U22
8/6
7.6 1507
10'. 80
8/6 6557
e:6 866:.
15/- D63
5i- TP22
9 - 6V6GT 7/6 9001
816
716 705
TH233 10/8/6 9002
81' 1152
819
41MP
.
6/- U19
7077
10'- 42SPT 7/6
85:/6.
816 9001
6/.
6/G.,Y62
6,6 7E17
Sib 215SG
813 9005
6/6 7B7
6 ,95554
7S7
6/. MI/14
86
7/6
616 12A6
7,6
6/- PX25 12/6 vT501
7/6
5/- 12C8
7/6 1299A
7/6 KT33C 10'8/6 12116
843 TZ40
37/6 KT66 12/8 i,ENDD4020
5/- 12K7GT 8,6 931A
50`- GU50 1216 F,C13C 1120:686 EASO
12K8GT
2'- XP2V
4'- IDS
16/6 12Q7GT 8.6 E551
6.- XII 11.5) 4,- AC/PEN 8/6
8u6 12SA7GT 813 E1334
VU111
4./5 or 7)10/ii,. 12SQ7G'r 8'6 EB033 3/8
8)6 VU133
4'- ,VP4 (5 or 7)
6/6 12SG7
7:8 EF36
6/6 VU120 A 4'8/6
9,- 1259I7
7/6 EF39
6/6 5130
716 MS/PEN (7).
0/. 12SJ7
8/6 EK02
6,6 7475
7/6
7/6
616 11U5
81. j 6(150

5--'6X50I

8ATP4 4/.

86 "3

8'816

956MS'PENES

IHOHSE PRACTICE BUZZERS
Morse tapper and 4 volt buzzer. Brand New. 6/- post paid.
26 -page Catalogue, 3/.1.
Open Mon. -Sat. 9-3. Thurs., 1 p.m

5, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON,

wa

Brand Ness' R.F. UNITS
15 - post free

REIM 20-20 mc.'s

RIP25 40-50 mc s
19:6 post free
RF26, 5065 mc/s
451- post free

SLIGHTLY SOILED

RE24
RE23
RF26

1216

15/39/-

T.C.C. .1 53,000 v. wkg..
Type CP58Q0. Bakelite
ease, 101- each.

" 182A "

INDICATOR
Screen,

UNIT. - Complete with
VCR517
and

EFTA). 4-5P61 and 1-5U40
9 w'w v'controls.
Ideal

for TV or 'Scope. Brand
New (less relay'.
In
original cases. 67,6 plus
carr.

INDICATOR UNIT TTPE
SLC5
This unit_ is ideal for conversion for a ' Scope '
Unit or basis for Midget
Television. It contains
Cilt Tube type ACRIO
(VCR139A) complete with
holder and cradle also
earthing clip.
1-VR66,
2-VR65, 24 mfd. 550 v. wkg.
condenser, potentiometers
and a varied assortment 01

resistors and condensers.
These units are in good
condition and packed in
wooden transit cases. The

C R Tube will be tested
before despatch.

TEL.: PADDINGTON 1008/9, 0401.

45/-.
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For istaximion,

4LECTROPACK9
ETCHED FOIL ELECTROLYTICS
The Constructor depends upon the Keliability of the components
The fact that so many designers specify T.C.C. Condensers
is evidence of their supremacy.
T.C.C. " Lectropack " Dry Electrolytic Condensers are robust
yet compact and employ ALL -ALUMINIUM non -corrosive
internal construction. The range below is a useful guide to the
types available.
he uses.

Capacity
P.F .

60- 100

Ripple

D.C. Volts
Wkg.

Surge

275

325
,,

Current
Max. M/A

Dimensions
in inches

450

44

530
650
450

Ai

4i

.200

770

60 - 100
60 - 250
100 - 100
100 - 200

500
500
550

4i
44
4i
4i
4;

60 - 250
100 - 200
100

60

60 - 100

350

400

"
450

"

550

"

700
450
500

T.C.C.
Type No.

List

.

Price

D

i
a
a

24

I

4
4

I

3

3:17

4

41

a

CE 37 HE
CE 60 HE
CE 60 HEA
CE 10 LE
CE 36 LE
CE 36 LEB
CE 60 LEBCE 36 LEA
CE 60 LEA
CE 38 PE
CE 60 PE

16/-

28/.
281113,4

24/73/34/261-

33/14/29,1-

List 140c contains tics
extended range.

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD
RADIO DIVISION: NORTH ACTON

LONDON

W3

Telephone : ACOrn 0061

A GOOD SET
deserves a

Mullard
long life
picture tube

Technical Service Department will be pleased
to send you Data Sheets describing any of the
following Mullard Long Life Picture Tubes :12" MW31-74

14" MW36-24

17" MW43-64

`Cj MULLARD LTD., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVE., LONDON W.C.2
MYM 262

TIMITA
HAMM
& "TELEVISION TIMES"
Editor: F. J. CAMM
Editorial and Advert isesalen I
" Prart teal Television.:' George Nownea,
Ltd., Tower Moose, South:Hopiun Street, Strand, 1T.('.2. 'Phone: 'remote Bar 4362.
Telegrams: NIWIIIA. Hand, London.
Registered at the G.P.O. for Ira n SininaiOn by Canadian Magazine Post.
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TELEVIEWS

TELEVISION REDUCES CRIME
ACCORDING to the Annual Report of the West Ham Probation Officer, television is
helping to reduce crime in London. The
reason adduced is that leisure time is being spent
less at the street corner and more in places of
entertainment and education. This opinion is
expressed, of course, in relation to the number
of cases brought before the court in West Ham,

programme, merely viewing with the pride of

possession and unconcerned with the quality of
the programme they are viewing. People will
make dates with their TV receivers.
TOOTH -PULLING ON TV

THE recent demonstration on TV of that
usually painful process tooth extraction
but we do not think that this applies to the was, in our view, an error of judgment
on the
country as a whole. The gangs of so-called part of the BBC and in bad taste. Of course,
" Edwardians,- who are in reality thugs, are the raison d'etre of this part of the programme
on the increase. Their existence is said to be due was to demonstrate that it is possible by hypnosis

to poor home life in homes where there is not to extract teeth painlessly. Opinion is mixed
the money nor the room for a television receiver. regarding hypnosis and we think that some
Undoubtedly, television is changing the pattern other form of demonstration would have suited.
of family life. We think, for the better, but there It is true that in the particular case the person

are those who for selfish reasons think otherwise.
It is said that it destroys the desire for study and
that children neglect their homework. The
opticians imply that it damages our sight. The
theatres, cinemas and public houses claim that

concerned did not appear to suffer any great pain.

In America they have for some time been

telescreening major operations. We hope that
that form of programme is not introduced over
here.

There are those who feel that hypnosis

the cause of their reduced and diminishing has yet to be proved. This is not the sort of

turnovers is the obvious fact that people remain programme that British listeners require and we
at home watching TV programmes. Un- hope that there will be no more of it.
doubtedly, TV is the cheapest form of entertainment today, and the criticisms directed
against it are understandable. They must, " PRACTICAL TELEVISION CIRCUITS "
however, be measured by the yardstick of WE have recently published, at 15s., a new

experience of the radio industry when it was

handbook of great value to all television
Exactly the same criticisms enthusiasts, especially those who build their own
were levelled against radio but none of the receivers. The very first book on the subject, it
gloomy forebodings then made has been justified contains in its 288 pages, illustrated by 156
in the passage of 32 years of radio. Gramophone practical diagrams and photographs, details of a
sales were to reach vanishing point, no one would number of highly efficient TV receivers, from a
require a gramophone record, the theatres, midget 3in. tube TV, which may be built for £9,
cinemas and restaurants would close up and to a 17in. tube receiver which may be built for
indeed one would presume from the jeremiads of half the price of a similar type of commercial
the time that radio was to be responsible for a receiver. There are designs for an A.C./D.C.
great national cataclysm. Newspapers feared and a combined TV and broadcast receiver, as
loss of sales and refused at one time to publish well as designs for pre -amplifiers, spot wobblers,
BBC programmes. Experience has shown that E.H.T. generators, a Pattern Generator and a
the sales of newspapers, gramophone records telesquare. Instructions for Building the Argus,
founded in 1922.

and gramophones have never been higher, \the Super -Visor, and other PRACTICAL TELEVISION
although there was a temporary drop until the receivers are included. Builders of these receivers
novelty of the new form of entertainment had will wish to have constructional and operating
worn off. So will it be with TV. People will details in this morepermanent form. The volume
become more selective in their viewing and not is a companion to our " Practical Wireless
as now look in irrespective of the nature of the Circuits."-F. J. C.
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A DETAILED EXPLANATION OF HOW VARIOUS FORMS OF NOISE ARE GENERATED
By M. Harknett

THE many different origins of electrical noise produce a random voltage across the ends of the

are described with special consideration conductor, since it must have resistance.
The rate at which these free electrons move about
given to the type of noise which limits picture
In fact this velocity

depends upon the temperature.
quality in fringe television areas.
The most common forms of noise are listed below is proportional to the absolute temperature. Therefore, at absolute zero, i.e., at -273 deg. C., there is
and the origin of each will be described in turn.
no movement of these electrons, whilst at normal
External noise
Internal noise
about 300 deg. C. absolute,
room temperature,
Man-made
Thermal Agitation
they are moving at a very high rate.
(or Johnson noise)
Shot
Partition Valve
noise
Flicker
Ion
Current
Circuit

Atmospheric
Galactic

The random voltage produced by these

free

electrons contains frequency components of substantially constant amplitude spreading over the
whole frequency spectrum from zero up to frequencies
much higher than those used for radio communication.
The magnitude of this " thermal agitation."

voltage is of the order of micro -volts and can be

simply calculated from the following formula which
is given for room temperature.
Thermal Agitation Noise. This form of noise
Where R is the resistance
e=10"30 VR.B. volts.
manifests itself in the very first circuits following
the pick-up device in an amplifier, e.g., the tuned of the circuit and B
grid circuit following the aerial of a television
the bandwidth.
audio
receiver, or in the first grid resistance of an
This formula is derived from the basic formula:
amplifier.
e= -V4 KTRB volts. Where K is Boltzmann's
constant= 1.347 x 10-23.
Note : Where the word amplifier is used in the
can
mean
an
this
following descriptions
T=absolute temperature.
receiving
R.F.
an
.or
audio amplifier
E.g., for a resistance of 70Q at room temperature
circuit, e.g., TV receiver.
preceding an amplifier with a bandwidth of 4 Mc/s.
This noise is actually produced inside the tuned
e=10i230 A/70 x 4 x 106
circuit or resistance itself, therefore, nothing external
to the circuit can be done to reduce it, also this noise
2.2 itV.
From examination of the above formula we see
voltage is followed by the full gain of the amplifier
and, therefore, determines the minimum signal level that the voltage depends upon the temperature,
resistance, and bandwidth of the circuit.
which can be used.
The resistance term in the formula is not confined
For a clear understanding of this form of noise
the atomic theory of matter must be considered. to a physical resistance, but is the resistive component
This theory postulates that atoms are composed of any impedance we are considering. For example,
of one or more electrons revolving in orbits about a the thermal noise developed by a condenser would be
heavier nucleus which has a positive charge equal zero as its impedance does not contain any resistance.
In the case of an inductance the resistive component
to the negative charge of the orbital electrons.
at the
In a conductor these electrons are not all bound would be the winding and skin resistance
which would
to stay with any one nucleus and one electron may frequency considered. Th3 circuit
change places with another electron in a neighbouring have the largest_ resistive component at radio
would be a parallel tuned circuit. At
atom. Such electrons are called free electrons and frequencies
these exchanges take place in a random manner resonance such a circuit would have a resistive
between all the atoms in the conductor. If a battery component called dynamic resistance given by the
is connected across the terminals of the conductor formula :Rd = QXc ohms. Where Rd is the dynamic
these free electrons will change places in a certain
resistance
Internal Noise

1

1

direction and in fact as they are negative charges
they will move in the general direction of the

Xc is the reactance of the tuning condenser.
Another important resistive term in the grid circuit
positive end of the conductor. The electrons which
of
left their atoms at the negatiVe end of the conduc- of an R.F. amplifier valve is the input resistance
10,000
tor being replaced by electrons from the negative the valve. This is usually of the order ofresistance
terminal of the battery. This flow of electrons ohms, and the noise power produced by this
the same value
constitutes a flow of what is called conventional is about five times that produced by This
is because
of
resistance
external
to
the
valve.
in
fact
considered
to
flow
in
current and which is
the effective temperature of this resistance is nearly
the opposite direction to the electron flow.
considered
to
cathode temperature and is usually
As was stated previously, in a conductor with no at
be
at
five
times
room
temperature.
these
potential difference supplied to its terminals,
bandwidth term in the formula is interesting
free electrons are in continuous random motion, as The
it
is
independent of centre frequency. This means
constitutes
a
flow
and since a movement of electrons
that the noise voltage contained in a certain band-

of current, these random fluctuations of current
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width at the lowest radio frequencies would be of care in construction and use of good components.
exactly the same amplitude as the same bandwidth of Poor valve bases and bad joints are probably the
noise at television frequencies.
most common offenders.

Note : The bandwidth term when considering a
receiver-ls the minimum bandwidth which
the noise has to encounter and this is

Valve Noise

All the common internal sources of noise have now
been considered.
In discussing thermal and valve noise only the first
inside the
The individual electrons striking the stage was mentioned. This is because as long as the

usually the 1.F. bandwidth.
Shot Noise. This is noise produced

valve itself.

anode arrive in an irregular manner, not in a con-

first stage has a power gain greater than four times.

tinuous stream of one after the other at regular any noise produced by following stages is negligible
intervals. This gives rise to a random current, and in comparison.
This is normally the case in a reasonably wel hence a random noise voltage at the anode of the
valve. If the valve has a space charge, i.e., not all the designed first stage.
It is modern practice to use a factor called the
electrons emitted by the cathode are immediately

drawn to the anode but leave a cloud of electrons noise factor to signify the noiselessness of an amplifier
round the cathode, then this tends to smooth out the instead of the signal-to-noise ratio formerly used.
flow and reduce the noise. This is the reason why Obviously, the signal-to-noise ratio depends upon the
pre -amplifier valves are normally worked with a signal strength and, therefore, cannot be stated for
any particular amplifier unless the signal strength
lots anode voltage.
Shot noise is of exactly the same character as is known.

thermal agitation noise, i.e., it is of uniform intensity
over the frequency spectrum. It can, therefore, be
represented by a resistance generating thermal
agitation noise. This resistance is considered to be
in series with the grid of the valve assuming to be
generating no shot noise.

H.T-w`

/00 l!

-40

0-10mA.

70 CI

TT

9

This resistance is called the equivalent noise
resistance of the valve and is ulsually given in manu-

-00/

Peceivoy-

PF

Input

facturers' catalogues of valves normally used in the
first stage of amplifiers. Typical values are 500 ohms

for triodes, 2,000 ohms for pentodes, and 20,000
ohms for frequency changers.

The more grids there are present in a valve, the

more noisy it becomes due to the electron steam
Hy: dividing up between these grids. This form of shot
Noise diode circuit.
noise is called partition noise.
We can see from this that a triode is the best valve
Incidentally, the signal voltage appearing at the
to use in the first stage of a very low -noise amplifier,
be calculated from the formula :
e.g., the cascode pre -amp which uses a neutralised aerial terminals can
V=Gx Exh pV
triode as the first valve.
G is the voltage gain of the aerial E is the
To find the amplitude of the shot noise voltage we Where
strength in micro volts/metre ; h is the effective
merely substitute the equivalent resistance of the field
height
in
metres.
valve in the thermal agitation noise formula.
;

The effective height has nothing to do with the
Flicker Noise. This is noise due to random fluctuaactual physical height of the aerial, which is taken
tions in the working surface of the cathode coating into account by the fact that the field strength is
of the valve. The amplitude of this form of noise stated at a definite height, usually 30ft.
is only larger than shot noise at frequencies lower
The effective height of a dipole can be calculated
than 200 c/s.
from the formula :
Ion Noise. This is caused by gases in the valve,
h = - 2.7
where 2. is the wavelength of the signal.
the electron's emitted from the cathode knock
electrons off the atoms of gas, causing the atoms to
For
50
Mc/s = 6 metres.
be ionised. These positive ions drift towards the
negatively -charged cathode, thus upsetting the space
charge. This can be the reason for a valve becoming

.*. h =Zz = 1 metre approximately.
noisy-due to the valve losing its vacuum.
Therefore, at television frequencies, the formula for
Current Noise. This can be very serious in low - the
voltage at the aerial terminals simply becomesfrequency high -gain amplifiers, e.g., tape-recording
EpV
amplifiers, and is produced in carbon resistances E.g., forV=G
a field strength of 500 /1V/metre, and an aerial
carrying a direct current, e.g., anode loads. This with a gain of 6 db., i.e., a voltage gain of 2 times
noise is produced by varying contact resistance
V=2 x 500=1 mV.
between the carbon granules and has the same origin
The noise factor of an amplifier is given by the

as the familiar hiss produced by a carbon microphone.
In this type of amplifier it is, therefore, advisable to
use wirewound or high -stability type resistances for
the anode loads of the first stages ; ordinary carbon
resistances cannot be used.
Circuit Noise.

This type of noise is not funda-

mental but can be troublesome and can be avoided by

formula-

N =Signal-to-noise power ratio at output of amplifier

Signal-to-noise power ratio at input of amplifier.
A typical noise factor for a television receiver with a

good pre -amp is 2, or this can be given in dbs., i.e.,
3 db.
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It is very easy to measure this noise factor using on the long wavelengths used for radio communi-

one of the special valves called noise diodes (Fig. 1).

Under temperature limited conditions (i.e., all the

electrons emitted at the cathode are drawn to the

anode leaving no space charge) the equivalent noise
resistance is given by the formula Req.= 0.05
-I Where I is the anode current in amperes.
The noise diode, is, therefore, a device which has a
variable equivalent noise resistance which depends on
its anode current which, in turn, can be controlled by
varying the filament current, the anode voltage being

cation.
Galactic noise as its name applies is noise arriving
from the galaxies, it therefore varies in intensity hour
by hour. It is only greater than thermal noise in a

frequency range between about 10 and 80 Mc/s.
Galactic noise can be the limiting factor, as far as
signal-to-noise ratio is concerned in country areas,
but as already stated man-made noise is probably the
limiting factor in towns.
Limiting Factor

At normal television frequencies, if a reasonab;y
kept at about 100 volts to prevent a space charge good
first stage is used, the limiting factor of picture.
forming.

quality in a television receiver working in a fringe area
will be determined by external noise. It,is therefore
useless to try to improve reception by using very low
noise pre -amps., e.g., the cascode pre-anip, or to place
a pre -amp at the top of an aerial .mast, _because the
To make use of the noise diode an anode load is noise introduced by the ordinary pretamp will be less
used equal to the impedance of the pick-up device than the random noise picked up on the aerial. Of
which is normally fed into the amplifier. In the case course, a very noisy first stage or very noisy pre -amp
of a television receiver this would be a resistance of can produce more noise than that picked up on the
Note : The noise diode must have a tungsten filament
since it is impossible to work an oxide -coated
valve under temperature limited conditions ;
the cathode would just disintegrate.

about 70 ohms. The voltage produced across this aerial, but under normal conditions a conventional
anode load is fed into the receiver in place of the R.F. amplifier circuit using a low noise pentode, e.g.,
aerial voltage. The anode current of the diode is read
by means of a rnilliameter and the filament current is
varied by a rheostat. A microammeter is connected
so as to read the second detector current.
The filament current of the noise diode is first
switched off and the second detector current is noted.
The filament current is then switched on and
increased until the meter reads 40% more than it did
originally. This means that the noise power has been
doubled.
It can be shown that the noise factor of the receiver
is then given by the formulaN =20 I R Where I is the anode current in amperes
of the noise diode, and R the resistance
of the anode load.
If I was found to be 3 mA and R 68 ohms.

Then N-20

x 3 x 68
1,000

=4 approx.

6AK5, will be more than good enough.

In conclusion then, provided the noise factor, of a
television receiver is reasonably low the only way to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio is to use as an

efficient aerial system as possible, which means using a
good aerial and erecting it as high as possible.

New
Emit= Camera
THE BBC has placed an order with Emitron

Television Ltd., for 17 latest type Emitron
television cameras and associated vision channels.

This equipment will replace some of the older

camera channels now in use and provide for further
expansion of the BBC Television Service.
The cameras incorporate the new Emitron camera
tube type 5957-the latest development in the range

of Emitron tubes. The original Emitron-produced

in the same laboratories of E.M.I.-was the first

electronic television camera to be used in this country
External Noise
Man-made noise is well known to be due to electri- and helped to launch the BBC Television Service in
cal appliances, e.g., hair driers, vacuum cleaners, 1936.
switches and car ignition systems:
It is seldom that this noise comes in via the mains Higher Definition
The 5957 tube is a considerable advance on
lead of a receiver. It is usually radiated by the mains
leads of the interfering device. This is why a suppressor previous types : its features include improved defini-

should be placed as near to the electric motor as tion and contrast range, complete stability under all
possible. This radiated noise is picked up on the operating conditions, and absence of picture distoraerial or down lead or in badly -designed receivers can
be picked up directly in the I.F. strip.
When these sources are nearby they produce a very
distinct pattern on the screen of a television receiver.

tion. It also features the traditional freedom of the

Emitron from dark haloes around bright objects.

Overall picture quality provided by these new

channels is comparable with the highest photographic standards.
Modifications have also been made to the

As the source of noise is taken further away the
pattern of this noise merges into a background of mechanical design of the cameras to ensure greater
other man-made noise, and if a very large number of

these distant sources are present, as they would be in a ease of operation and handling in use. four lenses,
They have turrets incorporating
town, then this noise loses its distinctive pattern and
controlled light density filters and improved
becomes random and almost indistinguishable from remote
picture monitors to simplify operation. The control
thermal noise.
also feature improved picture monitors.
Atmospheric noise is due to electric storms and units
Full technical details of the new Emitron equipment
manifests itself on a communications receiver by a will be released shortly ; delivery of the first channels
distinctive crackling noise. Atmospheric noise is to the BBC will commence in about 15 months.
negligible at, television frequencies but can be serious
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RECEIVE R

CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS OF AN
ECONOMICAL
SURPLUS

RECEIVER

UTILISING

COMMERCIAL

RECEIVER

COMPONENTS

By J. Cook
(Continued from page 7, June issue)

supply. The bias is set manually by R7, so that the
diode is non-conductive under normal picture conditions, but conducts and virtually short circuits to
earth via C6 when interference pulses occur. The
chief drawback of this arrangement is that it does
not follow the brightness level of the picture and, in
consequence, interference can still be fairly noticeable
in the darker areas of picture. The second choice

BIAS on the tube opposes the change. There
are, however, two effects associated with

this arrangement due to the reduction
in D.C. level as there will be a tendency for

the flyback lines to be more apparent whilst there
will be less change between brightly illuminated and

darker scenes. It will be seen under the frame time base section that the former point is taken care of.
Flyback lines are virtually eliminated by a special
circuit arrangement whereby frame flyback pulses
are fed into the tube biasing circuit and so arranged
that the tube grid is biased back to cut-off during
the flyback periods and no flyback lines are visible.
The loss of D.C. component is not great and does
not seriously affect any artistic effects portrayed on
the screen. In any case, by removing the need for
frequent readjustment the easy enjoyment of programmes is greatly enhanced, thus countering any
theoretical objections. This is the essence of simplicity, but there are, of course, more complicated
gating " A.G.C. circuits which have been discussed
on these pages before. Whilst such circuits are more

at Fig. 2 shows an arrangement whereby bias

is

Set automatically and, therefore, does not suffer
the disadvantage of the circuit.
The cathode is
similarly connected but a high value resistor (R6A or
R7A at will) shunts the diode whose anode is taken
to earth by C6A. This condenser is charged through
R6A/R7A to a value determined by the peak white

content of the picture but, due to the long time of the combination, when interference

constant

pulses occur and the cathode is taken negative- the
anode is unable to follow and the diode conducts to
shoe circuit the video output. The chief disadvantage
of this arrangement is that the diode does actually
conduct at all times on peak " whites " ; though this
is very slight, nevertheless some debasement
of
picture quality is bound to occur.
The author has tried both of these limiters and has
favoured the former, if for no other reason than that
it is reassuring to have the knowledge that by manual
adjustment the picture quality will not be debased

if it is so adjusted as 'to have no effect on peak
whites." However, as mentioned above, the latter

circuit does automatically follow the D.C. level of
efficient outside service areas, there is, in the author's the picture and is probably the best arrangement
view, no need for them under normal conditions. when interference of a heavy and continual nature is
Even where aircraft interference is experienced there encountered and some slight loss in the " whites "
is little that can be done to counter the out-ofphase becomes relatively unimportant.

signals which arrive at the' receiver and cause all the
trouble, except to install an efficient aerial. In this

Sync Separator

larly helpful.

The simple sync separator capable of giving
perfect results has not yet been devised, and once

connection, the -X " variety seems to be particuVision Limiter
A vision limiter of some sort appears to be an
essential item in even the quieter localities. Apart

again the design depends in varying degrees upon the

choose from and one's choice does, to some extent,
depend upon the average intensity of interference
experienced. In Fig. 1 the cathode is connected to
the anode of the video valve and the diode -anode is
connected to a potentiometer (R7) across the H.T.

experienced with the simpler types can be intolerable.

strength of signal received, degree of interference
experienced and the accuracy of interlace desired.

If located in a fringe area with bad TVI one of the

from one or two unorthodox types, such as the more complicated types such as " flywheel
" black spotter," there are basically two types to separation might be justified, because the line tearing
But under average conditions the single pentode

stage is quite adequate and, as used in this receiver
in combination with a multivibrator frame oscillator,
an extremely accurate and reliable interlace is
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against any possible parasitic oscillation which may
set up. R31 across the coupling transformer (T2)
secondary and deflector coil is included for the
purpose of reducing the line frequency voltages set
up in the deflector coil by unavoidable coupling from
included.
An EF50 is used in this position but almost any the line deflector coil.
One of the unusual features of this receiver is the
similar pentode in the same general category may be
used. Negative -going output from the video stage employment of D.C. shift controls for picture
When picture centring is effected by
is coupled via RI 1 and C7. The series resistance R11 centring.
is important as it limits grid current to the valve physical movement of the magnet or focus coil, it

obtained at the optimum setting of the frame hold
control. The usual diode line pulse remover in the
integrator circuit to the frame oscillator does not
appear to be necessary and. has not therefore been

resulting in the removal of the tips of the positive invariably means that the focusing device cannot
sync pulses which include interference peaks. This be aligned with the axis of the C.R.T. and provide
provides more even synchronisation, particularly uniform focus. With the alternative method used
to the line oscillator, which is especially prone to here, the focusing device can be aligned with the
trouble from interference. RIO is the grid leak. tube and picture centring is effected by introducing
Positive -going sync pulses produce grid current D.C. into the deflector coil, the polarity of which
can be varied by means of a centre -tapped potentiometer. This potentiometer has a voltage drop across
and effecting D.C. restoration between cathode and it due to the receiver H.T. supply flowing through it,
control grid. After amplification the locking pulses thus producing the one or two volts of bias which is
are applied via a differentiator formed by R12, C9 all that is required to defied the picture by any
and R22 to the screen of the self -oscillating line reasonable degree.
Another feature associated with the secondary, of
output valve whilst the frame triggering pulses
developed across R13 are passed via the integrator the frame transformer is the device for cancelling
circuit comprising R14, R15 and C11 and applied out the flyback lines on the picture which, as explained
earlier, are probably a little more prominent than
to the frame oscillator via C17 and R44.
would otherwise be the case due to the slight loss of
D.C. component in the C.R.T. modulation feed
Frame Timebase
The amplified saw -tooth pulse is tapped from
The oscillator is a double triode (6SN7/GT) circuit.
multivibrator type, sometimes known as a See -Saw " one side of the frame coils as indicated, and introduced
or " Flip -Flop " oscillator. The usefulness of the into the C.R.T. bias circuit via the brilliance control
multivibrator arises from the fact that the frequency
of oscillation is readily controlled by an injected
voltage and hence it is easily triggered. It is, in
effect, a two -stage resistance -coupled amplifier in
which biases the valve into cut-off conditions,
eliminating the negative -going picture modulation

which the voltage developed by the output of the

second valve is applied to the input of the first valve

and gives rise to sustained oscillations due to the

phase shift which occurs. Effectively, each half of
the oscillator is switched on and off alternately each
cycle, the duration of each part -cycle being determined by the time constants of C29, R43, R44 and
Negative -going sync pulses are
C32, R45, R46.

applied to the grid of V6A through a potential

R44. Of the time constants, one is
made variable by making R45 a variable resistance
which functions as the frame locking control. Output
from V6B anode is taken through' C28 to the grid of
the frame output valve (EL33 strapped as a triode)

divider R43 and

where the sawtooth output from the oscillator

is

amplified and passed through the impedance matching
transformer T2 to the deflector coils. Any non -

linearity present in the oscillator output and in the
frame amplifier itself is corrected by operating the
EL33 at a point of its characteristic curve which
produces equal and inverse non -linearity and by
negative feedback, both of which are variable for
optimum adjustment. The advantageous portion of
the EL33's Eg/la curve is selected -by a variable

cathode bias resistor R39 and primarily controls the
central portion of the picture, whilst negative feed-

back applied from the anode to the input via

C26

and variable R36 influences linearity at the top of the
picture. The negative feedback is particularly neces-

sary to offset the waveform distortion which is experienced in this, as in others, due to the difficulty
in designing a transformer possessing

sufficient

primary inductance with reasonable economy. R38
and R37 are grid and screen stoppers respectively-

probably not necessary-but fitted as an insurance

View of the rear of receiver.
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R28 causing the tube to be cut off during flyback
periods. Combined with this is a tube safety circuit
which eliminates the residual spot on the C.R.T.
screen which might otherwiie appear- when the set
is switched off. With this arrangement when the set
is switched off the H.T. voltage applied to the video
stage (and hence the cathode potential of the picture
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the picture can be centred horizontally by means of
the variable bias control already described. Strictly
speaking, this particular feature is a de luxe item

and may, of course, be omitted if

it

is desired to

keep to the " no frills " lines of the rest of the receiver.
A separate winding is provided on the line transformer for the control of picture width and the
tube) decays very rapidly but because of the time inductance of this is variable by means of a plunger
constant of C19, R27 the potential of the tube grid operated iron -dust core. Part of this variable in-decays at a slower rate and maintains beam current at ductance is shunted across Tl(e) to form a variable
a sufficiently high value to discharge the E.H.T. load to balance the effect of adjustment of width,
capacitor before the scanning voltages have dis- which would otherwise alter the loading on T1(d),'
appeared. At some instant during this period the T1(e) and hence vary linearity and E.H.T.
Adjustvoltage between grid and cathode assumes a value at ment of line linearity is inter -related with the
line
which grid current flows. This current is limited by hold control but, once the linearity is adjusted,
R49 and prevents the grid/cathode potential exceeding unlikely to require further adjustment until the it is
EL38
a value of -4- volt which is the prescribed value for loses emission and requires replacement.
The high
the MW3I/16 picture tube.
efficiency core . material used in this transformer
results in low self capacitance and core losses with a
Line Timebase
consequently well-preserved waveform.
With the
Amplified sync pulses from the anode of V3 are 7-8 kV. E.H.T., ample width is available without
applied via the differentiator circuit R12, C9 and R22 the use of the usual efficiency diode and there is
to the screen of the single valve (EL38) self -oscillating a complete absence of foldover in the,left side of
line timebase section where the negative -going sync the raster.
pulses lock the oscillator. In this circuit the control
and screen grids of the EL38 function as a transitron Power Supply
oscillator and TI(b) provides the necessary loading
The mains transformer is auto -wound to provide
inductance. An extension TI(a) of TI(b), on the
auto -transformer principle, provides the E.H.T. 300 volts A.C., or 260 volts D.C., at 250 mA. after
The anodes of the 5U4/G rectifier (V8)
voltage from the high peak voltages which occur in rectification.
connected together via the surge -limiting resistors
TI(b) during the flyback period due to the sudden are
and R34, and the rectifier is operated as a half collapse of anode current at the end of each cycle. R33
wave rectifier. This is necessary because of the autoRectified by V5 and smoothed by C15, some 7 to transformer, used
here for cheapness. One side of
8 kV. is supplied to the final anode of the picture the chassis is therefore
tube. With coated tubes, CI5 may be the capacitance and due precautions connected to the mains supply
against shock should be
formed between the exterior Aquadag coating and the observed. It is advised that
a three -pin non -reversible
interior final anode ; otherwise it should be a separate
power plug and socket be used for the mains input
component. Of the two secondary windings, TI(c) and
that the neutral side of the mains should be
supplies the necessary heater voltage for the E.H.T. connected
to the chassis. When the set is switched off
rectifier, which is 6.3 volts at 0.09 amps., and T1(d) an additional
precaution is to use a double -pole on/olf
couples the output from the line amplifier to the switch, combined
the authors receiver with the
deflector coils Ll/L2. As in the frame deflector coil volume control, soin that
circuit, D.C. shift controls are incorporated so that isolated from the mains. the chassis is completely.
The advantages of the transformer are : (I) a fixed
Width adjustment
value of H.T. is obtained irrespective of the mains
voltage tap, and also a higher voltage than the mains
is obtained because of the auto -wound extension of
the transformer primary ; (2) a constant voltage heater
supply is provided by the transformer secondary. The
Winding (f)
transformer secondaries provide 6.3 volts for all
heaters (except the E.H.T. rectifier, H.T. rectifier and
C.R.T.), and a 5 volt winding supplies the H.T.
rectifier heater. A separate heater transformer is
provided for the picture tube only, though this might
equally be an additional winding on the main transformer if such an item can be obtained. It was, in
fact, a specially wound low -capacity type which the
Winding (9)
author used in order that a cheaply obtained heater/
cathode shorted tube could be used. The use of such
1

a tube is, of course, something of a gamble, and

Fig. 4.-Wiring connections for line output transformer.

The transformer is Plessey Type SL7 (Part No. CP
72036/2). The earlier CP72036 may be found to have
tag 10 missing. In this type, the appropriate additional connection to tag 9 must be separated if the
shift controls are desired. If shift controls are not
desired, tag 9 (and 10 if fitted) should be returned to
chassis.

performance can ortLy be guaranteed with a new tube.
A separate winding is desirable, in any case, because
the heater and cathode can then be effectively operated at the same potential by strapping them together
with a resistor (R25) which is of sufficiently high value
to avoid A.C. modulation of the cathode. There

being no current flowing through R25, there is no
voltage drop, and no breadown between cathode and
heater can occur. Thus, this most expensive item in
any TV set is protected from this all too common
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cause of premature failu& (due to the fact that many
commercial TV receivers have a potential difference
of 100 to 200 volts between these two points). Main
H.T. smoothing is by C20, C21 and Ch.4. The values

are necessary in each anode lead. The minimum

value varies considerably from one type of rectifier to

another and, consequently, the appropriate value

should be ascertained from the manufacturer's pubof smoothing condenser are much higher (60 plus lished data when using alternatives. Failure to
100 eu,F) than those required in normal radio practice, observe this requirement may result in the early
and this is mainly because of the high ripple current demise of the rectifier, especially in view of the high
which the reservoir condenser must
handle and also the requirement
of the timebases for a high degree
of smoothing. Whereas a small
amount of hum in an ordinary radio
receiver may be tolerable, especially

if the speaker system is inefficient
at 50 cycles, hum in a TV receiver
would produce pictures with sine wave edges and would be unacceptable. Another reason for the high
value condensers is the necessity
to keep the. D.C. resistance of the
L.F. smoothing choke, Ch.4, as low
as practicable to avoid the loss of
the precious H.T. volts. A low resistance

L.F.

choke

inevitably

possesses low inductance, if it is to

be economically produced, and
hence higher capacities are necessary
to obtain the desired degree of
smoothing. These condensers should

be of the special TV type capable
of handling the high ripple currents,
which may be something like twice

the D.C. supply for the

receiver,

and these are mounted a respectable
distance away from the rectifier and
other particular sources of heat.
This is because the working voltages
are adversely

affected

by

quite

moderate changes of temperature
from those specified by the manufacturer.

Constructors appear to be often tempted to use

alternative rectifiers and, in fact, there, is a variety of
alternatives to the 5U4G specified. But there is a
number of points to be borne in mind if it is decided
to use one of them. The minimum series resistance
for a 5U4G is 75 ohms to protect the valve from the
'high current which flows when switching on due to

electrolytic surge. The transformer accounts foe,
about 30 ohms so that two resistors of about 45 ohms

Fig. 3.-Underside view of chassis.

value of reservoir condenser necessary in this application. The, other point is that it is important . to

maintain the H.T. rail at no greater potential than
250 to 269 volts because, since the E.H.T. rectifier

draWS its heater supply from the induced voltages in

.the secondary of the line transformer, as already

described, any increase of H.T. voltage will produce a
prOportionately greater voltage in the secondaries of

the, fine transformer and hence may overload the

E.H.T. rectifier heater. Such an increase may occur
if a rectifier other than the 5U4G is used, because the

voltage drop characteristic varies from one type to

another and most of the possible alternatives will drop
a'lesser voltage. In that event, more resistance in the
form of a,higher resistance L.F. smoothing choke or
a series -dropping resistance would be desirable. The
design of the vision/sound strip illustrated allows for a

consumption of about 70 mA. (including video

amplifier but not the sound output valve), which is
average. 'Any substantial deviation from this will
reflect on the load to the rectifier and hence vary the
supply voltage.

-If -a tetrode picture tube

is

used, such as the

MW31/16, the voltage of the H.T. rail will be inadequate to supply. the 200 to 410 volts specified by the

makers, as these voltages are with respect to the

Fig. 5.-Wiring connections
for multi -ratio frame output

transformer.

cathobe of the tube and not to chassis, which is more
customary.
(To be concluded.)
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COLOUR SYSTEM
SOME DETAILS OF A RECENT DEMONSTRATION

SOME time ago we gave details in these pages of drawback that the bandwidth is considerably
the colour system which has been approved increased-a normal 3 Mc/s band being devoted
for use in the United States. Known as the to the detail alone. This could, however, be used
N.T.S.C. system this is a process which permits on the proposed new commercial frequencies in
the user of a black and white receiver to pick up Band Ill.
the transmission in black and white with quality as
At the demonstration four colour receivers were
good as that obtained from a normal black and white installed, two being fitted with R.C.A. standard
transmission. This is known as " compatibility" colour tubes-one of the metal type and one of glass,
and obviously the same requirement must hold in addition to two Nlarconi receivers in which
good with any colour system which is used in this special projection tubes were employed. All these
country. Just as at the cinema there are still black receivers were, of course, of the metal laboratory
and white pictures, so it is anticipated that when type and not suitable for domestic use, as they were
colour is introduced it will be a long time before complete with various switching circuits to enable
all transmissions are in colour, and users of the older comparisons to be made.
types of receiver must not be penalised in any way.
In
Marconi receivers three projection type
The Marconi Company have carried out experiments tubes were employed, and these each had their own
at their depot at Great Baddow with a view to trying optical box. The outputs were aligned to form a
to adapt the N.T.S.C. system for the British pictdre single picture and it was impossible to distinguish
standards which are, of course, vastly different from between the registration of these, and of the grid in
the American. In addition they have developed the American type receivers. Of course, these were
another system which overcomes some of the faults laboratory instruments and no doubt the al;gnment
of the N.T.S.C. system, and which they have termed was carried out by more elaborate means than
" Wide Band," and we witnessed demonstrations of could be incorporated in a domestic type of receiver,
both of these systems recently in London.
but it showed that it was possible to reduce consider-

For the benefit of those readers who arc not ably the initial cost of a receiver-a single colour

familiar with the N.T.S.C. system it may be briefly
described as a process whereby bandwidth is saved

tube of 15in. or l6in. diameter costing considerably
more than the small tubes both initially and on the
by transmitting details only in black and white, score of replacement. In the latter case it would,
plus Iwo colour transmissions. By eliminating the of course, be unlikely that the three tubes would
third colour and transmitting detail in black and fail at once and therefore a single tube only would
white considerable saving in bandwidth is obtained, need replacement at one time at a very considerably
and it is not a difficult matter to so
arrange things that at the receiving
end subtraction of one colour from
the other will produce the third.
Usually, it is found that red and
blue are the actually transmitted
colours, green being obtained from
coding circuits.
The British N.T.S.C. System
Developing the above arrange-

ment the Marconi Company have
perfected one system in which the
colour video signal is designed to
give three -colour presentation

of

the scene being scanned for video
frequencies from D.C. to 0.4 Mc/s,
two-colour presentation for intermediate

video

frequencies

lying

between 0.4 and 1 Mc/s, and mono-

chrome presentation for the

frequencies lying between
and 3
Mc/s-that is, it is all contained in
1

a band of 3 Mc/s.
An alternative system is known
as "Wide Band " and it is claimed

for this that the compatibility
is improved and better colour
rendition obtained, but has the

The colour receivers and three commercial black and white receivers at
the demonstration.
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reduced figure compared with the large colour tube.
One point which arose in this connection, however,
was that each tube has to be accurately adjusted to
preserve the balance in the colour picture. It may be
possible, for instance, that the red tube would produce
a stronger picture than the other two colours, thus
giving undue emphasis to the red tones in the picture.

plexities of inter -switching so that comparisons could
be made between the two systems and between black
colour no doubt introduced
and white and

difficulties, but whether these had as much effect

on the demonstration as would car and similar

interference on an actual " live " transmission, we
are unable to say, but it is highly probable with
modern circuit design that the
effects would
the switching

be much less than
arrangements

and

" live " transmission
should be much more reliable.
therefore a

New Camera

In conjunction with this demonstration the Marconi Company were
using a new type of camera in which

the three tubes of the American
model have been reduced to two.

There are two normal types of
camera, those employing three tubes

and those with only one. In the
former, the red, green and blue

images are focused on to the three
tubes and the outputs are then
mixed. In the single tube either a
sequential camera is employed, i.e.,

one with a rotating disc in front of

it, and in the other a fine grid is

interposed so that the three -colour
signals are obtained at each individual picture point. In the new
Marconi camera two tubes are used,
one providing a high -definition
monochrome picture of 3 Mc/s

bandwidth, and the other giving
two low -definition colour signals.
Readers' might like to be reminded that this new

The flying spot film scanner used to show " still " images at the demonstration

That is, however, a matter of design and no doubt
may be easily overcome in production models of a
receiver of this type.
In addition to these special receivers there were

camera is, like the N.T.S.C. colour system, based

on the fact that the human eye is unable to see
fine details in colour.

half a dozen standard commercial
receivers which enabled black and
white pictures to be received for

comparison. Indicators beneath the
receivers showed what system was in

use at any time, and it was possible
to compare the two systems both as to

colour rendition and compatibility.
On the latter score the wide band
system gave less colour interference,

which was seen on black and white
receivers as a form of " noise," the
small moving dots in dark areas.
From the colour point of view there

was little to be said between the

two systems, the stills and also the
live transmissions coming over with
remarkable clarity and very little
trace of fringing. In view of the
complexity of the installation for
switching, etc., this shows that the
two systems are remarkably good

and on actual broadcasts

shoutd

prove very satisfactory.

The actual demonstration was, of
course, carried out by direct means,
the receivers and transmitters being
separated by only a matter of a few
feet.

In this " hook-up" the com-

The transmitting end. The new colour camera and a model.
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Frame Linearity
THE MOST COMMON TROUBLES OUTLINED, AND THE REASONS EXPLAINED
By W. J. Delaney
PROBABLY the most common complaint from have travelled half -way down its stroke at half time,
readers who have built their own receiver is and so on. In other words, it progresses at a perfectly
one of poor frame linearity. This is not always regular rate of time from top to bottom.
recognised as the actual defect, and querists often
give elaborate sketches showing the form taken by Distorted Waveforms
the picture and asking for assistance in overcoming
In Fig. 2b the waveform has been shown in a
the trouble. Line linearity troubles also exist, of
form, and although the projected scan on
course, but are not so often reported because they do distorted
right is still exactly the same length and is not
not make a great deal of difference to the picture. the
in any way, we find if we project the time
Poor linearity on frame, on the other hand, results bent
in foreshortened figures, people with big heads periods that the first quarter of the stroke takes
much longer to make than the next quarter.- In
other words, if we made this scan very slow we would

(a)

find that the spot would travel very slowly down a
quarter of the screen, would then speed up, and
over the last quarter -would be travelling very much
faster than at any other part. In Fig. 2c the opposite

effect would be obtained-the spot would travel

very rapidly down three-quarters of the screen and
would then slow up to take much longer for the last
quarter. In the extreme case shown in Fig. 2c, the
spot would travel slowly for a quarter of the trace,
a
b

d

(a)
ti

rig. 1.-A saw -tooth and two distorted forms of it at
(b) and (0.
and, in extreme cases, completely flat-topped heads
or cut-off legs. In order to appreciate the causes of
these troubles it is desirable to see exactly how the
frame timebase operates, and the following explana-

tion, although not technically exact, will serve to'
explain the rough principles and show how the
troubles may be overcome.

fE

"me

(b)

The timebase consists

essentially of an oscillator and an amplifier, and
the final output should be a saw -tooth waveform.

This is shown in Fig. la, whilst two common distorted
forms arc shown in lb and lc. The oscillator

b

produces the actual saw -tooth, and the amplifier
steps up the output so that the frame coils may be
fed with a sufficiently strong signal. To understand
how it works let us remove the line scan, and then

'1

de
(c)

on the picture -tube face we should get a vertical line
down the centre of the tube. If there were means
for slowing -up the speed of the scan we should find
that it is actually a dot travelling from the top to the
bottom of the screen. When the line scan is added

ab

d

to this it makes the spot travel from side to side.
However, let us see how this spot actually travels.
If we take a perfect. saw -tooth waveform and just
look at the scan stroke as in Fig. 2, we_ can plot time
along the base and then if we divide it into equal

periods of time and project these 'to the side we
find that the scan stroke pictured on the right will

Time

Fig. 2.-These

e

(d)
illustrations show how a

distorted

waveform can result from a poor shaped saw -tooth
input.
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speed up and then slow up again to finish the last form of a standard L.F. volume control and thus
quarter. Obviously these variations in speed will enables any desired voltage to be tapped off,
result in the objects being distorted in the same way, thus forming an effective height control. At the
and the scanning lines will be closer together where lower end of this height control is a resistor and
the scan is slowest and wide open where it is fast. capacitor to which the output is coupled through a
R.C. network.- This feedback circuit is shown in
Naturally all objects will be distorted in this form.
heavy lines, and serves to correct the distortion in
the applied waveform as already described. As an

indication of the effects produced by the various
components, a reduction in the value of C2 closes
the top of the picture as also does a reduction of C3.
However, whilst C2 controls only the tcrp of the
picture the main feedback components R3 and C3
control both top and bottom inversely.. That is to
say, as C3 is increased in size it closes the bottom
and opens the top of the picture. By suitable choice
of all the items the desired linearity may be obtained.

The question of bias has already been mentioned,
and therefore the value of the biasing resistor should
be carefully chosen. Over -biasing by too large a

value will bring the working point well along the
bottom of the valve curve, whilst too small a value
will result in the valve running into grid current with
the 'result that the opposite effect will be produced.

1r

=-

Fig. 3.-Frame timebase by Haynes. The feedback is
shown in heavy lines.

From what has been said it is obvious that it is
the final output which is most important, and it
would be quite in order for the oscillator to deliver
an output of the shape shown in Fig. 2b, so long
as the amplifying valve output was distorted in the
opposite manner,as then the two would cancel out
and the result would be the straight line of Fig. 2a.

Actually, the amplifier cannot easily be adjusted to
produce a characteristic of the type shown in Fig. 2d,

although by heavily biasing it we can obtain an

output which rises very slowly and then speeds up,
correcting an oscillator output of the type showo. at
Fig. 2c. Low bias will also produce a quick rise
with a falling off at the top, and it will therefore be
seen that the bias applied to the output stage is very
important.
Feedback

As the final characteristic is the thing that matters

it' is obvious that any fault will have to be traced
right back to the oscillator, and in the case of a
design which has been published, the designer will
have found the waveform which the prescribed
oscillator delivers and so arranged the amplifying
stage that the desired correction takes place, and

Fig.

4.-This is the Super -Visor frame timebase.
Again the feedback is shown by heavy lines.

The frame circuit of the Super -Visor is shown in
Fig. 4 and it will be seen that this is slightly more
elaborate, but maintains the same general principles.

The feedback circuit is also shown in heavy lines,
whilst there is a further coupling between the input
and the cathode. The most important component in
this circuit is the resistor connecting this part of the

therefore there are any number of components circuit to the cathode.

which can cause trouble by a variation from the
specified value. Take, for instance, the frame time -

base shown in Fig. 3. The value of the anode load

A NEW HANDBOOK

of the output from that stage, and if it goes high

due to the- use of a component of too small wattage,
or to the passage of a heavy current, it will reduce

" PRACTICAL TELEVISION CIRCUITS "
288 pages, 156 illustrations
l5/- net or 15/6 by post from

to the valve. Condenser C will also affect the output
slightly. The input to'the amplifying stage is:in the

GEO. NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

resistor of the oscillator stage will affect the amplitude

the output by virtue of lowering the H.T. applied
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18.-VERY WIDEBAND AMPLIFIERS
ALTHOUGH the use of a video amplifier having
a bandwidth greater than some 3 Mc/s is not
necessary in the output of the present-day

television receiver,

the

design

and operation

of

amplifiers having bandwidths considerably in excess
of this figure should be considered and understood by
television engineers generally. Such amplifiers are
used in some measuring instruments, particularly
oscilloscopes dealing with the examination of
extremely short pulses, and they will no doubt
eventually be used in television systems.
In Part 9 of this series, the normal video amplifier
stage was covered, and the various elementary

formulae concerning its gain and bandwidth were
considered. We shall refer back to some of these
results here, where the amplifier having bandwidths
up to 100 MO will be dealt with. This figure is so

large compared with the common 3 Mc/s of the video
amplifier, that it might be thought that special valves

would be necessary to cover it. This is not so, however,
although special circuit techniques are necessary.

We have seen previously that the gain of a video
amplifier with a resistive load R is constant up to a

frequency Fo= gm-R providing that R
A/1

is

small

compared with the valve resistance Ra, as is always
the case in practice.
The important equation,
however, is the gain -bandwidth product which is

given by gill where gm is the slope of the valv.:
and C the total valve and circuit capacities. It can

be shown that the maximum gain -bandwidth value
with a four -terminal coupling is given by 0.8 gm

C
and that the value will decrease if either gm is reduced
or C is increased. For the maximum gain over the
greatest bandwidth, therefore, gm must be large and

order of 7 mA per volt, R cannot be more than

about 1.8 kf2, and the limiting frequency can then
befoundfromtheequationfo--2JRC n such stages

-if

are connected in cascade and if the amplification of
each stage is A, the total gain will be An, and if A
is only slightly greater than unity, a great number of
stages will be required to give an appreciable gain,
with the resultant difficulty of maintaining stability.
An alternative system to cascaded stages is the
use of valves in parallel, and this system is sometimes
found in a simple form in home -built receivers. The
result of connecting valves in parallel, however, is
of little value when the. gain -bandwidth product is
considered.
parallel will often give a
greater gain for a given number of valves than will
the cascaded amplifier ; that is, the outputs are
additive instead of multiplicative, or nA is greater
than An, but this reasoning ignores the effect of input

capacity.

Although, when n similar

valves

are

paralleled, the mutual conductance gm of the combination is n times that of a single valve, the tofal
effective capacities are also increased by n, so that
the criterion Cl becomes simply n.gm which is
trC

exactly the same as before. In actual practice, of
course, the ratio is decreased as the stray capacities
make the total C greater than the simple nC of the
valves alone.

In other words, the anode load R of
the parallel valves must have a value lin.th that of
the load of a single stage, and this reduction exactly
offsets the increase in the effective mutual inductance.

The Artificial Line
The form of wideband amplifier to be discussed
depends for its action on the properties of a trans -

C small.
It is usual in video design to arrange the anode
circuit capacity of the valve and the input capacity
of the following valve to form a low-pass filter, the
anode load R forming part of the filter termination.
A simple form of this is shown in Fig. I. The bandwidth of the system is then increased, but even in
this instance if it is required to increase the width
the magnitude of R, and hence the amplification, must
be correspondingly decreased.

To

CRTube
or
next stage

Now in order that the amplification should be

greater than unity at the cut-off frequency fo, it is
lt
necessary that
should exceed 1 ; if gm is of the

3

HT-

Fig. 1.-A simple video compensating circuit, making
use of unavoidable stray capacities in a titter coupling.
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mission line, and a few notes are given here of the
main points of interest in such a line.
If we consider a length of parallel -wire feeder line,
we can consider it to be made up of small inductive
elements (the two wires) and shunting capacitive
elements (the capacity between the wires), much as
is shown in Fig. 2. There are, of course, resistive
elements -in the practical line, but these are normally
very small and can be ignored. Now such a section
L/2
L/
/2

MOO

11111

IMO

while reducihg the input capacity to that of a single
valve. The criterion

gm

can then be made very large

in value and the bandwidth of the system for a given
gain can be enormously increased over that obtainable
from a similar number of valves wired in
cascade

Consider a wave travelling down the grid line

as, a result of an input voltage. On reaching the
first grid, a change in the anode current of this

valve occurs, and a similar signal is set up in the
anode line. This signal travels in both directions

along the anode line, and the same thing happens in
turn in each of the succeeding valves. At the anode
terminating resistances, both -direction signals will
be. absorbed, and there will be no reflections along
the line.
111111

MIS

11111

L/2

01111

2

The velocity at which the signals travel down the
lines may be considered to be equal in both lines;
if the various grid inputs are then considered in

turn, together with their corresponding anode
changes, it will be realised that the time taken by a
line as a series of low-pass filters.
signal in getting from the input socket to the output
of line made up of L and C acts as a low-pass filter, terminal will be the same no matter by which path it
there. Thus, all signals arriving at the output
in that it will pass all frequencies from D.C. up to a gets be
perfectly in phase and will add together.
limit fc without attenuation, after which attenuation will
differences will
will rapidly set in. The smoothing system of a power In practice, of course, small phase not
absorb the
unit is a low-pass filter as is the R.F. or I.F. filter occur and the terminations will
network following a detector stage. The point at whole of the signal, but the general result will be
which attenuation begins is known as the cut-off the same.
If the input voltage is Vg, each valve will contribute
frequency and is given by the equation
an anode current of la -gm.Vg, -but this current
-7tA/LC will be divided along the line so that the effective
Further, as is well known to the
output will be one-half of this. if there are n valves,
television engineer, the charactertherefore, and the load impedance is Zo (the line
istic impedance of such a line is

Fig. 2.-Representation of a two -wire transmission

Zo, where Zo-- /1-E If the
feeder (of filter) is terminated by
its impedance Zo at both ends,
there will be no reflections along
its length, and a wave travelling
along it will be completely
absorbed by the termination.
With these facts in mind, we will

now discuss the wideband, or
" distributed " amplifier as it is
often called.

The Distributed Amplifier
If a transmission line is represented by an actual collection of
small inductances and conden-

Input
(Vs)

sers, wound to have specific values to produce a certain

impedance, the circuit is known as an artificial line.
In Fig. 3 is shown a number of identical valves'wired
in parallel, but not in the simple form directly from
electrode to electrode. The grids are connected at

to a continuously wound coil and the
anodes are similarly wired to another such coil.
If this circuit as a whole is considered for a few
intervals

minutes, it. will be seen that the coils represent the
inductive elements of an artificial line with the valve
capacities providing the shunt condensers (or part of
them). The lines are terminated at either- end with
resistive loads which form the proper impedance
match. The whole circuit represents one stage of
amplification.
The main object of this system of parallel connection

is to obtain the effective gm of that of all the valves,

Fig.
line

3.-Basic circuit of

or

impedance),

a

distributed amplifier.
the

gain

of the

system

will

be

ri.gm.Vg.Zo
2

It is a comparatively simple matter to get band-

widths up to several hundred megacycles by the use
of the distributed amplifier system, and as the
coupling is effectively D.C. throughout the low -

frequency end of the range will go down to a very
few cycles before falling off.
The bandwidth of such amplifiers is not limited,
then, by the valve capacities as is the cascaded
amplifier, but it is limited in practice by the phase
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error which reduces the rise time anti, therefore,
the effective bandwidth as the number of valves
increase. It is limited further by the input losses of
the valves at the higher frequencies and by the
difficulty of keeping the delay error between the
grid and anode lines sufficiently small for a great
number of sections.
The choice of line impedance depends on many
factors, one being the type of valve to be used. It

must be much smaller than the valve input impedance

at the highest frequency to be covered and, for the
case of the EF9I, 250 Mc/s is roughly the maximum
bandwidth obtainable with lines of impedance up to
a few hundred ohms. It is normal to make the input
to such amplifiers of 70 ohms impedance.
A simple example of calculation follows to illustrate
the design procedure, but it should be borne in mind
that actual calculations are generally more involved

Now for the grid line,sZo=75 ohms and fc=75
Mc/s. Now to find the shunt capacity required for

this line we use the formula
C=.7rfc

Suppose a four -valve strip is required (of the
general pattern shown in Fig. 3), the valves to be
used to be EF91's, and the upper frequency limit

to be 75 Mc/s.

For the maximum gain, the impedance of the anode

line should be a maximum (the equivalent of the
normal anode load), and so the capacity should be

a minimum, since for the line Zo---N/
In the circuit of Fig. 4 is shown one stage of the
proposed circuit, with the various valve capacities
shown in dotted

lines.

For the EF9I these arc

approximately Cin=7 pF, and Cout =4 pF, with 2
pF added as strays.
Consider first the anode line.

1

1

Zo

, =56 pF

/0
7.3
is

r
zs
0

10

20

30

40

SO

20

70

80

90

/00

Frequency (Mc/s)
Fig. 5.-Bandwidth-gain curves of a simple four -valve
single -stage

than this.
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amplifier.

The valve capacity is 7 pF and an additional
condenser of value 49 pF must, therefore, be added
across each grid input.
To find the section inductance, we have
L=Zo2C =752.56.10-12
The theoretical gain of this amplifier is eight
times (18 dB), but the practical curve obtained in an
experiment is shown in Fig. 5. The bandwidth has
been achieved, but the gain is below the theoretical
maximum except at the higher frequency range.
It is hoped later on to discuss the distributed
amplifier in more detail.

Canadian Orders

SPECIALISED products sold on sheer quality
of technical and manufacturing skill are among
the most valuable of British exports to -day, offering
as they do the best opportunities for earning dollars

Zo=
Cmin
2 = 6 pF
Since the cut-off frequency of a line is given by and setting themselves a standard which tends to create
respect for British goods in all overseas markets.
fc Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company Limited
we have, rewriting
L=i7r2fc2C

Substituting figures, we get L=3.1 /M.
Now to calculate the line impedance, we have
L
C

Zo=

I0-"

=

6

10-12

700 ohms

Anode Line

00000

has been earning precious dollars during the past
two years with the supply to the Canadian Marconi
Company of studio and transmission equipment for
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation's rapidly
growing nation-wide television chain. Now, through
this associate member of the English Electric Group,

M.W.T. has received a large order to provide the

Canadian Overseas -Telecommunications Corporation

with highly specialised equipment for a new longdistance radio transmitting and receiving stations at
Vancouver.

This equipment, of a value to the order of several
hundred thousand dollars, includes high power
single -side -band Marconi type HS51 transmitters.
each with a peak envelope power of 30 kW, capable
of transmitting four telephone channels at once
while offering facilities either for multichannel or
normal frequency -shift telegraphy single -side -band
and double -diversity telegraph receivers of the latest

Marconi HR93 and HR12 types, and telephone
terminal and privacy equipment manufactured jointly

by M.W.T. and Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd.
Orders have been received- at the same time for
additional equipment for the existing Canadian
transmitting and receiving stations at Drummond-

ville and Yarnachiche.
Grid Line

Fig. 4.-A circuit with capacities to illustrate the design
procedure.

The object of the new Vancouver stations is to
afford Canada a greatly improved telephone and
telegraph service with Australasia and the Far East.
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The Transitron Sync Separator
THE EXPERIMENTER WILL FIND MUCH TO INTEREST HIM IN THE CIRCUIT DESCRIBED HERE

By S. A. Money
of a television As the suppressor grid is made more negative those
receiver most constructors use a more or less electrons which pass through the screen are repelled
standard pentode circuit. This usually consists back to it causing an increase in screen current and a
of a short -grid -base pentode acting as an amplitude reduction in anode current. This effect is cumulative
limiter to separate the sync pulses from the picture and the anode current quickly cuts off. When the
signal, followed by integrator and differentiator net- screen voltage is driven negative the condenser Cl
FOR the sync separator stage

works to separate the line and frame sync pulses.
Whilst this circuit will provide quite good locking it is
often difficult to obtain accurate interlacing. This is
because with the normal integrator circuit the pulses
actually applied to the frame timebase do not have a
sharp leading edge, and consequently the frame
timebase does not necessarily start its sweep at the

will discharge through the resistor RI and current
will flow through RI only whilst the condenser is
discharging.

Thus the negative voltage applied to the

One way

suppressor grid will be in the form of a pulse whose
length will depend on the time constant of C1R1.
When this pulse ends the suppressor grid voltage will
fall to zero and anode current is able to flow, again.
If the time constant of CI RI is made about the same

of overcoming this defect is to use an " interlace

as the length of a line sync pulse the anode will be cut

same point on each successive picture scan.

diode circuit" to shape the frame pulses before they
H.Tt
R2
100K0

R3
/001(0

Since the valve is
arranged to he cut off during the picture signal as for
a normal sync separator the line pulses produced at

off during the line pulses only.
the anode are very small.

When a frame pulse is applied to the grid the

C3

The leading edge of
the frame pulse acts in the same manner as a line pulse.

action becomes a little different.
To Frame
Time

Cl

Input

I00pF

Base

I-7=;

Receiver

C4

/00pF

R4

C2

Min

01,uF

Time
Base

After a period of about the length of a line pulse anode
current begins to flow. Since the frame sync pulse

is still being applied to the control grid, in such a

manner as to drive it positive, the anode current will
be extremely large, thus causing the anode voltage to
fall very sharply to a low value. This high anode
current is initially drawn from thetondenser C2 which
discharges very rapidly. Thus a large frame pulse is

RI

produced at the anode.
The action of C2 is to remove the small line pulses

Potentiometer

that would normally appear at the anode and also to
clean up the frame pulse. After the sharp discharge

500K0

of C2 at the beginning of the frame pulse the condenser

recharges through the anode load so that the back
edge of the frame pulse falls off as shown in Fig. 2a.
This prevents the possibility of the frame oscillator
TABLE OF VALUES
being triggered by the second frame sync pulse. One
CI = 100pF
RI = 500K Sd potentiometer
C2 = 0.01/4F
disadvantage of adding C2 is that the line pulses on
R2 - 100K 0
C3
=
0.1gF
R3 = 100K
the screen will be attenuated during the first two or
C4 -= 100pF
R4= 1M 12
three frame pulses so that the line timebase will run
VI = EF91 or similar.
free during the frame flyback period. This effect
are applied to the frame oscillator. An alternative should not interfere with the picture since the C.R.
Fig. 1.-Circuit of the transitron sync separator.

method is to use a transitron type sync separator from
which a frame pulse with a sharp leading edge can be
obtained.
The circuit of the transitron sync separator is shown

tube will be blacked out during this period and the line
timebase should be locked in again by the beginning
of the next picture.

Since both line and frame pulses appear at the
The screen and suppressor grids of the screen grid it is necessary to use a differentiating
pentode are comnected as a transitron oscillator and circuit here to separate the line pulses. However, it
the line sync pulses are taken off from one of these is not necessary to add any more components since
grids whilst the frame sync pulse is taken from the
(Concluded on page 95.)

in Fig.

1.

anode.

The Circuit

The action of the transitron sync separator is as
follows.

When a line pulse arrives at the grid of the

pentode the screen grid and anode currents will

increase; thus causing the screen and anode voltages
to fall. The negative pulse on the screen grid will be
missed to the suppressor grid via the condenser CI,
thus Causing the suppressor grid to be driven negative.

Fig. 2a. - Anode waveform.

Fig. 2h. - Suppressor
waveform.
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Used Mazda ('.11.51. 123 cathode heater short aluminized.
Complete with rubber mask Else P.M. focus ,'nit, scan coils,
low line, low frame and frame o.p. trans., 85.10.0. P. & P. 7/6.
Used Mazda 121n. (At. Tufo, 121. 121A and 121B heater cathode
short. 23.7.6, P. & P. 7/6. Guaranteed 3 months.

Used Mazda 91n. c.n. 'Nue, heater cathode short, C.R.M. 91,
92 & 92A. Guaranteed 3 months. 37/6. P. &p. 71.
Most of the above 9In. with ion burn 27/6. P. & P 7/6,
USIA) Milliard 12in. with ion burn 50/-. P. & P. 718.
P.M. SPEAKERS
with
less
trans. trans.
13/6

5in.
801.

10in.

Post and packing on each of the above, 1/- extra. 19'6
Line and E.111.T. Transformer, lit VA using ferocart core complete
with built-in line and width control. Mounted on Ali -chassis.
Overall size 41in. x 1 ;ins EY50 Rec. winding. P. & P. 26, 27/8.
Scan coils, low line, low frame. complete with frame o.p. trans. to
match above line and E.H.T.. 27.6. P. & P. 2 6.
...

Denim. Transformer, Pri. 230-250 v. 6 v. 11 amp., 6/- 1 2 v. 21 amp.,
5'-. P. & P. each 1 -.

Completely built Signal
Generator.
Coverage
120 Krts-310 Kt: ,,,, .. 300 Kc/s900
Kc s.. 900- Refs. -2.75

Mc's. 2.75 MC/S.1.5 Mcfs.,
8.5 Mrs, -25 MCIs., 17 Niels. Mc's., 25.5 Mc/s.75 Mc.s. Metal case 10 x
01 x 4: in.
Size of scale
50
61

x 31 in..

The popularity of the Unex
has resulted in increased production which has enabled us
to reduce the prices sub:- tactfully. The outstanding

2 valves and

rectifier. A.C. mains 230250 v. Internal modulation
of 400 c.c.s. to a depth of
30 per cent., modulated
or unmodulated. R.F. output continuously variable
100 -milli volts. C.W. and
mod. switch, variable A.F.
output and moving Coll
Black
output meter.
I white panel. 94.19.6. or 34,'- deposit and
-. P. & P. 4/- extra.
x

crackle finished ca
3 monthly paymeni

icacures of the Unex are :Easy lit ling.

Robust -construction.
100". waterproofing.
3 dB forward gain.

Eight might.

tees 838. Complete with Ott.
?Hoy mast. chimney bracket,

R. and A.T.V. ell Prg 1,1'11 0/in. Speaker, field coil 175 ohms.

Requires minimum 150 mA to energise maximum current 250 mA.
P. & P. 21, 9.6.
N Myr Holders, moulded octal Mazda. and Metal. 7d. each. Paxottn
octal, Mazda and 'octal. 4d. each. Moulded BM, BOA and BOA, 7d.
each. B7G moulded with screening can, 1-6 each. 32 mfd., 350 wkg..
16 x 24 350 wkg.. 4,-

23 14 6.

BAND lIt
Aerial

4 mid.. 200 wkg.. 1

40 mId.. 450 wkg.,
3.6: 16 x 8 mid., 500 wkg.. 4 8 : 16 x 16 m rd.. 500 wkg.,
519 8 x 16
:

:

mid.. 450 wkg., 3,9: 32 x 32 m fcl 350 wkg., 4'-: 32x32 mfd.. 350 wkg. and
25 mid., 25 wIrg.. 616 ; 25 mid.. 25 wkg., 1111.: 250 ofd., 02 v. wkg , 1/-

16 mid.. 500 wkg.. wire ends. 33 ; 8 ofd., 500 v. wkg., wire ends. 2:0
8 mid..350 wkg.. tat ends. 1 6 :50 mid., 25 v. wkg., wire ends, 1'9
100 md., 350 wkg.. 4 - 100 200 mid.. 350 wkg.' 916: 16 lbmfd..
350 wkg.. 3'3 : Ex -Govt. 8 reId.. 500 v. wkg.. size 31 x 11. 2 for 21 :
h() t 100 mid.. 280 v. wicg.,
- : 16 x 32 mid., 350 wkg.. 6/- : 50 mid.,
180 wlcg.. 1/9 ; 6101 mid., 220 wkg.. 1'6 : 8 mid., 150 wkg.. 1:6 60-, 10
mfd., 281 wkg.. 8 6 ; 53 mid.. 12 wkg.. 110. :
a2 mid., min..
275 wicg. 4'- : 50 mid., 50 wkg., 1'9 : Miniature wire ends moulded.
100 Pt., 500 pf.. and .001 ea.. 7d.

iced

downleads

viiito equally Important
for Band tee reception we design and manufacture both medals and
cables. so order Aeriali CO
when the time ,emes.

;

.

:

Unex 83X array only, £2.
Lantz 93T complete with 10ft.
dins alloy mast, brackets.
etc., £6 15 0.
Unsx 031" complete with 19ft.
3m. alloy mast, brackets.
cdc

27 12 6.

Una,: 811C with cranked arm,

chimney brackets, etc.. 63/1416.
Above prices are for all vertical
channels and 2'6 extra for

horizontal channels.

:

I nitthined 121n. Mask and Escutcheon in lightly tinted perspex .

New aspect, edged in brown.
21,

Fits on front of cabinet. 17/6. P. & P.

Frame Oscillator Blocking Trans., 4'6.
S11400111Ing ('hake. 250 mA. 5 henry. 8'6 : 250 mA., 10 henry. 10,6 :

250 mA., 8 henry. 8 8.

P.M. Focus Unit for any 9 or 12in. tube except Mazda 12in., with
Vernier adjustment, 15'-. P. & P. 116.
P.M. Focus Cult for Mazda, 12in. with Vernier adjustment, 17'S
P. & P., 1 6.

Wide Angle P.M. FOVII. Units, Vernier adj.. state tube. 25'-.
Energised Vocal Coil, low resistance mounting, bracket, 17/6.
Plus
P. & P.
Ion Traps for Mallard or English Electric tubes. 5'- post paid.

'IA. Coils. moulded former, iron cored, wound for rewinding
purposes only. Ali -can llin. x tin.,
each ; 2 Iron -cores Ali -can
2lin. x tin., 18 each.
Oaddlier .001 .10kV. working 3/6.

Ityldon 5 channel T.V. tuner 12/6 post paid.
Terms of business: -Cash with; order. Dispatch of floods within
three days front receipt of order. Where rust and packing charge is
not staled, please add 1 6 up to 13 -, 2,- s' to £1 and 2(6 up to £2.

The DUBLEX

High Grade Aerial
The Dublex has the highest gain
oic113) of any aerial in the same
Price bracket. It has particularly
strong mechanical construction
with special resilient mountings
to

prevent element breakage.

The Dublex is available with
cranked,

7ft.,

100.

or

140.

chimney mounting masts and
brackets.
Duhlex 778 (complete with 7ft.
mast, brackets etc.). 24181.

All enquiries S.A.E. Lists 5d. eat h.

D. COHEN

RADIO AND TELEVISION COMPONENTS

23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, W.3.
(Opposite Granada ('inema)

Hours of Business : Saturdays 9-5 p.m. Wednesdays 9-1 p.m.
Other days 9-9.30 p.m.

CASTLE WORKS STALYBRIDGE CHESHIRE.

Can supply components for

"VIEW MASTER"
" TELE-KING "
VIEW MASTER WIDE
ANGLE

'SOUND MASTER ".
" SIMPLEX "
(Send 6d. in stamps.)

Write for our new catalogue just out.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
3 -way Mounting Type.
Primary 0-210-220-200 v.
Secondary 2.50-0350 v. 80 ro

MT1.

4 amps., 5 v. 2 amps., with
taps at 4 v. on filament winding.
6.3 v.

LOUDSPEAKERS
Plessey Sin. Round type... 1219 ca.
13/6 ca.
11in....

11/6 ca.
14/8 ea.
... 17/6 ea.
16/6 ea.
29/6 ea.
49/6 ea.

...

Plessey 5i
Elall Sin.

R. A A. Sin.
Price 17/8 each.
111T2.
Primary 021.0230.250 v. Goodmans
Secondary 250.0200 v. 80 m.A, 'rimy. Ball
Goodmans
12in. heavy duty. 1582
11.3 v. 4 amps. 5 v. '2 amps. Both
...
... 96.5.0
speech coil
Clamant windings tapped 4 v.
Prier 17;8 each.
"RECTAFORMA" BATTERY
MT3. 30 volt 2 amp. tappings as
CHARGER
follows :11, 4. 5, 0. 0, 0, 111, 13, 13, 18, Size 10in. a Sins X 7in. they crackle
20, 24 v. 17(1 each.
ease with switch for switching to

CONDENSERS
The following is a selection from our
stocks of manufacturers' surplus
condensers all by wellknoWn makers,
DUBILIER,11.0.,BEC tED,SWAN),
SPRAGUE, etc.
Aluminium Can Types, Clip Fixing
13 a 8 mid. 4.531 v.
...
4/8 x 16. mfd. 450 v.
8 x 24 ofd. 350 v.
8 a 32 mfd.

.,

4/-

_
...........319
_

12 x 4 mil. 450 v.
16 mid. 450 v.
16 8 mid. 350 v.
16 x 16 mid. :350

.

_

8/3
4/9
2/9
3/6
3/6
4/6
6/11

...

20 x 20 mid. 500 v.
24 mil. 450 V....
x 16 mid. 150
92 a 8 mid. 350 v
12 a 16 mfd. 350 v. ...
32 x 32 mfd. 400 v.
32 a 32 x 8 inA. 350

..

v.6/6

32 a 32 mfd. 1511v. 23 n, A. 25 v.

64 Mfd. 350 v....

B.R. Range

B. 30.850 0 TOM. 500 V.

..

B.R.1650 113 mfd. 500 v....
11.11.2050 20 mfd. 503 v....
S a 8 mid. 5011 v
B. 8.5111 50 mid. 12 v. ...

either 6 v. or 12 v. at half or lull

charge. 2 Fusee are also incorporate.'
a I amp. fuse for /mains and a 5 amp.
fume for L.T. and are accessible

from outside, a mounted immicter
also artiaol,
charge.
is

2/-

MOTOR

Governor controlled to em at 78
Suitable 10)0125 v. and
r.p.m.
with 10in.

Pri ce 92.5.0

Past and Packing 2/6.
YAXLEY SWITCHES

219 ea.
3/8 ea.
3/6 en.
1/0 Co..

I

9/- ea.

Midget Metal Types
1/9
1/1

8 x 8 mil. 350 V.

3/ -

16 odd. 150 v....
16 x 8 mfd. 450 v.
16 x 16 mfd. 450 v.

2/9

4/-

8 x 8 read. 4.01 v.

4/ -

4/6
4/9
2/9

111 a 24 lord, 350 v.
24 mfd. 30(1
t...
:02 mfd.
12 a 32 nth). it 50 v.

1/9
4/9
1/9

250 mid. 12 v....

Wire Ended Types

P mid -4511v. cardboard covered
30 011,1. 451) v....

3/91/11

Bias Condensers

Tag ended metal types.

1/1/3
12-

2/8

19) infd. 50 v.

100 mid. 12 v...

1/9
1/9

100 11113. 25 v...,

Wire Ended Types Cardboard Covered

and

L

w.

p.

bank 2 pole 5
I bank 4 pole 1 way
I bank a pole 4 way

2 tank'- pole 7 way

...
...

pole Changeover ...
2 pole Changeover ...
1 pole 4 tray
I

I
1

(wale 7 way

pole 8 way

50 told. 50 v.

1/6 ea.
1/6 ea.
1/6 ea.
1/6 ea.
1/6 ea.
1/- ea.
1/3 ea.
1/6 ea.
1i6 ea.
1/8 ea.
1/6 ea.

RECTIFIERS
4/3 ea.
Type 8111 125 v. 60 inA.
4/9 ea.
Type 5942 125 v. 11101nA.
5/3 ea.
Type 5,013 127 v. 120 mA.
161 -ea.
Type 14,114 250 v. 250 mA.
METAL RECTIFIERS, ETC.
1/8 Pa.
12 v. 1 amp.
3/- wt.
2 v. I amp.
250 v. 45 niA. 6/9 ea.
7/8 ea.
2511 V. 75 in A.
718 ra.
NMI ,'. 130 111A.
4/9 ea.
12 v. 1 amp.
Foil W av e
8/6 ea.
12 v. 2 mnp.
12 v.1 amp. 13/8 ea.

2 fur 214 p.m mars.

Transient
1nverse Peak
Valtnec

Peak Pulse
Input

306

51- 61,7M

7916
1-

1
171.111
7/8 12216.

304
4D1

10/- 12A1J7
99

81- 6Q7SIT

42

8/6
8/8/6
8/6
9,6

50411
50311
571
57,401
GA7

68,00
1,904/503
6AC7
BAGS

8/6 12116

68270 '1

86

12222E287C4T

019

12807

7,8

65E7

8/-

81- 128117

60147

604

12/- 123117

7/. 605(1

6.41,0
6A1115

6138G
6BEG

9/6

87)(/' 6

7/6
7/6
8/8
8/6

0150

8/. 7B7
7/6 705
8/6 700

(1014

6030T
OLE

609

8/- 7617

606
6E80

7/8 737
7/- 7117

61260

616

5,050
7,800

1.300
3,550

9,200

6,500

13,700

18:700

14/8

2,0110
3,2110

1.950

1.13/50

4,000

101/60
103/100

7,650

7,200

3,1100

Doubler

8,6110

E0H42

13/- U1341
11/8 1.7BC41.
11/- CCB42
11/6 UF41.

E01135
EBEE0

11E41

EYAO

8/9 EM:31.
9/,. 10091
9/6 51051.

9/.
6/..

251,66T
257.411

2572PIT

351.60T
3355Z4A5GT

88116-

5:464" T

9/-

5/8
5/8
7/6
7/6

8/6
7/8

893

A06PEN

1B/66

(UVv76(il

704

8/9 TT1L
VP23
5/8 VU39
5/- VII111
8/- VU120A

10/8 MII4

9/- 518/ PEN
8/6 PEN55

8/6 V11133

11I1046

PEN220A 4/9 W77
9/6 W81

13/- X65
13/- Xfill
11/6 063

PL81
P

9/6
11.6

12/101-

36
6)-

E10.10

9/- 14E50 Syl
111/14
10/- EA50
1103
719 VR116
113)3
8/- IDDL4
14 123011 8/- EF8
ME
5/- EF54
KT74
8/- E052
PE:15
15/- vR105111)
KT7O
10/- VR150/30
7!6 E632
KTW61
1.X111

P1,13

101-

13/- SP41

/6 KTZ41

9/8/6
8/9
8/6
8/6

9/8/15/-

68
28

11-

8/.. EZ4 L

7/8

6/6 911,39
10/- EBS4
11/8 EBC33
11/- Ele1fi
9/- 9161

9/- EIC31

816 P1,02

713 77

6E194

11 21517

88/166

7/6 717

61/3

129117

9/- 12627
91- 12607

616 60117

(-

EL42

fp-- REM22
EF4 L
11/_ EF80

9/-

9/6 6.41,7
9/9 6ON711T

7/6

11220A8T7

63A7(gr
6007
6b/i7

716

66
39

8/2/4141-

8/8
7/5/9
9/13/13/-

6/8/8/8
3/6
3/6
3/8
893

16/101-

11/6
91-

Y61
9/11/6 BARRETTERS
11/6 Type 1503.

114

6/6 PY82
5/6 PY80
8/8 PYSI
11- QP2211

776 Atlas

A SPECIAL PURCHASE OF TUNGSRAM VALVES ENABLES US TO OFFER THE FOLLOWING:
9/. I,D210
6/9/- A84125 1116 2505
9/- 61760
257.5
6/6/3 0070
8/6 SP2-20
9/- EBF1
11/6 60601'
1104 LW
519
8/- 14P020
8/- 1,1'220
9/- P070
893 80
63741
11E2 LO

SOLDERING IRONS

Solon type 1164 fitted Oval
...

19/11 ea.

Solon type 1168 fitted Pencil

Both types are complete with approx.

lift. of Henley 3 -core cable and are

suitable for 230/250 v.

SOLDERING PASTE
Large tin soldering paste by 'ryne
Chemical CO.

Approx. 1 Ih.

..

1/9 per tin

MULTICORE SOLDER
Contains 3 .cores of extra active
non -corrosive train Flux.
Size 1.'51- per carton.

Carton colour red and black alloy

60/40 850018.
Carton colony green and black alloy
40/60 ,x100116.

Size 2. 6d, per cmgon.
Containing IA SWO
Ersin Multicore.
Solder sill/Rica

41060/ alloy

for 200

average

Log

4

Meg f2. I

519

Meg 0, 50E 0,

20010. All 4/9 each.
ER -GOVT. CONTROLS, ALL CARBON TRACK

500G, 6000, 1.5,1053 Double type,
28.91, 51( U. 10K11, 20E0, 251111,
550300, 100010, 100E11, 4 Mogfl,
1 Mega,1. Meg 0, 2 Mega, 251( 12.
Double type, 50K S3 Double type. All
1/2 each.

VOLUME CONTROLS SINGLE -POLE.
SWITCH

50011, Wirereouna, 2/10 each.
5811/, IOK12. 1001(44. f wg14,
Meg 11 Log, 1 Mega., 1 Meg O,
4

I Mega Log, 2 Meg rz. All 3/9 each,
CONTROLS
STANDARD
SWITCH)
Meg 0, 1 11,11
50K
1,1,11

(LESS

All 216

***X*

*

HUNDREDS OF CONSTRU CT 0 RS HAVE

"SIMTHE
TV. RECEIVER

Joint.
VOLUME CONTROLS

STARTED

WIREWOUND CONTROLS
50, 2060, 211 0, 5E11. 1010 0.
10E0 Double. 20K ri,2511 ra, 511E f/,
3011n. All 214 each.
COLVERN CLR901, 1,000 a. 1/9 each.
COLVERN SLIDER TYPE CLR801.

WRITE NOW FOR OUR

;

2011 Si. 200, 1/3 each.

SWITCH

Tripler

1,700
5,700
6,250
6,750

2,125
3.400
3.025
4,250

3,1/11)1

8!6 9006

each

Price
5/8
7/6
8/2
8/8

Wave

013/45

9/- 020
9/- 61,60
8/8 6107
8/- 6P26
3/- 6Q7G

916041

8h. ECM.)
91221

3.44
3Q4 (E l 1)

384

8/3
2/9
2/4/9
3/6

998

9/- 0004

CONTROLS WITH DOUBLE -POLE
Half -

Voltage

013/40

0X2

31052 and 501 S2 Double Unit. 1;9

PENCIL RECTIFIERS
alas!nam)

1115

220V811

9/- OP21
2/- TP22
11/- U22
11/6 1/25
10/6 U81

D1171111

893 911148

3/_ EB41

81- liK7O'r
2/6 6/0311
6/9 61S611T
5/- 611811T

ITS

1/6 ea.

...
3 pole 3 bank 3 way.
4 pole 3 way (long spindle
new type/
4 pole 2 way
SEN-TER-CEL SELENIUM

2/3

184
1S5

10/-

1/8 ea..

CRYSTAL DIODES
...

!ILI

91- 6V6(1T
91- 6X4
4 /- 6X50T

" COLLARO " AC37 GRAMOPHONE

5/9

7/6 625M
7/9 6270
7/9 60170
7/9 61.C7M

1L4

AND BOX D

0701

5/6 807
8/6 8112
6/8 954
8/- 955

7/6 6060.

adapter is fitted on the lead. (Colour
as available, Bine, Green, etc...)
Price 91.1.0

turntable.

8/- 6250T

6AT6

voltage between 110 and 250 v. A.B.C.

Complete

35//8.

GAM

WITH ASBESTOS STAND

v.

8/ - 6116
8/6 62511

UMW
1050T

Pri cc 94.4.0

Size 4in. x tin. a 2iin, including
handle, complete with lead and
switch to enable it to be teed On any

2011/250

OZ4

6A00

" CLEM" TRAVELLING IRON

GUARANTEEDENEW

VALVES

of

to Show rate

1 bank switching 2 p. w.
and 2 p. 1 it. and a Maim(
0(0011 Switch
...
2 bank 4 pole 3 way.
2 hank switching 3 p. 2 w.

2 mfd. 550 v. _

Type
R3/25
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251C 0, 2 MegO, i MegO, I mega

PLEX "

THE ALPHA WAY.
DETAILED LIST OF COMAVAILABLE
PONENTS
FROM STOCK.

(PLEASE

ENCLOSE

STAMPED ADDRESSED
ENVELOPE.)

*******

TERMS: Cash with order or C.O.D. Postage to be added
1/- up to 201-; 1/6
to orders as follows : 9d. up to 10/up to 40/- 2/- up to ES. MAIL ORDER ONLY Send 6d.
in stamps for illus. catalogue.

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE QUOTE " DEPT. P.T."

RADIO SUPPLY CO.

/

WINCESiIi CHAMBERS,
11

VICTORIA SQUARE, LEEDS

1.

July, 1954
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Oscilloscope Gain Controls
FOR TELEVISION SERVICING A 'SCOPE REQUIRES SPECIAL CONTROLS, AS DESCRIBED HERE

By S. C. Murison
OST readers will be aware of the deficiencies
of the usual " volume control type of gain
control at the higher video frequencies.
The effect of the stray capacitances is to attenuate the
higher frequencies more than the lower. Fig. la shows
the arrangement drawn in such a way as to emphasise
its resemblance, to an integrating circuit, while
Fig. lb shows the effect it has on a pulse controlled
by it.
A common arrangement used in amateur -built
oscilloscopes is controlled negative feedback in the
cathode of a valve. Fig. 2a shows this arrangement.
Although this method is far better than the simple
volume control method, it is not without its snags.
Again they arise from the effect of stray capacitances.
When the gain control is short-circuited to give full
gain, these have little or no effect. However, when
the value of the resistance between cathode and
earth is increased, not only is the gain reduced, but a
high -frequency lift characteristic is given to the
amplifier.
At
Mc/s the reactance of the stray
capacitance from cathode to earth in a usual layout
will be about 3 le.Q. Consequently, both the gain
and phase -shift will vary with frequency. Now, if
the oscilloscope is only going to be used to examine
sine waves this will be no real hardship. However,
if complex waveforms are to be faithfully displayed,
1

frequency characteristic changed by the gain control.
One very satisfactory method has a strong resemblance

to the " volume control " arrangement. Fig. 3 shows
this method. Instead of a continuously variable
potentiometer a chain of -resistors is used. The real
reason for the success of the method arises from
the pre-set capacitors across the upper limbs of the
chain. This may seem very odd, considering how
keen one normally is to reduce stray capacitances.
These pre-set capacitors offset the effect of the
input strays of the valve. How they do this can be
looked at in two ways, each of which comes to the
same thing. First, we can pretend that the resistors
are not there. Then the circuit becomes a capacitive
potentiometer, the lowest limb of which is the
valve's input stray capacitance. Forgetting that the
valve has no grid return for the moment, this

capacitive potentiometer would be a satisfactory

solution. As the frequency increased, the reactance
of each limb would decrease-but each would decrease
by the same proportion. However, the valve must
have a grid return resistor. Consequently, the
resistors are necessary. The lowest limb has the
input capacitance of the valve across it ; so resistors
have to be placed across the pre-set capacitors.

The other way of looking at the arrangement is
based on the fact that any combination of components can be represented as a time constant.
and the time taken for a signal to pass through the Thus CI and RI have a time constant, as do the
amplifier must be constant regardless of the applied upper limbs. If the time constant of C2 and R2 is
frequency. Neither of these conditions is met by the same as that of Cl and RI, the amplifier charac-

the gain must remain constant with frequency ;

the cathode feedback circuit when it is set to a low gain position. Fig. 2 shows the effect of this

teristics will not alter whether the switch is set to the

bias resistor to the panel -mounted gain control
resistor. While this had the desired effect of pre-

most

+10 or +100 position. The same is true for the time
From this it will be seen that the stray constant of C3 and R3.
capicitanc.:s from cathode to earth must be kept
The advantageS of the scheme may be discredited
to a minimum for this method to be useful at low in the reader's mind by the thought that some
gain settings. In one oscilloscope seen by the writer special equipment is needed to set up such an input
it had been necessary to screen the lead from the circuit. Actually, it is rather easier to set up than
deficiency.

video amplifiers

using compensation coils.

All that is needed is source of pulses-any sort -of

venting the timebase waveform from getting into pulses will do, but the steeper their edges the better.
the Y-axis amplifier, it made the amplifier useless The pulses are fed to the input with the switch set to
at gain settings less than about 80 per cent. of full 1+10 first. Then C2 is adjusted to make the pulse
gain.
seen on the screen as near rectangular as can be.
A Solution
For television work where one may have to trace

a complex waveform from its origin at a low amplitude to its output as a large amplitude signal, it is
vital to know that the amplifier does not have either
its

Output.
(haI, gam)

or its phase -shift versus

frequency response

t

Input

Output

Q.

a

Fig. 1.-A normal volume control and its effect on
the waveform.

(min. gem)

(

'?)

a

b

Fig. 2.-Controlled negative feedback and its effect on
waveform.
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Fig. 3b, c and d show the sort of results which one
gets during the setting -up process. When C2 has
been set, the switch is set to the = 100 position
and C3 is adjusted in the same way as C2 was.
Because the high values of resistors needed can

R3

90M42

h

C too small

be bought as 1 per cent. tolerance high stability types,

the arrangement alloWs the amplitude of signal fed
to the oscilloscope to be measured with accuracy
on all three ranges of, switch setting. Readers who
have tried to measure the amplitude of signals with
an oscilloscope having a continuously variable gain
control will see the advantage of this.

To allow this accuracy to be used to its best
advantage, care should be taken to keep leakage
paths across the resistors and pre-set capacitors
to minimum. The easiest way to achieve this is
to mount R2, C2, R3, C3 all, on the switch, which
should be of the best insulation the constructor
can get.

Band III, IV and V Transmitters
THE first of six V.H.F./U.H.F. transmitters for
experimental work by the BBC on frequency
Bands III, IV and V has recently been completed at
the Mullard Research Laboratories, Redhill, Surrey.
This particular transmitter is designed for operation

R2

9M12 C correct

too large

a

Fig. 3.-A solution. The three switch positions are,
bottom 1 , centre - 10, top v- 100.

ranges-use will be made of the pulse -modulation
facility also available.
Important Development Features

Major development features of the transmitters
are the wide frequency range of tuning and the fact
that only one R.F. circuit is used for both pulse and
waveform conditions of modulation. This
on Band III (174-216 Mc/s). The development work square
technical achievement has been made possible by
transmitters-another
for
five
remaining
on the
variable length, coaxial resonant lines for the
operation on Band Ill and two each for use on using
the preceding and, in some instances, the
Bands IV (470-585 Mc/s) and V (610-960 Mc/s)- output,
stages.
has also been completed and production of the earlier
Another feature of the equipment is that it is so
final equipment is well under way. (The full frequency
that it enables routine measurements at
ranges of the transmitters are 174-265 Mc/s, 470-600 designed
different frequencies to be taken by non -technical
Mc/s, and 600-960 Mc/s respectively.)

also interesting to note that the
These transmitters have been developed at the personnel. Itareisintended
for operation in a van.
Mullard Research Laboratories to a specification transmitters
ensure complete reliability under such conditions
laid down by the British Broadcasting Corporation. To
service, the transmitters must be capable of
Although they have been designed to meet the of
with large variations in mains supplies.
requirements of the BBC adaptations of the equipment coping
difficulty has been overcome by so designing
could possibly be used as efficient, small -power This
power supply unit that the equipment will
television transmitters operating anywhere within the
operate satisfactorily with single phase, A.C. supplies
the frequency range covered by Bands III, IV and V.
It is also possible that the experience gained in the

from 200-250 volts, 45-55 c/s, permissible fluctuations

value when considering the design and development

cent. The power consumption of the equipment is
about 3kVA.

development of these transmitters will be of great
of unusually wide frequency range, tunable transmitters for communications and other purposes.

Design Requirements and Manner of Use
One of the main design requirements of the new

transmitters is that, for reasons of economy, they

should operate at relatively low powers. This means
that field strengths are extremely low compared with
those normally associated with broadcast transmitters, and an unusually high order of transmitter
frequency stability is necessary so that narrow -band
receivers of extreme sensitivity may be used. To
ensure that valid propagation measurements can be
made at the receiver, it is important that the stability
of amplitude should also be high.
In practice, the transmission will normally be
square -wave modulated. The signals, at a fundamental modulation frequency of 1,000 c/s, will be
extracted in the receiver by. means of filters. The
amplitude of the signal will then be used to provide
the propagation record. For investigations of multi path transmissions and echo effects-factors of
significance when operating in the higher frequency

around the nominal voltage being +5 to -15 per
Construction

The equipment, which is designed to feed into a

70 -ohm aerial, comprises eight units. These are as
follows : a power supply unit ; a modulation waveform generator ; a frequency generator and multiplier unit ; a square waveform modulator ; a pulse
waveform modulator ; a fault alarm and safety
unit ; R.F. drive unit ; and a R.F. power amplifier/
oscillator unit. These are mounted in two bays of
an attractively designed cabinet, 6ft. high by 6.6in.
wide by 2ft. 9in. deep. The weight of the equipment
is approximately 2,000lb.
Performance

The six transmitters are designed to work at any
frequency within their range and they provide for

both square waveform and pulse conditions of
modulation. With both types of modulation, the

peak power delivered is maintained constant to
better than ±idb over any, two-hour period, after

the lapse of a thirty -minute initial warming -up time.
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way of altering the overall gain.

For the video

amplifier the best valves to use are the EF50, 6AC7
or any of the modern miniature pentodes, such as
the EF91 ; the 6AG7 is also a useful vale as it gives
a large output across a low load resistor.
The anode loads should not exceed 5 KS? and each
stage of the video amplifier must be compensated
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compromise is obtained by sticking the transparency
directly on the tube face. The glass thickness may
cause a loss of definition due to parallax, but if the

photocell is placed at a distance of at least a foot
away, quite good pictures can be obtained. If a

large scanning tube is used and it is desired to scan
1/,QF

objective lens f(obj)--x+xy

y

similarly, the focal length

;

ab

of the condenser lens f(cond)-a+ b. Thus, if the focal

screened from all sight, except the scanning spot, and
this calls for a darkened room or a box cover painted
black inside.
Further information on this subject is available

in any text book of television engineering, and a
lengths of the lenses and the desired reduction are short
list of references appears below. As the number
known, the various distances can be calculated.
As mentioned earlier, it is
possible to focus the raster on

of people who take up television transmission

to an opaque object-test card
Positive

Negative

Video

SYnc.

Input

Input

Fig. 4.-Circuit to compensate
for the slight afterglow of the
blue phosphor. RI should be
anything up to 100 times as big
as R2.
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Car Head/amp

Cathode Ray Tube

Reflector

or photograph-and rely on
the reflected light. If this is
done, it is essential to collect

93/A

as much light as possible into

the photocell, and a large
diameter condenser lens should

be used with the cell placed at
its focus ; alternatively, as
shown in Fig. 6, a car headlamp reflector can be cut
to take

the photocell.

This

arrangement is not so sensitive

a small picture, such as a 2in. x 2in: slide, then the
raster on the tube face is focused by a lens on to the
transparency, and a second lens acting as an optical
condenser focuses the aperture of the first lens on to
the photocell (Fig. 5). For the benefit of readers
who are not familiar with optical calculations, it
may be said that the reduction in size of the raster

is in the ratio x
Fig. 2-The additive mixing of sync and video signals.

with an inductance in the anode circuit or by using a
small by-pass condenser across the cathode resistor.

:

y, and the focal length of the

as

the former one, where a

transparency is used, because
of the small proportion of the
light which reaches the photo-

worth a
trial, and can also be used to
transmit head and shoulder

Objective Lens

cell, but it is well

Opaque Test Card

with a, red light, which does not affect the photocell.
In all these experiments the 931A must be carefully

television transmission over a closed circuit.

of course, take place in a darkened room or one lit

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, so why not make a start

now, and remember that no licence is needed for
Test Cards
It is a fairly easy matter to draw a simple test card
for either system. If an opaque card is required,

then Indian ink can be used on white .or grey paper

higher frequencies to compensate for any persistence
in the blue phosphor. Fig. 4 shows a useful circuit
to achieve this R.F. peaking. It should be remembered
that each stage inverts the phase of the signal and it
a.

condenser and car headlamp reflector.

increases there will be more and more articles in

The amplifier response should be flat for low frequencies, but with a rising characteristic for the

is

Fig. 6.-Obtaining maximum light by the use of a

pictures.of living subjects. (The
Mullard projection unit has given satisfactory
results in this way.) Such flying spot scanning must,

and a grey scale drawn by shading with hard and
soft pencils. For a transparency, a pattern may be
drawn in Indian ink directly on to cellophane or thin
celluloid. It will not be found possible to draw very
accurately this small transparency type of test card
and to get the best result a drawing should be made
on white card to a large size and photographed.
The test card should contain a circle for checking

good idea to incorporate a stage having unity

gain which can be switched in or out to give a positive

or negative picture-shades of " Puzzle Corner " !
If the signal is to be fed over a cable it is usual to
have a cathode follower output stage (no inversion

the correct aspect ratio ; a system of squares for
checking line and frame linearity ; and a series of
ruled lines with different spacings to check the

of phase here) and a 6AG7 or 6J6 will be satisfactory.
The stage should be designed to match the impedance
of the cable.

frequency response. Test Card C is, of course, ideal,
but it is more interesting to have a personal test card
displaying the experimenter's own name or call sign.

Optical Equipment
As indicated in the illustrations the optical equipment can be very simple. The scanning spot should

be in the plane of the transparency and a simple

ry

An

m\

Trait parency
93IA

Condenser
Lens

Objective
Lens

experimental flying
spot scanner.
Valet

. Cathode Ray Tube

Fig. 5.-Diagram showing the optical layout of a slide scanner.

Blue

Green

Yellow

Orange

Red

Spectral Co/ours

Fig. 3.-The response curve of the 931A cell.
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FAULT SYMPTOMS

dk11

THE CAUSES OF COMMON FAULTS, AND METHODS OF
CORRECTION
By Gordon J. King, A.M.I.P.R.E.
(Continued ,from page 18, June issue).

IT must be borne in mind that damage to

the

tube can result from an incorrectly set ion -trap

magnet. When the optimum setting has been
established, the magnet must be locked in position

nIEMJI

As we have already noted, it is not always advisable
to commence by aimlessly twisting and adjusting the
ion -trap magnet when examining a -receiver for lack
of raster. It is desirable, first of all, to observe

by means of the thumbscrew, taking care not to whether the magnet could possibly have altered in
alter its position.
position under normal conditions. For instance, if

It should be noted that during initial adjustments the magnet is found to be locked securely to the neck
to the magnet the brightness control must be retarded of the tube, it would be pointless to loosen it and hope
as far as possible consistent with screen illumination that adjustment would bring back the lost raster.
sufficient for examination. Excessive beam current, The same reasoning would, of course, apply if it is
even though the composing electrons may be deflected obvious that the inevitable layer of dust on the tube
from the screen by reason of the incorrectly set neck has not been disturbed in the vicinity of the
magnet, may impair the efficiency of the tube. A magnet.
method which safeguards the tube while the magnet
It is just as well to progress along these lines, for
is being adjusted is by placing a microammeter in if the magnet is shifted in an aimless endeavour to
the tube cathode lead, and then adjusting the bright- restore screen illumination the possibility is that it
ness control so that the registered beam current does will not be returned to the correct position after the
not at any time exceed 50 micro -amps.
In some receivers, to facilitate mechanical layout,

operation has proved unsuccessful.

Clearly, this may

aggravate the rroblem of establishing the actual

the ion -trap magnet may be fitted with the arrow reason for the blank screen.
diametrically opposite the- line on the neck of the
tube. In such cases the arrow must always point Beam Cut-off
away from the screen, towards the base of the tube.
the same as a heavy negative bias applied to
Although an ion -trap magnet functioning in theJust
control grid of an ordinary valve will result in
conjunction with a tube embodying an ion -trap anode current cut-off, beam current cut-off occurs in
electrode assembly must never be adjusted to remove a picture -tube when the grid is made less positive
a shadow on the screen, certain receivers, the K.B. than the cathode. Let us make this point clear. If,
HF60 series, for example, use a form of ion -trap for instance, a potential of 150 volts is applied to the
magnet as a beam -correcting device. In these cathode of the tube, and a potential of 100 volts is

receivers the picture -tube is generally an aluminised
non -ion -trap type (in the K.B. range a Brimar type
Cl 7BM is sometimes used), and the magnet should
be adjusted on the tube neck to eliminate shading of
the picture in the corners and to give the best overall
focus together with -minimum geometric distortion
of the raster.
Picture
coil

relative to the chassis. They seem to forget the
existence of the positive potential on the cathode.
Picture

RI

tube
Cl4FNI

L.1

Peaking

applied to the grid, then from the tube point of view
the grid is 50 volts negative with respect- to cathode.
This is, of course, "standard one" reasoning, but it
is surprising how bewildered some experimenters
-become when they measure a positive grid potential

HT* Line
R6

H.T Line

tube

27K0

R4

1

lexn

100K0
Lt

RI

Brightness

B

Corrector
choke

control

9.1K0

P4
22KC2

6.41146

P7

22oxri

VI

500O

K
A

Video

PS
2QKO

P2

47K0

111

ZS

PFT
Fig. 51.-The

R3

OlifF

2200
chassis

picture -tube control

K.B. Model KV35.

network of the
-

and are now looking for fresh fields to conquer. This
article is intended for such people and, assuming a
working knowledge of' television reception, some
guidance will be offered on how to go about building
a picture scanner. The video signal is composed of
synchronising pulses, suppression or blank pulses,
and picture content. The pulses may be produced by
the excellent video generator described in PRACTICAL
TEL EVISION for December, 1953, and January, 1954,
but for simple experiments nothing so complicated
is required. The picture signal may be produced in a
variety of ways :
1. Normal television camera.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Monoscope.
Flying spot telecine scanner.
Flying spot scanner using reflected light.

suitable video amplifier.
If it is desired to send a picture over a single coaxial
cable, then synchronising pulses must be added and a

pulse generator is necessary. if economy is to be the
keynote, then negative pulses may be taken from the
screen of a Miller-transitron timebase (Fig. 1), and
shaped in a pair of clipping stages-zero bias 6SL7before adding the video signal. Addition of pulses
and video may be performed by using two valves with

a common anode load. Diodes are connected across
'the grid resistors, as shown in Fig. 2, to ensure that
the video is positive -going and the synchronising
pulses negative -going.

The Scanner
through a still transparency.
Let us return to the scanner unit. The cathode-ray
The last of these methods is the best for the beginner,
and the simplest apparatus consists of two cathode- tubes which have proved most useful for this work are
ray tubes with common timebases (this avoids using those with a blue trace ; even if an orange or yellow
synchronising pulses) ; to the face of one tube is stuck afterglow is present, this is no detriment. The 5FP7

(magnetic) is popular, as is also the 3FP7 (electroplaced about 1ft. away. The output of the amplifier static). The VCR516 should be satisfactory, and the
is used to modulate the second tube and the picture is ACRI and ACR2X (white or yellow trace tubes) have
reproduced on the screen. This is an excellent way to been used successfully. Almost any tube with P2, P4,
start as it -enables the transmitted picture to be P7, P11 or P15 phosphor will do. The 5FP7 is quite
compared with the original, and much valuable capable of definition up to 3 Mc/s despite its small
size, and an experimental scanner using this tube is
shown in the illustrations. The reader may wonder

a transparency. and a photocell and amplifier are

why an afterglow screen does not cause a loss of

definition, as the photocell must register the instan-

taneous light of the flying spot ; the reason is that the
blue phosphor has an extremely rapid decay time, and
the photocell most commonly used, the 931A, is very
sensitive to blue light and practically insensitive to the
yellow afterglow (Fig. 3).

The Photocell

121(161

The 931A is a photo -multiplier cell and has
several stages of electron multiplication incorporated

Tube heater

winding on
Mains transformer

>P

200
chassis

Fig. 52.-The picture -tube control arrangement as
used in the Cossor Model 916-917 series.

experience can be gained in the construction of a

Flying spot scanner using light transmitted

Output

0000000000000 `
Video
Amp.

39011

readers of PRACTICAL TELEVISION who have
constructed one or more television receivers,

Negative
Pulse

611.

37K0
N

THERE are undoubtedly a large number of

VI

0_00

VideACTIR2

By C. Grant Dixon, M.A.
Chairman of the British Amateur. Television CluS

control

6.4A16

drive

Amp,

FLYING SPOT TECHNIQUE

Brightness

Video

drive

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

Fig. 1.-Circuit for obtaining pulses from the timebase.

in the glass envelope, so the outgoing signal -does
not need more than about three further stages of
amplification. The load resistor of the cell should
be only about 1 KQ, and the voltage across the
divider chain supplying the cell should be kept as
low as possible to avoid the generation of noise.
Alteration of this voltage to the 931A is a convenient
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Now let us consider a typical picture -tube control

circuit. Fig. 51 shows the arrangement employed in
the current K.'B. receiver, Model KV35. Here we can

75

causes the tube cathode potential to fall below the

static 135 volts to a lower potential (this, of course, is
again like making the grid less negative) in sympathy

see that the cathode of the tube is in direct contact
with the positive potential at the anode of the video
amplifier valve. We know that the potential at this
point is dependent on the current through the series
circuit comprising LI; RI, VI, R2 and R3. And that
as the current through VI increases, so the potential
at VI anode reduces. We also know that the current
is a function of the video drive. In this circuit, with

with and depending on the white content of the

region of 135 volts.
Now to have a look at the grid circuit. This is held

potential at the cathode of the picture -tube to out-

video signal.

This effect lifts the tube out of cut-off, and modu

lates the beam to give a visual display on the

fluorescent screen ; and, provided the scanning and
timebase circuits are working correctly and synchronised, a picture is resolved.

A perusal of Fig. 51 will show that there are few

no drive, the anode potential settles down to the fault conditions that could arise to cause the positive

weigh that at the grid to provoke beam current

at a positive potential by reason of the brightness cut-off irrespective of the position of the brightness
control potentiometer R7 and its associated series control. From the grid aspect we can clearly see
that if R6 goes high in value or open circuit the

electrode will fall to a low positive potential or collapse
to zero, and will therefore be relatively heavily

Jr/

negative with respect to cathode. A similar state

Picture -tube
type 108K

i

"

of affairs may occur should the top (H.T.) end of R7

go open circuit, though in this case the defective
component is clearly revealed by the screen suddenly

To

going very bright when the control is turned to its
fully clockwise setting. A break at point A of the

vicieo
.,va1ve

anode

6.3u

control will, of course, have the converse effect when
the control is rotated fully anti -clockwise.
A break or high resistance developing in one of the
feed resistors, such as in R4 or R5, may not occasion
a blank screen, though this defect may result in the

Low -loss
tube heater
transformer

top half of the screen being much darker than the
bottom half ; and in this case a gradual shading

To shunt primary
on receiver

Mains Transformer

Fig. 53.-A method of
restoring picture quality

after a heater to cathode
fault has occurred in the

Fig.

55. -A R.C.

coupled frame output
stage. Note the importance of high insulation across Cl.

from bottom to the top of the picture or raster is often
in evidence. Furthermore, the effect of adjusting the
brightness control is not immediate, since the increase
or decrease in screen brightness tends to lag behind
as the control is turned. This is more apparent if one
of the resistors enlarges in value considerably, and in
certain cases the overall brightness on the tube screen
fluctuates to a definite rhythm due, of course, to an

enlarging of the time constant of the brightness

control network as the result of the fault.
From the picture -tube cathode viewpoint the
resistor R6 being connected across the H.T. supply. potential here may rise clear of the potential range
For this discussion we can forget R4 and R5, since provided by the brightness control should the emission
under normal working conditions they should pass no of VI fail or fall off to a large degree. This is easy to
realise, for under such conditions less current is
current and thus present no voltage drop.
At minimum setting of brightness the slider of the passed and consequently less potential is dropped or
control is at point A (Fig. 51), or at zero potential. developed across RI. The same effect would result
The cathode is, therefore, 135 volts positive relative if either R2 or R3 went high in value, or if a defect
to this point or, in other words, the grid is 135 volts developed in the screen -grid circuit (not shown in
negative, this being more than sufficient to hold the Fig. 52), such as the associated resistor going high in
tube at beam cut-off. As the brightness control is value or the decoupling capacitor turning into a
advanced, however, the slider moves from point A resistor or short-circuiting.
Although a couple of tests with a voltmeter should
towards point B, and the potential at the grid rises.
The grid goes less negative with respect to cathode quickly determine the magnitude of tube bias, it is
until it allows the passage of beam current through advisable to remember, when making such tests in
the tube. The electrons impinging on the fluorescent this circuit, that voltage readings may be affected
screen impart energy (see " More About the C.R.T.," seriously by the load imposed by the test meter, and
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, October, 1951), which excites unless this is taken into consideration the readings
the phosphors and a faint raster is displayed. The obtained may be more fictitious than fact and
raster becomes brighter as the control slider gets bewilder more than assist the constructor. This is
nearer to B and the tube grid -goes even less negative. especially so in this case, where two separate high If now the brightness control is slowly retarded impedance potentials are measured and then comagain to the point where the raster just disappears pared to compute the bias potential. The need is
the correct setting for the brightness control is thereby illustrated of employing a voltmeter of high
established (see Picture -Tube Control," PRACTICAL sensitivity, preferably one coming under the classification of a " valve -voltmeter."
TELEVISION, August, 1953).
Where such an instrument is not available, howLeaving the brightness control at this critical
position; and applying drive to the video amplifier, ever, the quantitative error can be minimised by
tube.
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measuring the bias voltage direct from grid to
cathode. An alteration of negative grid potential
should ensue by function of the brightness control,
and if it is possible to take this down to about the
15-25 volt region, then the fault lies elsewhere than
in the biasing circuits.

at the tube cathode rises to that of the H.T. line, and
is thus always much more positive than the potential
at the grid, irrespective of the setting of the brightness
control. _
The effect can be eliminated by simply disconnecting

the tube heater winding from the H.T. line, but,
Another dodge that can be used to ascertain as although this operation restores the tube biasing
rapidly as possible whether the black screen is caused circuits to normal, unfortunately the disconcerting
by excessive bias is to short-circuit the grid and symptom of poor picture quality results. This is
cathode pins momentarily. This has the effect of caused by capacitive and inductive losses in the mains
cutting off completely the bias on the tube, when- transformer, for when the picture 'short occurs the
if the bias circuit is defective-the tube will display a higher video frequencies are severely attenuated
peak -white raster. The short-circuit should be owing to the by-passing effect produced by the
performed as rapidly as possible, since there is the tranSforrner. If the tube defect is of an intermittent
possibility of the tube being damaged through lack

nature-which is generally the case-the poor picture

creates a raster, then we can be certain that the fault
lies somewhere in the biasing circuit.
Now let us look at Fig. 52. Here the control
system of the Cossor 916 series receivers is shown.
The general arrangement is essentially equivalent
to the previously considered example, apart from the
inclusion of R6, and the tube heater winding on the

the accompanying symptom of picture pulling to the
left-sometimes in bands-will also make itself

of bias and heavy beam current. If this dodge quality will, of course, manifest intermittently, and

mains transformer-for in the K.B. the tube heater
is connected in series with the heaters of the valves
to form an A.C./D.C. circuit.
The resistors R4 and R6 are arranged in value to
pad the brightness control so that it provides an
even rate -of -change of screen brightness over its
entire range. It often happens in this receiver that
one or other of these fixed resistors alters in Value

to a degree that prevents a raster from being created

when the contrast control is at minimum or when

evident from time to time.
If' the poor picture quality can be tolerated, or if
some form of viewing is essential before a new tube
HT -I- Line

.001,uf
LIMOS

1

Metrosil

One of the problems presented to designers of

type IWW244C

or

,

INW22,117

Line

output
transform,-

Ffi-s.t

Anode

feed\

the aerial is removed from the set. It is worthwhile
to check this point on a receiver exhibiting this
symptom, particularly if one of this series.

TV sets is to ensure that the difference in potential
between the heater and the cathode of the picture -

Picture-tube
To Line
deflecting
coils

E.H.T.

Rectifier

tube does not exceed the limit stipulated by the

This limit varies slightly between tubes of
different manufacture, and in order to keep within
maker.

the recommended value many artifices are employed.
In the Cossor circuit, for instance, it will be noticed

that the tube heater is energised by reason of an

isolated (from the D.C. point of view) winding on the
common mains transformer.
In view -of the fact that the manufacturers recom-

Fig. 54.-A method of obtaining picture -tube first anode
potential in the Ferguson 941T.

can be purchased, the intermittent effect can be

eliminated by shunting a 0.1 microfarad capacitor
mend a D.C. connection between tube heater and between the tube heater and cathode.
A special low -capacitance heater transformer can
cathode, a connection, is made from the heater
direct to the H.T. line. This is, therefore, satisfied be successfully used if desired, and this method is
by virtue of the D.C. path between RI, LI and R2 ; most beneficial should the defective tube have good
and furthermore, a low cathode -to -heater potential emission. The transformer should be connected as
exists ; the actual potential magnitude being the shown by Fig. 53. By adopting this method good
voltage difference between the H.T. line and the picture quality can be maintained and the tube given
a further lease of useful life. Transformers for this
anode of the video valve.
Sometimes a receiver of the Cossor 916 series purpose can be obtained from various advertisers
exhibits a symptom of intermittent loss of vision; in these pages.
Sometimes, when ,the tube is a tetrode, a lack of
this fault is revealed by the fact that it is not
possible to resolve a raster by advancing the brightness raster is caused by a defect in the H.T. feed circuit
control. Routine voltage checks will show that an to the first anode. A potential in the region of 200
intermittent tube biasing defect is responsible, but to 300 volts should be expected here according to the
unless one is acquainted with the tube circuit (Fig. 53) type of tube, but again, allowance should be made
it may prove a wearisome matter to establish the for the load created by the test meter, for this anode
is also mostly supplied through a high -resistance
precise cause.
'
In nearly every case, however, it can be traced to circuit.
A typical mode of obtaining first anode potential
an intermittent heater -to -cathode short within the
picture -tube, and with the circuit at hand it is readily for a tetrode tube is shown in Fig. 54 ; this arrangerealised why such a symptom results ; the effect ment is used in the Ferguson 94IT series receivers.

being due, of course, to the fact that the potential

(To be continued.)
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Positively the 2 BEST T/Vs yet built
for the Home Constructor!

The STERN'S "TELE-VIEWERS"
5 CHANNEL SUPERHET RECEIVERS

Suitable for any transmitting channel and for which commercial adaptors
will be available.

.)r// PERFECT PICTURE QUALITY
SIMPLE D/AG-AANS MAKE
CONSTRUCTION EAST

,/.
PERFECT PRINCE AREA RECEPTION
-

\

The "WIDE-ANGLE"

*BETTER RECEPTI

This is the 12"

TELE-VIEWER
and can be Completely

TELE-VIEWER

built for

This is the most
screen TV N,ei,

-A-offered

Lo

detailed PRACTICAL LAYOUTS. WIRING DATA AND
COMPONENT PRICE LIST. ALL COMPONENTS
ARE AVAILABLE FOR INDIVIDUAL PURCHASE. AN
ATTRACTIVE TABLE MODEL CABINET FOR THE
121n. Model IS AVAILABLE FOR 26.19.6.

efficiency

producing 15 to
16 Kv with ample

scanning power
for C.R.T.'s up
to 17 inch.

1

CAN BE COMPLETELY
BUILT FOR

STERN RADIO LTD.

1E33-0-0
(Plus

cost

C.R.T.)

a

NEW 12in. C.R.T. at the
specially reduced price of
£12-19.6. (Carr. & Ins., 15,- extra.)

The complete set of ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS for
these T/Vs are available for 5f -each. They include really

f.

constructors.

* Excellent Time
Base

Vie can supply

only Z28-16-4

(Plus cost of C.R.T.)

large

efficient

AT HALF

COMMERVALON COST

109 & 115, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.

of

Tel.: CENTRAL 5812-3-4.

The

ELECTRONIC TESTMETER
This instrument has been developed to meet the growing demand for an

instrument of laboratory sensitivity built in a robust and portable form,
for use in conjunction with electronic and other apparatus where it is
imperative that the instrument should present a negligible loading factor
upon the circuit under test.
The instrument consists -basically of a balanced bridge voltmeter. It
incorporates many unique features and a wide set of ranges so that in
operation it is as simple to use as a normal multi -range testmeter.
The instrument gives 56 ranges of readings as follows :D.C. VOLTS :

SmV. to 250V. (Input

Resistance 11.0 megohms.)

25mV. to 10,0004. (Input Resistance
110.0 megohms.)

D.C. CURRENT :

Amp.
0.5/tA. to
(250mV. drop on all ranges.)
A.C. VOLTS : 0.IV. to 2,500V. R.M.S.

up to 2 Mc,s.

I

With diode probe

external 0.IV. to 250V. R.M.S.
Useful measurements can be made
up to 200 Mc/s, the applied voltage
being limited to 100V. above 50

A.G. OUTPUT POWER: 5mW
to 5 watts in 6 different load resistances from 5 to 5,000 ohms.

DECIBELS : -10db. to 4 20db.

CAPACITANCE :

.0001/4F.

to 50µF.

RESISTANCE :0.2 ohm to 10 megohms.

INSULATION : 0.1 megohm to 1,000
megohms.

Mc, s.

£40

Size:

12)ins. x 9ins. x 5iins.

Weight :

The instrument operates on A.C.
mains, 100-I30V. and 200-260V., 50-60c/s

Write for fully descriptive pamphlet.

The instrument is quickly set up for any of the various tests to be undertaken, a single range selector switch automatically removing from the circuit any voltages and controls which are not required for the test in question.
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers :

Yhe AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO.,LTD.
WINDER BOUSE DOUGLAS STREET LONDON S.W.1

Telephone: VICTORIA 3404/9

E.T.M.3
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ION TRAP MAGNET

pl,4ced,"..044ed
INDICATOR UNIT "ASB "
SERIES (U.S.A.)

REPRINTS FROM
"PRACTICAL TELEVISION "

Contains 5BP1 C.R.T., with mu -metal screen
3/6116's, 2/6S117's, 6AG7, 6AC7, plus H.V.

Components Price List Free on Request.
The Beginner's Receiver," modi-

conds., etc. Metal case 181in. x 81in. a Bin.
All controls brought to front panel beside
viewing screen.

AS FOR
D;E7K 76

69/6

CARRIAGE

In original wood case.
ASH5K 26FOR

D

£3.19.6

each

GA RAIN E

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62
Used, good condition.
D
AS 117K 74FOR

22.9.6

each

CAYIIIDGE

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 305
BRAND NEW
REF. 10QB;6504
Contains VCR.524A-VCR525, 7 EF50's
ASK FOR
CARRIAGE
11193
PAID

al in a
." uu each

POWER UNIT TYPE 285
Ready made for T.V.
A.C. Mains. Input 230 v. 50 C.P.S. Outputs
E.H.T. 2 Kv., 5 ma.. H.T. 350 v. 150 ms.,
L.T. 6.3 v. 10 a. and 6.3 v. 5 a. Fully
smoothed and rectified with valves Vti120,
5C1G, V11,91 (EF50), plus cond., resistors, etc.
ASK FOR Viva a
CARRIAGE

D:H947

fying- the R3170A

1,71, each

PAID

IF/AF AMPLIFIER UNIT R1355
In Transit Case.
With valves, I.F. frequency 7.5 me/s Dim. :
18 x 81 x 71in. Used, good condition.
ASK

1/6

Economy Televisor, modifying Ind.

print

32/6 each CARRIADGE
PAI
R.F. UNIT TYPE 24

jE770AFOR

1/6

April to July :
The Beginneei Tiniebase "

Argus Televisor, data and blue-

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62

.

ASSEMBLY
Mfg. Surplus.
Type ITS by Elac for 35 mm. tube neck.
ASK FOR
POST 3d.
0;8810
EXTRA
2/6 each

In original carton.
Switched tuning 20-30 me s with valves, etc.
ASK FOR.
g/
POST
D 115R0
1/6 EXTRA
- each

2/6

R.F. UNIT TYPE 25

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 6
In original wood case.

0,ASK 24
FOR

115

£2.19 6 each

In original carton.

ASK FOR inPOST

Switched tuning 40 50 mc;s with valves. etc.
/a
0,11847
1/6 EXTRA
'4/ u each

CARRIAGE

BEGINNER'S T.V.

Mains Transformer
Smoothing Choke
Output Transformer
Crystal Diodes ...

...

...
...

32/6 each
15/6 each
9/9 each
5/3 each

..

...

THE BEGINNER'S TIMEBASE
Mains Transformer
Ell T. Transformers
Smoothing Choke

...

20'- each
15 6 each

...

In original wood case.

1/6 EXTRA

RECEIVER UNIT R3601
ASK
ASKFOR
OR

Ref. 100116037,

3Ci in

CARRIAGE
PAID

'LEASE NOTE-Carriage

Postal
charges refer to the U.K. only. Overseas

C ARRI777

86/6

u each

D E771

50'- & 45 - each

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 6H
AS EK FOR
D

R.F. UNIT TYPE 27
With broken dial.
Variable tuning 65-85 Inc.a with valves, etc:,
Used, good condition.
ASK FOR
2a /a
POST

and

PAID
freight, etc. Extra.
ASB3.5/7 or 8, type.62. R1355. R.F.. 21. 25. 27. and 113601.

each
CIRCUITS AVAILABLE AT 1/3.

Order direct from :

C1,1711ESDAI,F
2, BRIDGE ST., GLASGOW, C.S.,

CO. LTD.
'Phone :

SOUTH 2706/9

POST THE COUPON TODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS

OF HOME TRAINING FOR OVER
150 CAREERS & HOBBIES
PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL TUITION IN YOUR OWN HOME
City

and

Guilds

Grouped

Certificates

in

Telecommunications :

A,M.

Brit.

IRE.

Examination. Radio Amateur's Licence, Radio and Television Servicing, Certificates,
General Radio and Television Courses, Radar, Sound Recording, etc: Also Courses is

all otter branches of Engineering and Commerce.

The advantages of E.M.I. training. * The teaching methods are
planned to meet modern industrial requirements. *We offer training in

LEARN THE
PRACTICAL WAY.
NEW
we simply actual

With many of our courses
equipment thus combining theory and practice in the correct

Courses include:.
Radio, Television, Electronics, Draughtsmanship, Carpentry, Photography, and
Commercial Arc, etc.
educational sequence.

all subjects which provide lucrative jobs or interesting hobbies. *A tutor is
personally allotted by name to ensure private and individual tuition. *Free
advice covering all aspects of training is given to students before and after
enrolling with us.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY

Courses from
£1 per month

It SPIT 'Es

Send without obligation your FREE book.
E.M.I. INSTITUTES Dept. 138K

43 Grove Park Road, London, W.4,
Phone: Chiswick 441718,
NAME

ADDRESS

The only Postal College which is part of

a world-wide Industrial Organisation.

SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST
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Are the 3 MO Bars Necessary ?
SOME COMMENTS ON PICTURE DEFINITION
By L. B. Moore

ONE of the questions which is most frequently
asked when a new televisor is presented is,
" Will it resolve the 3 Mcis bars ? "
The desire for the best resolution possible in the
picture is a healthy one ; the BBC transmit a wide
band of frequencies with the object of providing as
good a picture as the system will allow, and the best
horizontal resolution is obtained when the 3 Mc/s
bars on Test Card -C " can be resolved.

resolution if it is divided

into

number of

a

elements which is equal to the number of vertical
elements.

As an example, optimum viewing distance is where
the line structure merges and the background of the
picture appears as a complete whole and not built
up from separate lines.
It is obvious that if a black spot occurred along a
line which was smaller than the width of a line, the

spot would not be seen at the distance from the

Picture, Quality and 'Definition

screen where the lines merge. It would be useless,
The " goodness " or quality of a picture is termed therefore, to cater for detail which is finer than the
ilS .dehnition, and by this we mean the faithfulness width of a single line.
of the reproduction as compared with the original.
It will be seen, then, that the optimum acceptable
We have a homely parallel in the pictures produced definition
be that where a horizontal line is
If a picture from a newspaper or divided intowill
in periodicals.
alternate black and white squares whose
magazine is closely examined with the aid of a sides are equal to the width of the line. This is the
magnifying glass, it will be seen to be constructed finest detail which the eye would resolve at the
from a large number of elemental dots. In the dark distance from the screen where the lines merge.
areas the dots are very Close together while in the
lighter areas they are farther apart.
The dots are produced by the photographic process Estimating Bandwidth
employed in making the plates for printing. In
In the 405 line system using interlaced scanning
high-speed presses using fairly coarse paper such as we have in each half cycle 202.1 lines. Of these lines
newsprint the dots are larger and fewer in number
14 are taken up for synchronising purposes, leaving

we cannot have too many dots as the process of a total number of active lines containing picture
printing at high speed on this class of paper would
clog the plate and a by blurred reproduction

Therefore, in each complete
interlaced picture we will have a total of 377 lines
containing picture intelligence.
would result.
When the. speed of printing is slower and very
In other words our picture is actually 377 lines
finely graded paper is used then the dots can be made high. The ratio of width to height is 4 : 3, or we can
smaller and there will be many more of them.
say that each line is 4/3 times as long as the height
The practical result of this is that a picture pro- of the picture. If there are 377 lines we can say -that
duced on newsprint is lacking in fine detail. A head the vertical dimension contains 377 elements and
and shoulder view, for example, would not show the one line should therefore contain :
intelligence of 1884-.

individual hairs on the head.

A fine art paper, 'on the other hand, would show

these fine hairs. In the first case the dots used are
larger in diameter than the width of a hair, while in
the second case the dots are smaller than the width

-4
3

x 377 = 503 elements.

Our line will therefore be divided into a total of 503

elements, half of which will be black and the other
half white. We can represent the white squares as
of a hair.
The important point to note is that where the dots positive pulses and the black squares as negative
are smaller a greater number are required to cover a pulses ; the result is an alternation which is somegiven area, and the smaller the dots (or in other thing like a sine wave as shown be!ow. There will,
words the greater the number of picture elements) therefore, be a total of :
j(503) = 256.1 cycles for each line.
then the greater is the detail produced.
Now there are 377 lines in the active picture so the
A similar reasoning exists in TV practice. As a
homely example, a receiver which has very good total number of cycles in each picture is
:

definition will show the strings attached to the

puppets in a puppet show such as " Muffin the
Mule " ; a receiver with inferior definition will not
show the strings and the viewer just does not see
them ; the puppets appear to be entirely self -activated.

In order to arrive at some

White

then satisfactory definition is achieved.
The horizontal resolution

Black

standard of quality it has been
stated that if the horizontal
resolution is equal to the verti-

x 377 = 96,700 cycles.
The number of complete frames transmitted each
second is 25 and there will therefore be a total of :
96,700 x 25 = 2,417,500 cycles per sec.
= 2.4 Mc/s approx.

cal resolution
will

be equal to the vertical

The square waveform and a s ne wave.
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From the above it will be seen that we could have
adequate definition for a bandwidth of only 2.4 Mc/s.
Unfortunately there is one flaw in the argument
and that is in interpreting the square -wave formation

representing the black and white squares directly
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picture is divided into a number of horizontal lines,
the total number of active lines being 377, and from
this we have derived a figure for the required bandwidth.

One factor which has not been taken into account
into a simple sine wave. In actual fact the square - is that there is a certain distance between adjacent
topped waveform contains an infinite number of lines which is included in the aspect ratio of 4/3.
harmonics and to obtain a good approximation the
To obtain the optimum horizontal definition we
bandwidth would have to be in the region of 30 Mc/s must make it equal the vertical definition. The
wide.
optimum viewing distance is where the horizontal
This is obviously not practical ; the total -number lines comprising the picture just merge together so
of picture elements is taken as if the whole of the that the line structure is not observed.
lines were active lines which gives a frequency of
This optimum viewing distance will vary with the
about 2.75 Mc/s. The BBC state that they transmit visual accuity of the observer ; a person with good
all frequencies up to 3' Mc/s.
sight should sit farther from the screen than one with
poorer sight.
Now here is a simple experiment which you can
Resolving the 3 Mc/s Bars
make yourself, if your televisor will resolve the.
In order to obtain the best definition from the 3 Mc/s bars, or if you have access- to one which will.
signal transmitted by the BBC it should be possible
First check that the bars are received correctly
to align the set so that 'the 3 Mc/s bars are visible.
and are not spurious due to " ringing." Thebest
For the majority of home constructors the only method is to count the number of bars seen in each
time available is on Saturday mornings and quite a square on Test Card " C." The 2.0 Mc/s bars should
large number of Saturdays are required before it is have 8 distinct black lines, those representing 2.5
possible to complete the job. Usually one just arrives Mc/s should have 10, and the 3.0 Mc, 's bars should

at a point where results are being observed when have 12.
the test card is whipped away and a waiting period
Count the lines carefully to see that they are all
of a quarter of an hour ensues until it returns.

there and, if necessary, adjust the focus on the bars
and not on the horizontal lines. Normally, the 3.0
bars and not at all difficult to get the 1.5 Mc/s bars. Mc/s bars will be reproduced at reduced contrast,
The 2.0 Mc/s bars are a little more difficult and the but they should be distinctly observed as individual
2.5 Mc/s bars require a great deal of patience. In bars.
the case of small tubes such as the VCR97 it is not
Having, verified that the bars are correctly reproalways possible to resolve these as the spot size is duced, ignore them for the moment and then move
larger than the width of the bars.
back from the screen until the horizontol lines merge
The 3.0 Mc/s bars are rather difficult, and while together so that they are no longer visible as separate
many commercial receivers will show those of 2.5 lines ; the background co the picture should appear
Mc/s they do not reveal the 3.0 Mc/s bars.
complete and whole.
The position in which you are now is the optimum
It is a fairly simple matter to resolve the I M/cs

Factors Affecting Bandwidth

position for viewing for yourself. At this point observe
the screen closely (without falling into the temptation

It is important to remember that there are factors of moving your head forward) and endeavour to
other than the tuning stages which affect the band- see the 3 Mc/s bars. If you cannot see them cleLrly
width. It is possible for the tuning stages to embrace then move forward towards the screen until they can

the required range of frequencies and yet the televisor
still does not show the full complement of bars.
Spot size 'is one factor because if the diameter of

the spot is larger than the width of the bar then the
bar will not be seen.
Another factor is the video output stage ; it is
useless for the tuning stages to be broadened if the
video output stage will not pass the full bandwidth.

be distinguished. This will be the position of optimum
horizontal resolution.

Generally, you will find that to distinguish the
vertical bars you will have to move forward and
when you can observe them you will note that the

line structure of the picture is also quite visible.
From this it follows that the optimum viewing
position for horizontal resolution is not the same as
A further factor is the aerial system. Where highly for vertical resolution. As it is important that the
directional arrays are used as in the fringe areas the line structure should not be observed, then if at this
aerial itself may not provide sufficient gain at the point the 3 Mc/s bars cannot be distinguished it is
edges of the bandwidth it is supposed to encompass. useless making the receiving circuits ;vide enough to
The range of frequencies injected into the televisor resolve them!
by the aerial system at a fairly even level may not
cover the 3 Mc/s. Much depends not only on the Advantages of Reduced Bandwidth
aerial itself but by its proximity to local objects, the
Reducing the bandwidth to a lower figure has
type of feeder and method of injection.
several advantages. The most important is that the
It has been the author's experience that there are gain of the receiver is increased-a not inconsiderable
very few commercial televisors which will reproduce factor for the fringe viewer. For fringe reception
the 3 Mc/s bars in true black and white.
2.5 Mc/s is adequate.
The fringe viewer would do well to bear this- in
mind. A picture with decreased horizontal definition
Vertical Versus Horizontal Definition
but increased overall clarity with absence of backThe figures for the bandwidth necessary for ground mush and " snow " is much preferable to
reasonable definition have been based on the vertical one which has a marvellous definition, but in which
definition of the picture. We have assumed that the all action appears to take place in a snowstorm.
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CONSOLE BARGAIN

THE "STROLLER "
EXCITING NEW BATTERY PORTABLE WHICH
CONVERTS TO A PICNIC RECORD PLAYER
* Sensitive

4 -valve

superhet,

* Attractive
case

and

2 -tone

three

colour scale.

ONLY

elliptical

*7

inch
speaker.

* Full

and
A.V.C.
lixed tone correction.

* Space
Unit.

for

39/6

Designed to take a 12 -inch
televisor chassis, this walnut
veneered. cabinet represents
probably to -day's best cabinet
bargain. Made for very fam- Two-tone, walnut veneered,
Price 39/6
ous Company.
with inlaid bands. Uncut motor
only, carriage, etc., 7/6.
board.
Record storage size
2ft. 6in. x 2ft. 6in. x lft. 2m.
Clearance to motor board 6in.

Mains

* Factory -built look.

SOMWEAVE

rr

This really
lovely loudspeaker fab-

ric we offer

Price £9.18.6. plus 15', carriage
and insurance.

HAND SPRAY GUN

at approximately
a
third of to-

day's s cost.
It' is 42in.
wide"
and

The Elpreq " Stroller " is an Full constructional details of
all -dry battery operated super - this superhet and of the Picnic
het. using frame aerial and 1.5 Player unit which, by the unvolt valves Type IRS, 1T4, 1S3 doing of four screws, slips into
and 3S4. It is particularly the cabinet in place of the radio,
selective and gives powerful will be found in our booklet
results on long and medium " The Stroller," price 2/6
waves. Battery consumption, (returnable if parts purchased).
however, is quite low. The Cost of portable cabinet and all

cabinet is ultra -modern and parts for " Stroller " including
finished
crocodile
and/or
lizard skin in two shades. The valves, speaker, but not batH.P.
control board is similarly fin- teries, is
ished, and with the three - deposit £2.19s. 2d.), carriage 5/-.
,coloured dial. gives the whole a Cabinet available separately.
factory -built aspect.
price 37/6. plus 3/6 postage.

our price is

12/- per yard
or panels
121n. x 12in.
1/9

each.

This is also

very suitable for covering plain
wooden cases, for portable
radio amplifiers, etc.

Suitable all liquids or
powder. Ideal for finishing
models, etc., El6. post 9d.

MINIATURE PORTABLE TV.

THE ELPREQ E.H.T. GENERATOR
This is a made-up unit working on the blocking oscillator overwound amplifying
stage principle. It is of
moderate power consumption
(6.3 volt, 8 amp. filament

and approx. 59 mA. H.T.)
and contains three B.V.A.
valves. Output obtainable
ranges from 6 kV. to 9 1eV,
with normal H.T. rail input,

but somewhat higher outputs can be obtained with

higher H.T. supply. Valve
rectification is employed in
the output stage. The dimensions are 65 a 4i
post. packing. etc.. 5a.

14

Tin.

Price, 69/6.

DAYS FREE TRIAL

You can probably think of many other reasons when you may
need a midget televisor, but it will certainly be useful when (a) Someone is ill, or confined to another room.
(b) Your big TV. fails.
(c) You want to alter or adjust your big TV.
(d) The commercial programmes start.
(e) Servicing an aerial installation.

The Elpreq Miniature lae- The total cost, if you have to
visor uses standard conven- buy every part, would come to
tional circuitry, employing a £16-£17. but you may have

SEND ONLY DEPOSIT
total of 13 valves and 2 crystal
The cathode-ray tube
REFUNDED IF TOOL NOT diodes.
used is a 2/in. Service type
VCR139A, which has a standard
APPROVED
equivalent and will therefore

alwaYs be obtainable. The
lin. drill. ROBUST Tool with trigger layout is extremely clean,
switch and self -centring chuck. £519s. 6d. straightforward and prolesCash, or 40/- deposit.
The wiring. whilst
sional,
being a little more
5in. SANDER POLISHER. A must for Housewife, Engineer naturally
intricate due tn miniaturisaand Handyman, a . 7s. thi or £2.15s. 10(1. deposit.
Lion, is nevertheless cornTHE 44 ORBITAL SANDER. 10 times faster than hand sand- pletely accessible, and very
ing, £12. 105. Od. Cash, or £4. 3.. 4d, deposit.

Al! tools made be Black & Decker

FREE BOOKLET

many of the components
already in stock, as only
standard conventional com-

ponents are used. A carrying
case, similar to the artist's
illustration above, will be

available shortly. Its size will
be approximately 91in. x 61n.
a 6in. (internally).
Full construction data, lay outs, diagrams, templates.
etca running into soma 50
sheets, is available, price 5;-,
good results have been obtained. post free.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.

Our
booklet
Handy
Hints 448

Post ordars should b3 addressed to Dept. 7, RUISLIP,
tips for
Personal shoppers, however, can call at :
gives
MeCarpenters,
152-3, Fleet Street. E.C.4.
29, Stroud. Green Road,
42-46, Windmill Hill,
Engichanics.
Finsbury Park, N.4.
Ruislip, Midda.
neers and Gardeners. Fully illusPhone : CENtral 2833
Phone : ARChway 1049
trated, and it is yours for the Phone : RUISLIP 5780
Half day, Thursday.

asking. Send stamp to -day.

Half day, Wednesday.

Half day, Saturday.
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BUILDING THE "SIMPLEX"?
Thousands of enthusiasts are building the
-Simplex ' Televisor, now being featured
In "Practical Television.' WHY NOT
YOU? CONSTR. UCTOIL'S ENVELOPE,
containing full constructional details and
Blue Print, additional notes and suggestions. and Query Service form, sent for
ONLY 5/- All components available ex
stock as follows:
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. -13
DRILLED with screens and tube holder
bracket. 27:6. PLAIN. with screens and
tube holder bracket, 20'-.
TI1 ANSEOHMER.-350-0-350 v. 150 ma.,
6.3 v. 5 a.. 5 v. 3'a. tapped at 4 v., ONLY
328. (Postage 2 -).
CHOKE. -10 h. 12.) ma.. 10.6. (Post 11-).
RECTIFIERS.-RM3 5 - ea.. K3/40 6,- ca.
VALVES.-EF50 6'6. SP61 4i-, 6SN7 11'6,
6J5 5/6, EB34 8/6. EA50 6.
VALVEROLDEItS.-1390JEF50) 10(1.,

IG5
IG6

6/6

6SS7

1E7

6/6
6'6

7A7
702

ILN5
IL4

8/-

7F7

716

7W7
12H6

8/6

12A147

GAGS

7/6

0AK7
6B4
6B8

12SG7

916

125E7

7/6
7/6

12SR7

GCB

81616
51-

6G6

mein

656

TUBE. -Tested full screen, 42 6

150 v. 6'-, .1 mfd. 2,500 v. 46. Mica, silver
mica, and tubular& a50 v. 6(1. each.
POTENTIOMETERS. -All values preset 1/9 each, tole; spindle 3!-, with switch,
ItESISTORS.--; watt 4d., l watt 5ti.,
1 watt 6d., 1.5 K 5 watt. 1'6.

COIL FORMERS.-lin. 8d., lln. 10d.
SPEAKERL,-Slip. ROLA. P.M. with
trans. 17/6 (postage
All Component, Brand New and Unused. Full Prier List available on
requesL

12J5

281)7
32
36

7/6

EF99

616

7/6
7/6

EF50
.. Red

6/6

50Y6

816

Sylvania$/6

8/6

EF55
EK32
EL32
SP61

1216

MUll

10/6

R127
VS70

7i6

6K6

9!-

56

6L7
6N7

7/6
7/6

1622
1626
1299A

.

MRS

816

605

8/6
10/6

6V6

5Z4
10/8/6 5U4
1018/6 6AC7
13.1
, 8/6
61(7
616
8/6 6K7C-T
5/6
8/8 '807
7/6
11EECH35 12!6
EA50
1216
316
7/6
EBC93
816
8/6 EB34
3!6
7!6 EF36
6/6
,

8/6

11/4/7/6

VR150'30 8/6
VR137
5/9

6SA7
6SG7

816

KT2

7/6

VP29

6S57
6SJ7

7/6
8/6

111,2300 6/6
8/1S5

6SK7
6SL7

716

rr-t

9'-

1115

51616

81-

For

11, .1,11r 11 the R.1355 or any receiver with
a 6.3 v. supply. These are the variable

716

2B7
3A4
3B7

I.O. and M.O. 6t1., Diode (EA50) 6(1., VCR.97

CONDENSERS.-Electrolytics 25 mfd.
25 v. 11.0, 16 x 8 mfd. 450 v. 5,6. 32 x 32 mfd.

E.F. UNITS TYPE 26 and 27.

VALVES

954
955
9003
9001
991A

6/6
7/6

4'-

6/-

6/.

tuning units which use 2 valves EF54

and 1 of EC52. Type 26 covers 65-50 Mcis
(5-8 metresl, and Type 27 covers 85-65
Mc '.s (3.5-5.0 metres).
Complete with

valves and BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S
CARTONS. ONLY 45/- each.

I -I. UNIT TYPE 24. Complete with 3
valves SP61 and full details of modification required to cover all TV. Stations.
ONLY 15'-.
TR A NSFO 1111E11S.-Manufactured

to
our specifications and fully guaranteed
Normal Primaries. 425-0-425 v. 200 ma.
6.3 v. 4 a.. 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY
501-: 350 v.-0-350 v. 1N ma.. 6.3 v. 5 a..
6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY 42/6; 250 v.-0250 v. 100 ma.. 6.3 v. 6 a. 5 v. 3 a.. ONLY
32 6. 350 v.-0-350 v.. 150 ma.. 6.3 v. 5 a..
5 v. 3 a. ONLY' 32 6. The above are fully
shrouded, upright mounting. 5.5 kV.
E.H.T. with 2 windings of 2 v. 1 a., ONLY
72/6: 7 kV. E.H.T. with 4 v. 1 a...,ONLY
MIL PLEASE ADD 2 - POSTAGE FOR
EACH TRANSFORMER.

E.H.T. TRANSFORMER FOR VC1197
TUBE. -2.500 v. 5 ma., 2-0-2 v. 1.1 a. 2-0-2
v. 2 a. 37 6 (postage) 2:'-.
AVO MODEL 40 UNIVERSAL TEST
METERS. -Completely pelf contained,
this provides 40 ranges of A:C./D.C. cur-

rent, voltage, and resistance. Have had
some use, but every instrument has been
thoroughly checked and tested and is

GUARANTEED IN PERFECT WORKING
ORDER. ONLY 29.19.6.

Open until 1 p.m. Sa 1 ardays, wt. are 2 mins. from High Holborn (('hancery Lane Station), 5 mins. by bus from King's Crus.g.
Cash with order. please, and print name and address clearly.

U.E.I. CORPN.

(Phone TERminus 7937.)

ARTHURS HAVE IT*

IT'SConstruct
60%YourCHEAPER
!!
Own
To

LARGE STOCKS OF VALVES AND C.R.T.s.
AVO METERS IN STOCK
Avo Model 7
Ave Model 8
Electronic Test Unit

WE SHALL BE PLEASED TO SUPPLY INFORMATION,

23 1

Cossor Oscilloscopes Models 1052

27
40
60
104

1049

132

IF REQUIRED, ON ELEMENT LENGTHS AND SPACINGS,
WITH FULL ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS. ALL WE NEED

I

IS THE CHANNEL NO. AND TYPE OF AERIAL TO BE

:CONSTRUCTED
All fittings are die-cast, using high quality aluminium and are
fully guaranteed.
14ft. 16 s.w.g. 2in. Aluminium Poles.

Full range Taylors Meters. List on reque
Leak-TL/10 Amplifier and " Point One "
Pre -amplifier - Complete 28

Leak Tuning Unit
- -- -Chapman Tuning Units

Television Aerial
SUMMER TIME IS THE RIGHT TIME TO CONSTRUCT AND ERECT AN AERIAL

819 1

- -- -Electronic Test Meter Valve Characteristics Meter *
Specification on request.

Sin. 18 s.w.g. 13/H Alloy Tubing,
lin. 18 s.w.g. D/H Alloy Tubing.

0

- 35
- 17

3

8

LATEST VALVE MANUALS

MULLARD. OSRAM, & BRIMAR No. 5, 5/- each,
MAZDA 2/- each.
ART and SCIENCE in SOUND REPRODUCTION.

.

Postage 6d. each extra.
Terms C.O.D. OR CASH with order and subject

Each

MASTHEAD MOUNTINGS. lin. Pole fitting, lin.
Each

REFLECTOR AND DIRECTOR ROD HOLDERS,
for lin. Elements,lin. Cross Boom.
Each
BRACKETS. Heavy Duty. 2in. Pole fitting, double

to price

lashing.

BRACKETS.

EstTg.,

lashing.

Set

Lightweight,

50/10d.
l/4(

6/9
8/9

8/6
6/ 3/9

401- & 35/ -

lin. Pole fitting, single
Set 30,- 25/- LI & 1S/-

2,1d. stamp for Illustrated Price List. C.W.O. Carriage & Pocking
1/6 extra. Address in block letters please.

PROPS.' ARTHUR GRAY. LTD.

tinget/irn

OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray House,
150-152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
TEMA!: Bar 5833/4 and 4765.

TELEGRAMS-" TELEGRAY, WESTCENT, LONDON."
CABLESL-i" TELEGRAY, LONDON."
'

a

INSULATORS. Unbreakable, waterproof (standard
lin. x lin. fitting).
Each
INSULATORS. Unbreakable, For " In -line " Aerials.
lin. x lin. fitting.
Each
MASTHEAD MOUNTINGS. 2in. Pole fitting, lin.
Cross Boon).

atlitade
-

Inc. Carr.
.
Per ft.
Per ft.

Cross Boom.

By F. H. BRITTAIN, D.F.H., 2/6 each.

alterations and being unsold.

Include postage as specified and on Component Orders under £2.

THE RADIO CORNER, 138, GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.I.

i

MARLBOROUGH, WILTS.

Ltd.
'Phore 605.
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Closed Circuits

THE use of dosed circuits

is

becoming increasingly popular What Are My Lines ?
ABBC engineer has devised a
,'the United, Mates and 'many
Wing companies are conducting
new method of prompting

.
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Lightship's Honour
ATELEVISION receiver has
been installed in the Breaksea
Lightship, which lies five miles from
Barry in the Bristol Channel.
It is the first set to be operated in

actors .who " dry up " in television
'conferences in this way.
a European lightship and is a gift
Recently, Ford dealers in 32 plays.
The script of the play is turned from the Mayor of Barry, Aldertities were able to see a preview
of a new car by means of television on a roller machine which can, man T. Yeoman, who visited the
on a closed circuit and Ford have when necessary, beam the lines on master and crew of six last Christ,also held important sales dis- to a mirror which reflects them back mas and saw that the monotony of
cassions on a number of occasions. on to plate -glass between the their daily routine could be pleascamera and players. The actors antly broken with the aid of TV.
can see their lines but TV cameras Tests were made to see that the set
Television Licences
would not interfere with the vessel's
THE following statement shows cannot register them.
electrical apparatus, with satisthe approximate number of Tele-phone
The crew now
factory results.
television licenses issued during the
year ended April, 1954. The grand
total of sound and television
licences was 13,455,061.
Number
Region
946,498
London Postal
357,194
Home Counties'
638,636
...
Midland
436,974
North Easteen
458,886
North Western
141,147
South Western
161,851
Wales and Border

A N hour before the

9,931 -ton

. French liner Lyauley arrived
in Casablanca recently, passengers
were able to talk to friends ashore
-LA

enjoy good quality reception.
NeW Comedy Series

AS Bob Monkhouse's television
series has been cancelled due
Cameras transmitted pictures of to his ill -health, a new series is
friends in Casablanca to the ship planned to begin some time this
and the passengers aboard saw and month starring Avril Angers.
Avril first became well known to
spoke to them although they, themand see them on a TV screen.

selves, could only, be heard and not
seen by those ashore.

viewers in her role of Rosie Lee
in Terry Thomas's shows and

Total England and Wales 3,141,186
148,156
...
Scotland
...
11,496
Northern Ireland
...

Grand Total ...

3,300,838

Low Sales in Italy

IT is reported from Milan that the
output of television receivers
in Italy is to be reduced because of
a marked falling off in sales.

The cheapest set available costs

£88.

Divis Television Station

THE BBC has placed a con tract with McLaughlin and

:Harvey Ltd, contractors, for build: ng work at the new medium -Power
television transmitting station at
.Divis, near Belfast.

,

Work is expected to begin in

,July:..

A mobile outside -broadcast unit, recently completed by Marconi's Wireless

Telegraph Co., Ltd., undergoes its acceptance trials before leaving for
Switzerland for the televising of the World Football Championships from
Berne.
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on it by next year but there is a
long way to go before it is an
economical proposition."

Large -screen Demonstration

LARGE -SCREEN 'television was
demonstrated for the first time

in France recently by the Rank
Organisation Associate Company,
Cinema Television.
An audience of 3,000 were
impressed by the trial showing
which took place in the Palais de

Chaillot for the 60th anniversary
congress of the Electrical Institute.

Holland's First TV Buy
IT is reported from Holland that
-1the Dutch Television Foundation has placed its first television
order with a German firm.
The order is for a TV recording car and German con-ipetition won
through by merit of a slight differ-

Mr. M. Bishop of the BBC, president of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, is seen presenting the Faraday medal of the I.E.E. to Mr.

Isaac Shoenberg of E.M.T. for his outstanding contribution to television.

ence in price.

k-7disNo Tip for TV Pirate

GPQ. officials recently
covered that a householder
Cardiff visited Abergavenny but in the North was operating his TV
programmes.
could do little other than receive a without a licence.
promise from the fair tenants that
On calling at the house to
Commercial Too
all generators would be run at low challenge him, two Post Office
pressure.
11HE report released in Canberra
According to reports, representatives were invited straight
of the Royal Commission on the programme was received satis- in before they could state their
Television urges the early intro- factorily.
business so that the licence -dodger
duction of national and 'commerwould not miss the end of a big
cial TV programmes in Australia.
Ban on Religion
race on television.
The men
DURING a debate on the Tele- remained silent and watched while
Sweden Begins
vision Bill in the House of the family shouted home the
WHEN a sponsored television Commons recently, Mr. D. winning horse. I got a tip about
service opened recently in Gammans, Assistant Postmaster - that one," beamed the houseSweden, crowds gathered outside General, said that no religious holder. He was then told who the
dealers' shops to peer curiously at organisation would be allowed to men were and that they had come
sets in the windows.
advertise or buy time on a com- to inquire about his TV licence.
Some streets were so packed that mercial television programme.
His face fell. " it never rains but
traffic was held up for long periods.
it pours," he said. " 1 didn't get
Two Years' Wait
a tip about thee."
Protest to Council
WHEN Sir Ian Jacob, DirectorA FEW days before the Queen's -II General of the BBC, returned After the Pay-off
13 return journey up the Thames, home from America recently, he LORD MACKINTOSH, chairover 1,200 viewers in the Aber- told the Press that it would be at
man of the National Savings
gavenny, Monmouthshire, district least two years before colour movement, has stated that the
wrote to the local council, news- television could begin in Britain.
public are saving more now that
papers and the G.P.O. in protest
" We are abreast of the Ameri- the boom in the buying of teleagainst the fun -fair in the town, cans," he said, " though they may vision sets, washing machines and
which, they claimed, would inter- -be a little earlier than us with refrigerators has declined, and all
fere with the reception of the TV colour TV. They may even be hire-purchase instal men ts have been
broadcast from Westminster Pier. ready to go into mass production paid off.

recently played a leading part in
the
Friends and Neighbours "

A Post

Office engineer

The Editor will he pleased to consider articles of a practical
nature suitable for publication in " Practical Television."
Such articles should he written on one site of the paper ores,
and should contain the name and address of the sender. ;Mist
the Editor does not hold himself responsible for manuscripts.

every effort will be made to return them if a stamped and
addressed envelope is enclosed.

All correspondence intended

for the Editor should be addressed to : The Editor," Practical
Television,*7 George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand. IF.C.2.

from

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of radio apparatus
and to our efforts to l,eep our readers in touch with the latest
developments, we give no warranty that apparent', described
in our columns is not the seducer of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published
in "Practical Television" is specifically reserved throughout
the countries signatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.

Reproductions or imitations of any of these are therefore
expressly forbidden.
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A REMINDER

0

0

le

Since we pioneered wide-angle scanning for the Home
Constructor several years ago, we have become so well known
as Manufacturers of reliable television components that some

of our standard lines are liable to be fOrgotten.
Typical examples of these are

:

465 kc/s I.F. Transformers type 160 (Miniature), size lin. x
Price 7/6 each.
lin. x 2in.

465 kc/s I.F. Transformers type 158 (Standard), size Itin. x
Price 9/6 each.

I din. x 31in.

Tape -Deck Oscillator Coils, type

31.

High impedance,
Price 9/3 each.

screened, each coil adjusted to 9 mH.
From a!! Leading Stockists.

MIEN

Deflector Coifs type DC300/C. As
specified for the " Teleking," " Supervisor " and " Magnaview."
Conversion circuits for I4in. and
I7in.

C.R.

now

Tubes

CO
LITTNEEDNTS

Crown Works, Lower Richmond Rd., Richmond, Surrey
Telephone : Prospect 9013
Send 9d and S.A.E. for Wide -Angle Circuit Diagrams.

available.

.141DC 0 LP

SAFEGUARD YOUR SET ECONOMICALLY

I Read. Trade Mack)

SOLDERING
INSTRUMENTS

5

5FFOR

FOR
SUCCESSFUL HOME CONSTRUCTION
AND
ALL

SOUND EQUIPMENT

SOLDER JOINTING
" STANDARD

MODEL,"

ILLUSTRATED,

as

Any

25/6

AND NOT AN INCH WASTED
P LTL L s

ERSIN

sot

t$

Multicore

volt range supplied.
6/7 to 230/250.

vat

3/16" dia. bit Standard Model
Equally suited to daily or intermittent use
Made in England
Registered Design

Shields as illustrated
1016 extra.

(British, U.S.A., Foreign Patents)
Export Enquiries Invited

ERSIN MULTICORE SOLDER

makes every electrical connection in CO
11XINS
LaliEs
your equipment a sound, permanent NON. CORR0s,vz

joint. Countless jobs-construction,

repair-can be done with. one 5/-

'LUX

Size I
carton. And, because ERSIN MULTICORE
Carton
contains 3 cores of -extra -active, non -corrosive Ersin
Flux to prevent oxidation, 'dry' and H.R. joints, it solders instantly,
without trouble, waste or extra flux. Get a carton today,
Sales, Offices & Works : CRANMER COURT, CLAPHAM
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
M.,4Caulay 4272
WRITE DIRECT TO

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD.
HIGH ST., LONDON, S.W.4.

MULTICORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS BOXMOOR 3636.
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HANNEY of BATH offers :-

EDDYSTONE 740 RECEIVER, ex -stock -at 24245/, Send for _MONEY BACK
illustrated brochure. NEW Eddystone catalogue 1'2 post free.
AIIKRS.Acos Mic. 22-2, 841- Mic. 30, 50;- Mic. 33-1, 50/IIGUARANTEE
Mic. 35-1, 25,- ; Rothermel 2A11156,
LOUDSPEAKERS.-Goodmans Audiom 60. £81126 ; Axiom
t/621 ROMFORD RD. LONDON
3
150 Mk. II. £10/5/6. W.B. HIGH FIDELITY, 3 0 coil, H.F.610, 6in.
12
50/6 H.F.810 81n.. 60'6: H.F.912, 9in 67:-; H.F.1012, 10in., 73'6;
MONTHS
(150 available at 73'6).
COLLS.-(State range required.)-Osmor Q. 4'- Weymouth H,
GUARANTEE
3'9 ; Wearite P., 3 - Denco C TRF, 8,- pr. Denco Maxi -Q std.
or miniature, 3.11. with reaction, 4/9 R.E.P. dual range high
MAZDA CRM121-A-9, and a few other types and makes.
gain,
OSMOR Q Coilpacks, Type 110. 48 LM, 402- Batt.,
Picture shown to callers. Not. Ex-W.D. Carriage and insurance
50 - TRF, 401- ; ETA 4 Station Tuning pack, 4318.
15/6 extra. No catch. Special offer of tubes with burns for
I.1+. TRANS. (465 Refs.) Denco IFT, 11, 12°- pr. OFT, 6, 18'4 Pr. :
testing and spares at 30/- each.
Wearite M.800, 21/- pr.
Weymouth P.4, 15- pr. P.5,.8/6 each ;
P.5A, 10/- each.
SALVAGE VALVE CLEARANCE SALE
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. -50 watt POPPED de Luxe type to
8/9
6/9
3/9
suit single or push-pull PX4, 6V6, 6L6 and KT66 valves. Optimum
3 V4
69E6.
EF92
ILD5
leads 4,000,0 to 10,0000. Eleven ratios 151 : 1 to 78 : 1, 47/3. Elston
613W6
1T4
12Y4
MR'T 4 w. multi -ratio, 8/9 ; Elston MR17, 7-10 w. multi -ratio,
1LN5
MR.15, 15 w. multi, 41/6 : MR.30, 30 w. multi. 4916. Woden
1819
613A6
1S4
210VPT
4D1
Williamson, Potted, WOT25, 1,70 secs., 261.0.,.. WOT2.6, 3.6 0
6V6
1S5
77
6A137
secs., 26/186.
6K7
E1436
37
P.W. CORONETS.-JB. SL8 Drive, 27/8 : E.2 V -Condenser, 14/EL9 I
KTW61
CV6
W.B. 8in. H.F.810 L.S. (less trans.), 60/6: All resistors and con6A M5
OZ4A
densers as per our General List.
U M4 (M. eye)
TEl EKING -Constructors' Envelope. 6/- ; Coilsets. 44'6
DL94
SP2 (5 pin)
Chassis kit, 501- ; T.C.C. kit, 27/413 ; RM4 rectifier, 21'- ; Allen
Postage
on
valves
Ifup
to
6.
Components, L0308, 40'- :
;

;

;

TV TUBES

£5

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

F0305, 211- 330300, 39.'6
GL16 and GL18, 7'6 each ; BT314, 151- ; SC312,
OP117, 9,Dubilier Resistor/pot. kit, 81,6.
;

;

;

FC302, 31/AT310, 301- ;

P.T. SUPER VISOR

T.C.C. Condenser kit. £86'4 : Erie resistor kit, 54'4 . 4 wfW pots,
26
7 Erie carbon pots, 35'- : Allen coilsets, 44'6 : Allen CD/300C
39 6 CL.16 and GL.18, 7 6 each
SC.312, 21 - FC.302, 31./0P.11.7 output trans., 9'- ; DencoWA/FMAL 21/- ; WA,'LOT1. 42!Denco chassis kit, 51'6 Westinghouse WX.6, 3110 L WG4A, 716
LW.7, 26'8: English Electric polystyrene mask, 45/8 ; Perspex
fitter, 326 ; anti -corona ring, 6!8 Tube sheath, 6/2 ; T.901 tube,
inc. carriage and insurance, 22214 10 ; Elac IT8 Son'trap, 51-.
;

;

:

:

WIDE ANGLE VIEWNIASTER.-Instruction Envelope, 3/8.
Priced parts list available on request.,

CATHODE RAY 'CURES. Mazda, CRM.121S; £16'1318: cnm.123.
217.14'6. Mallard MW31-74, £16'138: MW36-22 & 24, 21919/3
M W43-74, 223 126. Ion traps for all tubes, 5 - each. Please add 101 carriage and insurance on all tubes, any excess being refunded.
Send 6d. in stamps for our GENERAL LIST, which contains details
of components for Viewmaster, Teleking, Magnaview, Super Visor.
`Universal' large Screen Televisor, by Mullards, Coronet Four,
Williamson Amplifier, Soundmaster, etc., etc. Please add postage
to orders under £2.

L. F. HANNEY

LOWER BRISTOLOel.R OAD,
BATH
: 3811

RECTIFIERS

Selenium type, 180 volt at 40 m/A,., 3/9. Metal recs., 300 v.
200 m/A. Also 200 v. 80m/A. ; either at 8/9. T.V. type, new,
300 v. 200 in/A., 12/9. P. & P. on rec., 1/-.
P.M. or 10" SPEAKERS 8" 6"
12in, Truvox, 47/6; 10in, 25/9 8in., 18/6; 6!.in., 14/9;
5in.. 13/9. All 3 ohms. Best makes. P. & P. 1/9.

SPOTLIGHTS. -8/9 Butlers, new but ex-W.D. 71in. dia.,
61 in. deep: These lights are similar to those sold for 83-85.

but finished Black. The lamp fitting is of the pre -focus type,

this can be easily changed by fitting a holder from side light
(I/9) post 1,''3. Bulbs for above now in stock, 6 volt 36
watt, 12 volt 48 watt, 4/6 each.
SIDELIGHTS. -1/9. Infra -red glass. Ideal tail lamps. Nev.
ex-W.D. Post 9d.
INTERFERENCE & NOISE SUPPRESSOR. -5/9. Cuts
out frig.. hair drier, etc., interference. Post 1/3.
STAMP ONLY FOR 1954 CATALOGUE.

at long last! TV. BARGAINS
TV INTERFERENCE
ELIMINATED IN SECONDS !
Announcing the latest PLUG-IN

HIGH-PASS FILTER ,for TV Receivers

COLVERN PR E -SET
IIIEWOUND POTENTIOMETERS
-100 ohm-. to 20
3 2 each. Carbon pots, 2/6. with switeh,
w. resistors. 4,1. -each; 1 w., gd. All preferred willies stock.
VALVE CANS
B7G or B9A Moulded Holder and Can, 1'6. I.O. Can (3 piece). 1/6.
E.II.T. 0011,5. 0-0 kV.. 151-; 6-18 kV., 251-; with circuits:SW*11V it ES

New Midget Type, 2 p!. 2 w., 2 p. 3 -way, 216. 1 p. 12 w., 2 p. 6 -way,
3 p 4 w., 4 p. 3 -way, 316. Yaxley Standard (two bank), 2 p. 11 -way.
6 p. 3 -way, 4 p. 5 w.. 8 p. 2 w., 716.
11 ISCELLANEOUS

Pair of Best, Quality Test Prods, 119 pair. Adcola Soldering Iron,
20 6. with detachable bit 3/6. Stand, 10.6. Henley's New Instrument Iron. 18:9. Tyana. 1411. Multicore 18 s.w.g. Solder, 5' per carton. Flux, 16. 2 v., 6 v. or 12 v. at 2 a. Charging Transformer, 1916.4 a Type, 22/6. Ellison 60 ma. 200-0-250 v. 6.3 v, ands v.
fully shrouded Midget Mains Transformer, 2116. A.E.. L.S. or P.U.
Socket Strips. 60. each; 51- doz, Volts Adjustment Panels, 1'2.
TV. Tit ANSFORMERS
200-0-350, 250 ma. 6.3 v. Se.. 5 v. 2 a., 6.7 v. tapped 2 v.. fully shrouded.
6716. Denco Wide Angle Line Trans.. 42/-. Allen. 40'-. Haynes
Frame Blocking Trans. TO175, 1816. 120 ma. 250-0-200 v. 6,3 v. 5 a..
5 v. 5 a., fully shrouded. 39/6. Allen TV. Auto AT310, 301,

HIGH SIA REL ITV 2". 1 w. RESISTORS
All values (preferred), 100 ohms to 2 mg., 1/6 each, 5/1 wire:vat:mid
lin to 7 watt, 2/3. 10 W.. 26. 40 ohms to 10 k.
BOOKS

-How to Make Electronic Gadgets," 3/6. "TV. Faults," 5/-.
-VV. Fault Finding," 5/, "Radio Servicing Instruments," 4.1.
"Viewmaster Plans." '7/6. "Soundrnaster.- 6/6. "Telelang,
61-. "Personal Portables," 216.
"The Oscilloscope Book." 51-.
"W'World Valve Manual," 3.6. "Brimar," 5/-. "T.R.F. and
Tuner Unit Plans," 2'5.
Transmitting Saperhet
CONDENSERS

interference from nearby
.01 0;000 v.. 2/9 (oil filled). .5 466 V., 9d.' 5"- doz. .01, .1..001. .002,
Stations (on 30 Mc/s or lower).
.02, .05. 641.,
dOz. .001 6 kV.. 6:-. .00.1 121 kV.. 10/- or 13 kV.. 101,
NO SOLDERING-ATTACHED IN SECONDS.
.01 6 kV., ;!8..1 7 kV., 201- (all T.C.C. Viseonol).
VALVES
Does not even require back to be removed from set. GUS Magic Eye. 7/-. AC6PEN,
1-0/R2A, 46. KTZ11 (7 pin 4 v.).
5'-. 12SC7 (D Triode), 4,6. 6N7, 6/6. 6BWe, 76. 6AT6,
6X4, 7/6.
Suitable for any set using co -axial aerial input.
KT36. 88. All available BVA types.
Removes

-

PRICE 30,'" Retail 'from your local stockist.
In case of difficulty write to :

La by ear (Cambridge) Ltd.
WILLOW PLACE, CAMBRIDGE

ODDS AND ENDS
in. Polystyrene Spindle Extensions with Sin. Panel Bush, 41n., 1/10.
8in.. 2'3. Brass Couplers, 8d. in, A Hadi n Formers and Cores. 70.
in.. 1.9d. - Demo Maxi "Q" Formers. 1.'8 each.
DENCO COILPACKS
33/4.
uOTE.

CI'A' 51.

B.E. A.

Fo it

051.

Cr4:1, 33/4.
FilE
P,

cii2.5,i,15 42/8.
LS "1,'9 kti AiN

6.005( LET.

Tel. 2494-2 lines RADIO SERVICING CO. 82, "I`jatiLigg:7.45,"OAD,
EALING 5737.

-

Next to South Ealing Tube Station.
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UNDERNEATH

THE DIPOLE

WATCH ON REPERTORY
THE BBC's television play producers have long been watch-

characters from The Liberators
reappear in different surroundings.
VINTAGE FILMS

attentively the theatrical
repertory movement. In spite of
strong competition from cinemas,

in allowing new or nearly new

THE film industry is unwilling
to co-operate with the BBC

ing

By Iconos
music halls, radio and television,
there are about a hundred reper- vision is concerned. We are having
tory theatres in large and small quite a lot of plays on TV which
towns all over the country which require only one set, and it seems to

put on a weekly play, acted by real, me that a certain amount of adaptalive, professional actors. Many tion is desirable to give a greater
of the plays are brand new-the variation in the background,
first efforts of budding playwrights especially for plays which run over

,.and in thdse, the TV Drama
Department are particularly interested. Sometimes, of course, the
boot is on the other foot and new
or even established playwrights go

so far as to write their plays for
television, but probably with an eye

on the West End or provincial

films to be televised. This attitude

quite understandable, yet the
BBC could make greater use of

is

films, sound and silent, which do

not come under this ban.

The
showing of Harold Lloyd's " Movie

Crazie," a silent film which must
have been over twenty-five years
an hour. One can understand the old, was an example which could
difficulties of repertory companies be repeated. These old silent films
struggling with four or five sets in were theoretically photographed
one play-but these difficulties and projected at 16 frames per
surely do not apply in the case of second. In practice, they were
The large stages at photographed at about 18 frames
television.
Shepherds Bush could deal with and projected at anything from
the extra sets with the greatest of 18 up to 24 frames per second, the
latter high speed being reached on
ease.
Saturdays when theatre managers

theatre as the ultimate source of
royalties. This is what happened
some time ago with Dial M for " THE PROMISED YEARS " often tried to get an extra half programme through to cope with
SERIES
Murder by Frederick Knott, a new
author, and more recently with THE LIBERATORS was the the rush of patrons. With suitable
The Man Upstairs by Patrick
first of a group of four plays arrangements made for adjustable
Hamilton, who wrote those big entitled The Promised Years by speed, many of the silent pictures
play and film successes Gas- Light lain MacCormick, and this was would be worth seeing again, such
and Rope.
played by an excellent cast in one as " Birth Of A Nation," " Quo
main setting plus an " insert " or Vadis," the Fairbanks pictures,
"6M. 4F. ONE SET "
two. The setting, designed by Roy Hepworth's Alf's Button " with
WHAT is the magic formula Oxley, represented an Italian farm- Leslie Henson and " The Four
most likely to appeal to the house in the last days of the war Horsemen Of The Apocalypse."
WV
producers of repertory ? A glance and it was in this set that almost Then there are the early blood -tub
at the advertising columns of a the entire action took place. The melodramas, played in a straight
theatrical newspaper reveals that situation' of Italian partisans manner but with exaggerated gesauthors and their agents like to helping allied soldiers in operations tures which now seem so very
boast that a play requires only one which endangered their. own amusing especially when accomsetting and has parts in it for five families had great dramatic panied on the piano with a carefully
Characterisation of worked -out " Straight " arrangeor six men and three or four women. strength.
In the advertisements, the play Italian partisans, allied offieer's and - ment. The National Film Theatre,
title and the name of the author men, and the Italian family in the next to the Rciyal Festival Hall,
are followed, for instance, by the farmhouse were rather conven- put on some time ago a showing of
cryptic letters-" 6M. 4F. One tional and strictly in accordance a: British melodrama film " The
Set," a combination which seems with type casting for stage plays or Road To Ruin " with Arthur
to suit the majority of repertory films. Nevertheless, :the playing Dulay giving a most appropriate
companies-or " 4M. 3F. One was excellent and moving, fine and expertly synchronised piano
Set," which appeals particularly to
the smaller companies. Occasionally, the figures " 7,1% " or " 6% "
appear, which indicate the royalties
demanded for the performance of
the play, based upon the box office
takings, after entertainment tax has
been deducted. Plays with many

performances being registered by.. -accompaniment. The serious story
Maureen Beck, Paul Carpenter,' 'of the' downhill path of a (someOwen Holder, John Welsh and what elderly !) University student
others. The camera set-ups and whose gambling and intemperate
lighting were good, though rather habits nearly cost him his life, is
on the dark side, but many of the presented in the form of a dream,
close-ups were beautifully com- thereby ensuring a happy ending.
posed. The love scene between The contemporary synopsis of the

more characters and with music Lucia and Pietro was delicately film states : " The climax gives
seem to appeal to amateur dramatic acted and very well photographed, opportunity for a fine piece of
societies, for obvious reasons. But for which we must compliment also character acting, culminating in a
scene of great power and strength."
the other selling point of " One the producer, Julian Armies.
.1 look forward to the other three All I can say is that it has to be
Set " is the characteristic which
scares me a little, so far as tele- plays in .this same series in which seen to be believed !
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ILLUSIONISTS ON TV

MAGICIANS, conjurors,

illusionists, card manipulators,
handcuff kings and the like, have
always attracted attention. It is
1V-t

the way they do their tricks-the
patter and the showmanshipwhich matter more than the trick
Houdini, Lafayette and
David Devant put illusionists in
itself.

the theatrical limelight many years
ago and television is now producing
a new generation of first-class
magicians. Bill Ward put on a

very good show in " Men Of

July, 1954
upon a white background. The
electtonic switch, operated by the
silhouette image, can be made to
fill in the white background with

" inlay " and " overlay " systems a third image-a real scene, a
of superimposing parts of one scene from a film or a still photopicture upon another.
David graph. For instance, the actor
Nixon was able to make pillars of can be made to look as though he
salt gradually appear and dis- is gazing at an exhibit in a museum.
appear in a most mystifying way, The museum part of the composite
thanks to the clever electronic picture is picked up from a still
switching device which is the photograph, and the actor, standequivalent of the film studio trick ing in front of the ultramarine
known as " travelling matte." The backing, is superimposed upon it.
curious thing about automatic No set is built at all. The BBC
masking methods of dove -tailing usually obtain the silhouette masksections of one picture on top of ing signal, essential for the elecanother, is that they are easier to tronic switching device, by standing
achieve with a colour system than the actor in front of a black
in black and white. For instance, background and making sure his

Mystery " and, being a technician
as well as a television producer, he for one image of the two to be

suit (or any part of him) is not
was not afraid of introducing a joined up or superimposed, it is as black as the background. The
number of camera tricks to help possible to have an actor stood in contrast between the figure and
the magicians who appeared in this front of a plain ultramarine the background is then forced up

feature, particularly David Nixon,
who also acted as compere. In
collaboration with D. R. Campbell
(the television engineer who has
lectured to the Television Society
and the British Kinematograph
Society on many occasions), Bill
Ward made great use of the
New Television Camera

THREE important new items of
television equipment were recently demonstrated by Marconi's
Wireless

Telegraph Co. Ltd. at

back -cloth.

By means, of filters and used in the same way as the
and prisms on one camera, two blue colour separation system
images can be reproduced. One described .above. It is a complex
image can be made to consist of device, though, and requires very
a clear silhouette of the actor on a
black background and the second
image could be reproduced as a
half -tone reproduction of the actor

careful adjustment. But the effects
are truly amazing. No wonder the
magical men are interested in all
TV camera tricks.

NEW STATION
EQUIPMENT

Halo, edge effect and ghosting
are virtually non-existent. (" Halo"
is a black area surrounding picture
highlights.
" Edge effect " is

their research laboratories at Great
Baddow, Essex.
same basic equipment is used fo
These equipments were respec- either studio 'or mobile work, the
tively the Marconi Mark III image stocking of spares is reduced to a
orthicon camera channel, the Eng- minimum, while the maintenance
lish Electric Valve Company's engineers have only to familiarise
44in. image orthicon pick-up tube, themselves with one set of cirand the Marconi flying -spot tele- cuitry. Extreme accessibility and

cine equipment.
the use of plug-in units give rapid
Substantial orders, which have servicing facilities.
already been announced, have been
The new camera is fitted with an
received for the first two items electronic viewfinder of special
from the BBC, Canada and design, which enables it to be set

sometimes seen as a thin white line

produced immediately to the right
of, and below, a sharp black -to white transition.
" Ghosting "
occurs when a spurious second
image is seen superimposed upon
the picture.)
The 44in. image orthicon is

more sympathetic to changes of
lighting, which means in practical
terms that the change from dark
interiors to exterior scenes can be
made by the camera without

adjustments having to be
Switzerland for both studio and at any angle, irrespective of camera major
carried out by its crew. This
O.B. use.
elevation.
facility allows much more freedom
The Marconi Mark !II camera
A number of editions of the to the producer, who can be more
channel is the only one in existence Mark III equipment are available ambitious with his lighting effects.
which has been specifically designed to cover requirements for either
The Mardoni flying -spot telecinc
for use with the new 4Dn; image studio or mobile use on 405-, 525-, equipment,
also demonstrated, has
orthicon pick-up tube, although it or 625 -line systems, with 50 c/s or been developed to provide a
can incorporate the 3in. version if
desired.
This important feature
has been made possible by close
co-ordination between the English
Electric Valve Co. and Marconi's,
who

are

associated

companies

within the English Electric Group.
The entire camera channel has
been designed with a view to
providing the maximum possible
simplicity of operation. As the

60 c/s mains power supplies. A television picture of exceptionally
version which may be completely high quality from 16 m/m. film
remotely control led is also available. and standard 2in. by 2in. miniature
The 41,in. image orthicon pick-up film slides.
tube has many advantages over
An outstanding feature of this
the 3in. It gives a more pleasing equipment is the Marconi fast
tonal gradation and a cleaner pull -down mechanism, which solves
picture. In fact, the resolution is in a simple, reliable manner the
such that it provides a far better problem of how to prevent the
picture than any existing television intermittent motion of the film
system is capable of transmitting.
from being seen.

sTANDA RI) 1in. )1 ism.
Put) thene insulated.

Ediswan type.
Long spindles. Guaranteed 1 year.
S. P. Sw.
No Sw
3/4/D.P. So-. 419.
Midget

" A" Not Es

Clad.
14O,

,

8d. pl.

COAX PLUGS, 1/2 ra.ah.
SOCKETS, 1,- each.

ALL VALUES. - 5,000 LINE CONNECTOR, 1/2.

OUTLET BOXES, 4/6.
I 80
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER per yd. 6d.
TWIN SCREENED COAX FEEDER per yd. 17-f ohms
50 OHM COAX CABLE, 8d. per 3d.
100 Pl.
TRIMMERS. Ceramic, 311, 711 Pf 9d.
15) pf., 1/3 ; 250 pf., 1/6 600 p1- 119.
w., 86. ;
5 w., 4d. ;
RESISTORS. --All values

ohms to 5 Megohms.

s'

I

WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS.-

2-

Best Makes Minia-

ture Ceramic Type- 5 W., 15 ohm to 4 K., 1,9 :

10 w., 20 ohms to 6 K., 2/3 ; Is w.. 311 ohm to 10
K , 2/9 : 5 w. Vitreomt, 12 K. to 25 K., 31-.
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT, FAMOUS MAKES
Pre -Set Min. TV. Type. Standar)! Size Pots, 21)11.
Nigh Grade
Knurled slotted 11 not,. Spindle.
All values 25 ohms I), 30 AS Vale) s, 100 ohms 1.)
N., 3,- ea. 50 K., 4/, 60 K., 518 ; Ion K., 6/6.
Ditto Carbon Track 50E. Ext. solo, Vol. (tout.,
10 ohin, 31-.
t. 2 Meg., 3/-.
0/P TRANSFORMERS. - Tapped small pentode,
3/9. Heavy duty 7)) net. 418. Ditto, tapped, 4,9.
L.F. 'CHOKES lo IL C.-, to, 5.-, 211 h.. 150 ma 126.

15 h. 100 ma., 10'6. LYNX, 3 h. 250 55.0., 136.

SIMPLEX 10 h. 1511 int 10'6.
1 MAINS TRANS. 114,1,- in our owe. workshops to
,

high glade spe)iiieut ion. Folly interleaved and
iduprognated. Heat)! Tr, rd . mom )1 prim., 0-200 v
250 v. 6,3 v. 1) a trlp., 7'8. 12 1..75 mop., 716. 6 1.
3 a., 10/8. 3511-11-3511, $0 Ina 11.11 v. 4 a., 5 V. 2 a.,
.

ilium 300-0.2 00 (IMO 2511-11-250. 21'-.
auto type, 35/-. Teleking, 30 -.

View master,

Lynx, 20',

Coronet, 30/-. Simplex (mad ill. -,l with 4 v. tap), 35/,
TV. AERIALS. Aerialite etc. Gill range all channels

in stock. Indoor loft type foe. 'I'., 13/8 etc. em.
2002205. Or
TYANA,--Midget, Soldering 1nm.
230/2541 v., 14/11. Triple Three I Mal. with deMdo
able bench stand, 19,11. Solo,, Midget Iron. 19/6.
TAG STRIPS.-?. or 3 -way, 2d. ; 4- or 5 -way, 3d.
6-waY. 4d.: 9- or 10-503, ed. Is -way, 1/3.
GOODMANS.-Latest Wide Angle Ibion,ag typo,
Focus Unit. Vernier FOCUS and adjustable Picture
as
Shift, 35/-. ELAC.-C.R.T. 1011 Trap. 2111.
ENAMEL OR T.C. WIRE. --I lb. 14 to 26 s w.g..
311 to 40 s.w.g., 3/9.
2/- 22 to 28 s.w.g., 218
XTAL DIODE. -Sensitive G.E.C. type, 3/8. H.R.
'Hones (S. G. Brown) or 14 i-grade Amer., 15/6 pair.

C.R.T. HEATER ISOLATION TRANSFORMER. -

SIMPLEX . T ELEVISION

Volume Controls 80 ,,,°Z, COAX

1 w , 86.: 2 w., It- :
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Low leakage winding with 25% see. boost, 2 v.
13 r., 301.
'.Z2 .15 a., 2/6

Detailed price list available.
STAGE 3. --POWER

STAGE 3. VISION AND
SOUND.

30/7 Valves ...
... 3/12 Resistors
16 Condensers
... 9/6/2 Potentiometers
7 Coil formers with
cores ...
... 4(8
3/8
7 Valveholders ...
Sundries (with undrilled
22/8
chassis)
STAGE 2.- -TIME BASE.
6 Valves ...
29/20 Resistors
... 8/6
15 Condensers ... 15/8
5 Potentiometers 12/8
2/6
6 Valveholders

Sundries ......118

10/6 ; 4 v., 10/8 6.3 v., 10/6 ;
BR,IMLSTORS.- C21 .3 a., 3/6.

SUPPLY.

Dui mid. 6 kV,
CONDENSERS. --New stock.
T.C.C., 5/e. Ditto, 12.5 kV., 0/8 ; 2 p1. to 500 pf.
Micas, 86. ; .001 Mica or Tub, T.(t.C. 500 v., .0
Sprague 500 v., .012 N.S.F. 500 v. .1 mid. 350 v.
Micamould 'TOM 96. ; Iimuts Moldseal 500
.01, 96. ; .05 mid. and .1 mid., 1/- ; .25 mid., 1/6.

... 2/2 Resistors
5 S.T.C. Rectifiers 27/6
... 23/6
5 Condensers
... 10(8
1 Choke ..
1 Mains Trans Tapped
4 v. and 5 v. ... 35/-

Tubular .5 mid., 350 v., 3/9.

SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. --10%.

STAGE 4.- C.R.T.

5 pi., to 500 pf., 1/- ; 600 pf., to :1,000 p1., 14.
DITTO 1.0 ex Stock.
1.5 pf. to 500 id., 1/9 ; 515 ph to 1,000 pf., 2/-.

NET WORK.
9 Resistors
... 4/... 8d.
1 Condenser
4 Potentiometers ... 10/3/6
Sundries ...
SIMPLEX
COMPLETE

ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK

2/450 V. B.E.C.
4/500 V. Hunts
8/450 v. B.E.C.
0/450 v. T.C.C.

KIT (less tube) 12 gas.
Drilled Chassis, Screens,

etc., 1718, or 101- extra with KIT or Sundries !Stage 1).
p.,
VCR97 TUBE TESTED & GUAR., £2 I'.

Ilts

Is,

8/

104

8'
8'
8'

1154

9,

3V4

8,

IT4

2)(2
51'4
5.24
6AAtti

tiAns

6E8

9/- 12K7

EIKE)
43110

10/6 PIKS
12/6 12Q7

iP25

15'- 15123
9.6 35Z4

iQ7
181,7

5:1 iSN7

9- 807

11,'

EA50

1016 61.-5(36313- E1351
ERC33
9/- 8V6

3'L -:111:;g0,.
51115/

post free.
P. 11- extra please.

Lisle

Dub.

5/6
3/9
1/9
1/9

12 V. B.E. C.

2/5/6

16 +10/4.50 v. B.E.C. 5/6
10+10/500 v. Dub. 6/32 +32/275 v. 13.E.C. 4/6
32 -1.32/350 v. &MAL 5/52-1-33/450 v. B.E.C. 6/6
60+100':350 V. Hants,

BM+ 206275 v. B.E.C.,
12/6

16 mid. 700 v. limits, 8/8
Fly-

413 ; K:041) 3.5 K v. 6/-;
K3/4, 3.6 Kv.,13/6 ; K3/511 4 K v., 7/3: KX/10118 K v. ,
12/8 ; K.101611 14 Kv., 18/-. MAINS TYPE.--11ML
125 v., 60 ma., 4/- RM2, 100 ma., 4/0 ; RM3,
;

120 ma., 5/9 ; RM4, 250 v., 275 ma., 18,1-.
KNOBS, GOLD ENGRAVED.-- Wain)) t or Ivory.
I in. (Gain., 1/6 each. Not ertgiaved, 1/- each.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M., 3 OHM.--3iii. Plessey,
1218; Good mn ne, 4 in., 3518: Sin., 14/8; Ii / In., 16/..;
Sin. R..0 A.. 17:8 : 10In. Plcssey, 25/-.

TV. PRE -MO. -Channel I, easily modified to
other channels or converter use. Midget chassis
Bin. x 3in. x ilin. Complete with coax. lead,
plug and EF42 valve. Brand new (boxed).
Listed £3/15,', Special clearance, 27/6, pip. 1/6.
orders

13//6

back Voltage.- .K3/252 K

9/6 11(1,80 12/6
9/- 251,6 1018
G7.32
15/Equip 5/6 ECH42 12/6

6,15

7'. fertil 1'.,
A 1.1., TRANS. P.

6

'

60/350 v.T.C.C.

SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS.- EHI"Pype.

91- EF39
9/ 1135
10/8 VT127 (Pen EF511
8/6

4/6
4/5/-

50;25 V. Plessey
50/40 v. Plessey
6,0110 6 v. B.E.C.

9/48)
7/S ISAT7 10/6 British 7/8 111114 9/S
Hugo Stock B.V.A. Valves at 1951 low tax prices.
6H tiM

4/-

225 v. Dubilier

12/6
1016 111-11.2a 7/6
10/6 PY 8» 11/6
10(8 PY82 10/6
2/. SP6I
8/8
2/6
7/6 1 1.22

16;4511 v.

8/6
2/3 2511/550 v. Babe.
2/9 -8+16/`4.50 v. 13,112'. 5/ Dubilier5/0
2/9 8 4 111/5111)

32/500 v. Dub ilier

91--

10/6 EY51

2/-

8-1.0 5011 v. 1)nbiller
11:0011 v. 1)011i tier

10.6 SCI. Red 10/6
10/6 111(111

2/3

81501) v. DIthilier
16/5110 V. Dula liar

VALVES GUARANTEED

BOXED

Can Type, Clips, 3d. ea,

Tabular Wire Ends

Various colours, I, 2 sum., 2d.: 3
4 rum., 3d. yd.: 6 nun., 5d. yd. TOGGLE SWITCHES
EX -GOVT." On -011," 9d. Ersin M'core solder, 61640,
SLEEVING.

16 g. or 18 g.. 66 a lb. ; PVC Connecting wire, 10

colours. Single or Stranded 241, yd.
V'HOLDERS.--Pax : 10, 4d. ; ER50, EA50, 6d.
1312A cleT, 1)3, Moulded : 10, 8d. ; 1170, 9d. ;

.

with screening can, 1/6 ; 138A, 1380, 139A, 1/- ;
VCR97, 2/6. Ceramic : EF51), B7G, 1/-. All English,
UX types, 1/-. VC11.117
5, 7,0 pin and

RADIO COMPONENTS
T.R.S. THO 1665 SPECIALISTS

;moulded holders, 2/8. ALADDIN FORMERS and
core, pin.. 86. ; tin., 10d.

301, Whitehorse Road, West Croydon.

HOME BUILT TV
Full HP Facilities

9

Return Post Service

SIMPLEX
Stage 2, £4/4/-. Stage 3, £6/-/-.
Stage 4 (less C.R.T.), 14/6. Sundries Kit, I3/-.
All items available separately. Send for list.
Stage I, E5/3/-.

VIEW MASTER
We have fully detailed lists available for all versions of the View Master. Any of these will
be sent free upon request.
Solons save time, reduce costs. Solon soldering
is always clean, reliable and simple. Five models,

INSTRUCTION MANUALS
'Standard set. For 9in. or l2in. tube, 7/6. Wide

in voltage range 100-250 ; each with 6 feet
Henley flexible. 65 watt ; oval tapered or round
pencil bits. 125 watt ; oval tapered or rourd
pencil bits. 240 watt ; oval tapered bit.

Angle Conversion, I6in. and I7in. tube, 3/6.

Write for Folder Y.I0

WATTS RADIO (Weybridge) LTD.

W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD.
51-53 HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.I

S
8, Baker Street, Weybridge, Surrey
'Phone : Weybridge 2542
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HOME CONSTRUCTORS
l" VIEW " THESE PRICES !

REPLACEMENT

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

!

TELEKING COMPONENTS
Chassis parts. 50,Condenser Kit, 27:4'2 : Valve holders -plugs, 24'6: T.C.C.
Kit, 40/9 . TKI-9 Coil Kit
441 : L0308 Line ScanResistor
Trans.. 40/- DC360C Deflector Coil
39:6 : F0302 Focus Coil. 31 - 1,0305 Frame 0. P Trans.. 21 G1.18 Width Control, 7 6 : CI,16 Linearity Control. 7,6
BT31 4 Frame Blocking Trans., 15.'- SC312 Smoothing Choke
21 OP117 Sound 0 P Trans., 15/-.
SEND FOR CONSTRUCTION ENVELOPE. PRICE 6,-.
SUPERVISOR COMPONENTS
Most of the above T.K. Wide Angle Scanning Components arc
specified for use in construction of the P.T. Supervisor.
;

_

(ETRONIC TYPE)
Retail

July, 1954

:

37/6.

;

Trade 25/ -

:

:

FRAME OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS (multi ratio) for service replacements.

Retail 18/9.

Trade 12/6

"SIMPLEX "

BLOCKING OSCILLATOR TRANSFORMERS. Ratio

Retail 12/9.

I

:

I,

I

: 2,

1

ALL COMPONENTS BRAND NEW
PUNCHED ALUM INIUM CHASSIS. -Complete with screens
and bracket. 20:-,
RECTIFIERS.-Sen-ter-se] EMS at 51 ; pencil type K3'I0, 7'-.
VA LVES.-EF50, 7 6
SP61, C6 ; 6SN7, 12.6: 635, 51 ;
E1334. 3 9
EA50, 3 9.
VALVE HOLDERS.-EF50, ceramic, 1.'-.; inter:octal, 10. :
Mazda octal. 6d, diode, Bd.
CONDENSERS. -25 mfd. 25 v.. 116: 16 a 16 mfd. 450 v.,
32 x32 mfd. 450 v., 7,- .1 mfd. 2,5N v.. 4 6
mfd. 5N V.,
8d. ; .005 mfd. 500 v.. 8d. ; .01 mfd. 350 v., 8d, .031
.1 mfd. 500 v..

:3.

Trade 8/6

;

:

COMBINED ISOLATING AND BOOSTER
TRANSFORMERS. All voltages from 2-13.3

volt.
Retail 18/9.

;

;

;

Trade

;

100. -Silver micas (all values). 60.
RESISTORS. -1 watt, 40. ; l watt, 50. ; 1 watt. 6d.:
watt, 1!6.
COIL FORMERS.-1in., 80.: tin.. 100.
T.C.C. " VISCONOL " E.R.T. CONDENSERS
.0005 mfd. 15 kV. D.C., Type CP56WO. Price, 5/6 each.

12/6

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Primary : 200 v.,
no v., 250 v. Secondary : 6.3 & 4 v., 2.5 a.,

4 v. & 5 v., 2.5 a., 350-0-350 80/100 ma.
Retail 35/3.
Trade 23/6

5

APPLICATION.

500 pf. 10 kV. D.C., Type. CP55TO. Price. 3/6 each.
SEND FOIL S.R. RADIO & Ty CATALOGUE
Which gives detailed descriptions and illustrations of all types
of Radio and Television Components in stock ; Radio Chassis,
Cabinets, Autochangers, Amplifiers, Tape-deeks, Condensers,

H. W. FORREST,

TERMS. -Cash With Order or C.O.D. Extra charge for C.O.D.
Please add postage. Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday to Saturday,
1 p.m. Thursday.

REWINDING.

NEW CATALOGUE ON

Resistors, etc. Price, 60., post free.

SUPERIOR RADIO SUPPLIES

349, HASLUCKS GREEN ROAD,

37, HILLSIDE, STONEBRIDGE, N.W.l)
'Phone : ELGor 3644

LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY
Specially prepared sets of television parts (which you
receive upoli enrolment) with which we teach you, in
your own home, the working ..)f circuits and bring you
easily to the point when you can construct and service
a television set. Whether you are a student for an

examination; starting a now hobby; intent upon a
career in industry; or running your own business this Practical Course is intended for YOU -and
may be yours at very moderate cost.

EASY TERMS FROM £1 A MONTH

A tutor is available to give individual help and guidance
throughout the Course.

POST TNIS COUPON TODAY

EXPERIMENTAL

ease send me your FREE book on Practical Courses:

OUTFITS:
TELEVISION - Instruction and equipment for building a Television

I am interested in
To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES-, Dept. I38X, 43 Grove Park
Road, Chiswick, London, W.4.

Receiver.

RADIO 1-A course in basic principles.
RADIO 2 -Instruction and equipment from which you build a Radio

NAME

Receiver.

ADDRESS

Also for Mechanics, Electricity, Chemistry, Photography, Carpentry,
Draughtsmanship, Commercial Art, Amateur S.W. Radio, Languages.

3 ULY

IC.30

E.M.I. INSTITUTES

The only Postal College which is part
of a world-wide Industrial organisation.

July, 1954
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COST OF COMPONENTS
SIR,-With Mr. G. Metcalfe, I heartily agree with

Mr. H. Telford in regard to the exorbitant

prices of cathode ray tubes.
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed
by Ins correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the
name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

Dare we hope that the fact that there is a serious
decline in the sale of receivers may influence manufacturers to follow the lead of one well-known firm
who supply reconditioned tubes at a very considerable

TV INTERFERENCE
reduction ?
SIR,-Although articles have appeared on the
Mr. Metcalfe's suggestion of the production of a
. subject of TV interference op sound radio set with a guaranteed quality picture is most attrac(re PRACTICAL TELEVISION, January, 1953, and tive, but I fear not practical on account of such
Practical Wireless, December, 1953), in my opinion factors as poor aerial array, feeders and local
not enough has been said on this subject.

conditions, etc.

Recently two old people, who virtually live for
His further suggestion regarding interchangeable
the radio, told me how their evening entertainment complete electrical elements.at a fixed fee is excellent,
has been spoilt since a neighbour installed a TV set.
but it would be far from popular with dealers and

Can we allow this to continue without putting service people !-O. DAVIES (London, S.E.12).

up some sort of fight ? Obviously it is the manufacureN. fault. 1314 I think it would do a lot of good
O' viewers were made to realise that they can ruin
the wireless reception of many listeners living nearby.
People, on purchasing new sets, would perhaps
try to buy one that had been suitably screened, not
forgetting an aerial filter, by the manufacturer.
We might even live in hope that viewers would stop
grousing about ignition interference.
This is surely a matter to be taken up by the daily

NO CONTRAST CONTROL

COR,-I read in your correspondence page some

time ago that a fellow reader had bought a television set that did not have any contrast control knob.
I now know what a big drawback this is, for I myself have just bought ,a receiver and did not pay much
attention to the fact that there were only two controls

-an on/off volume switch and one for reducing and

increasing brightness. In theory, according to the
newspapers, who can spread the word round the makers I suppose, the one brightness control is
non -technically minded viewers, as well as by your intended to be sufficient-but it certainly is not.
excellent journals Practic`al Wireless and PRACTICAL
TELEVISION.-NICHOLAS HOCKENHULL (Leeds, 6).

Many scenes are too black and white with greys missing and it should be possible to reduce contrast in such

cases and increase ordinary brightness. On my new
" VIEW MASTER " EXPERIENCE
this is impossible as reduction of light makes the
read with interest the letter in your corre- Picture too dark altogether and turning up the light
spondence section of the March PRACTICAL control only makes it look harsh.

TELEVISION by A. W. Lyons, of Worthing.
The iron -dust cores of my " View Master", I found,

have'also to be unscrewed until they are either nearly
falling out or are three-quarters of their length above
the chassis.

I am negotiating with my dealer to exchange the set.

V. BARRETT (Catford).

" ZOOM " LENS

Q1R,-Can you tell me what has happened to the
S

Removing a turn from one of the coils as an
" zoom " lens which was introduced so effectexperiment did not have the desired effect, due ively a year or so ago ?

maybe to the special type of coupling employed.
The BBC and film newsreel companies were in the
Can aluminium cores be obtained commercially ? habit of employing this lens to give a more detailed
-G. HARRISON (Thornton Heath).
view of events but I cannot recall seeing its use for
some months now. Perhaps it is being put to use so
PROGRAMME REVENUE
expertly that 1 am no longer conscious of the sudden

QIR,-While much has been written and said on " diving down " effect that was so thrilling in the
the subject of sponsored television and the early days of its introduction to the field of news
BBC'S continued state of pecuniary embarrass- reporting.-J. JONES (Leatherhead).
ment, there is one source of revenue which I have
SOUND QUALITY
not yet seen proposed.
While looking at one of the " Interlude " shots SIR, Since I built my receiver two years ago,
I

could count the number of my visits to the local
taken a leaf from the cinema industry's book and cinema on one hand. Although not all the programmes
screened advertisement shorts. This could be done are good, my wife and I derive enough pleasure from
at the beginning of programmes and during inter- television to keep ourselves happy. There is, however,
ludes. Add to this the " Normal service . .." periods one point which I should like to make concerning the
the other evening I wondered why the BBC has never

and there would seem to be a lot of time during quality of the sound track of a film when it is televised.
which the BBC could be earning much needed I used to be a great fan in the old days of Nelson Eddy
money with shorts.
Taking the cinemas' efforts as an example, I have
seen little, if anything, that could cause any objection,
and it does not in any way intrude on the programme

and enjoyed his singing very much. The other afternoon I saw him on TV in one of his old films and
again derived great pleasure from seeing him, but was
struck by the much poorer quality of a film sound

track when broadcast on television. This could
Can anyone see any objection which makes the prove to be a big headache to TV programme
idea impracticable? As I have not seen it mooted planners in the future because the public will always
previously I wonder if there is not some snag of want to see some feature films on television.which I am not aware.-I. D. Morraam (Aylesbury). K. S. BARR (Birmingham).
proper.
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YOB I
SOLVED
Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
for constructional articles which appear in these _pages.
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER OULIHES
OYER THE TELEPHONE.
The coupon front p. 47
must be attached to all Queries, and. if a postli
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
mast be enclosed.

SYNC SEPARATOR
During the winter months I have purchased and built
a kit set. The Set is really quite good for the money
but for one fault : it looses line sync during camera
changes, also during dint scenes. The line' sync is
touchy, but will hold as long as the picture is bright
or contains white.
I have checked condensers, resistors, valves with
reliable intruments (Avo Bridge) and can guarantee
that the circuit is :14 specified, but the fault still persists.
The definition is quite good, the 2.5 Mc/s bars are

appears to be anti -clockwise. Do I wind as in Fig. 2 ?

-C. E. Baker (Slade Green).
The direction of winding depends upon whether

the coils are viewed from the top or from the bottom.

The important point is simply that all turns on one
coil form must run in the same direction.

" ARGUS "-SYNC PULSE

I have at last managed to get sound and vision on

my " Argus " televisor, but have been unable to
clear up one or two faults.
First, before transmission when the horizontal and
vertical bars are showing I find that the vertical bar
is curved ; can you tell me how to correct this ?

Also, when receiving the picture it is found that with

the height control at minimum, the picture has more
height than width, almost filling the screen. Any
adjustment of the control makes it worse. I have read
in PRACTICAL TELEVISION that rotating the tube
through ninety degrees may solve this problem, but
the rewiring instructions state remove the wire on
pin 8 to another position, but there are two wires in five
above pin, which is rather confusing.
Lastly, I have great difficulty in holding the picture

horizontally-at times it spins like a top ; only by
operating the sensitivity control can I get it near static,

but at the same time I lose my sound.-J. N. Clarke
(Carlisle).

visible, no pulling of whites or streak:lig is visible on

It would appear that your line sync pulses need
the test card.
strengthening ; to do this connect a 50 pF conYou will observe that the set incorporates SP61 denser across C58.
for video and sync stages ; could i expect better
To increase the width try increasing C56 up to
results if I modified the circuit to use, say, EF5Os about 600 pF ; further increase can be obtained by
instead ?
I

enclose part circuit for your convenience, and

making C53 100 pF and C52 25 pF.

would, ask that perhaps you would kindly suggest the
possible cause of this trouble
I may say that two years ago I built the " Argus "
and since then have had many happy hours of viewing
even with a 6in. tube. Also I do enjoy reading the
articles " Front an Engineers Notebook."-R. G.
Carter (Taunton).
The Mdzda SP6I valve is of suitable type for sync
separation. You may achieve enhanced performance

REPLACEMENT TRANSFOJtMER
I wish to replace a transformer in a Murphy
television set, model A56V, but I. have no idea of its
type or values. In the diagram it is numbered T6could you please inform me of a suitable replacement ?
-W. J. H. Sims (Woodford Green).

to 470,000 ohms ; (c) try the effect of modifying the
screen potential -divider ratio.

Murphy agent.

It is essential that the correct type replacement
transformer is used in the Murphy model A56V.
Such a transformer is available only from the
from your circuit by (a) connecting grid 3 direct to manufacturer, and it will, therefore, be necessary
the cathode ; (b) reducing the value of the grid -leak for you to obtain one from this source, via your

VCR517C DETAILS
Could you please supply the following information ?

What are the working voltages for the VCR517C,
i.e. max. E.H.T., beam current, etc. ? Is there any

LINE TIMEBASE FAULT

Six months ago my Ultra TV started rapidly

fluctuating in width for about 20 minutes when first
switched on.

About three months ago, with the width control at
maximum and the horizontal hold at one extreme, it
settled down to a lAin. margin each side, the rightThe normal working voltages for the VCR5I7C hand side of the picture being more cramped.than the
are about the same as those for the VCR97 and the left.
data for the latter can be used with the exception of
It will still sometimes shoot out to within lin. of
the faCt that the X plate sensitivity is lower.
full width or, on the other hand, become even smaller
reason for stating that the VCR517C must not be used in

the " Simplex " receiver ?-J. H. Turner (Manchester).

We do not recommend the VCR5I7C for the and the lines tend to break up at the same time.-

" Simplex," as in our opinion it is not suitable for
TV. It suffers from long persistence of screen and
requires more power in the line timebase to obtain
full width.

CLOCKWISE OR ANTI -CLOCKWISE
In winding the coils of the " Simplex," it is stated

all coils are wound in a clockwise direction. In Fig. 2,
details of the coils, starting from pin 7 (VI)-it

C. Martin (S.W.6).
Practically any component in the line timebase
developing a fault could provoke the symptom you
describe. For this reason, therefore, we are unable
accurately to detail a precise component
do so
may demand extensive circuit analysis. As a general
help, however, we would suggest that you investigate

'to

closely the line generator (SP61), and suspect an
(Continued on page 95)

RADIO

UNLIMITED

offer :

master Coils, incl. choke, 17/6 set
R.M.4 Rectifiers 15/-, R.M.1 3/6
R.M.2 4/-; Brimisters ' CZ1, 3/V/master. Fil. Trans., 27/6; Valves
EF80 9/6; ECL80, 9/-; EF39, 6/3
SP41., SP61, 3/; 6K8, 8/6; 6F6, 6/6Q7GT, 8/-; 1L4. 3A4, 1A3, D63, 807
6K7M, 6B8, 6SK7, all at 5/9 each
Special USA 6L6G, orig. ctns., 8/3
EL32. 6BA6, 6BE6, 6/9 each; UL41
8/-; UBC41, UCH42, 9/-; 6AK5
618; 6J6, 7/-; 6AM6, 6/6; 6AL5, 6/6
6AL5, 6/6
656, 7/-1
6AM6, 6/6,
V/master W.W. Cntrls., set of 6
19/6; Co -ax Cable. 7/6 doz. yds.
W.W. Cntrls., 3-4 watt. 3/9; C.R.T
Iso. Trans. 25% boost, 2v, 4v, 6v, al
at 7/6 each; Hunts 0.1-350v 5/6 doz.,
0.1-500v 7/6 doz.; Dubilier 32mf-500v

4/-; 13,000 Valves in stock. Order
c.o.d. or send for free list. RADIO
UNLIMITED, Elm Road, London,
E.17. (Keystone 4813.)
" VIEWMASTER " VALVES, exact to
specification, guaaanteed new and
lcKqied, set of 111 LS/15h; "TeleKIng " 17in. Redeiver, complete set
ON-17:1valves, exaot' to specification,
£8119;16;

6AM6,

EF91,

6F12,

Z77,

EB91, 6AL5, 6AM5, EL91, any 8 for
50/-, post 1/6; 1.4v Miniatures: -1S5,
1R5,; 1T4. 3V4, 3S4, 154, DK92, any
4 for 27/6, post 1/-; all guaranteed
new and boxed. For individual'prices
and other types see displayed advert.,

Cover iii. READERS RADIO, 24, Col berg Place, Stamford Hill, London,
N.I6.
(STA. 4587.)
" How to use ex -Gov.
BOOKLETS

Lenses and Prisms." Nos. 1 and 2,
price 2/6, Ex -Gov. Optical lists free
for s.a.e. H. ENGLISH. Rayleigh
Rd., Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.
R.F. UNITS, Types 26 at 37/6, 25 at
17/6, 24 at 12/6; brand new in
original cartons. E.W.S. CO., 69,
Church Rd., Moseley, Birmingham.
STORAGE BATTERIES, 12v. 75AH
heavy, duty, 19 plates, separate cells
in hardwood cases; finest possible
specification, £511716, 9/6 delivery;
12v. 22AH, almost similar specification, surprisingly powerful. R2/14/-,
delivery 5/6; 6v, 90 All, 15 plates,
hard rubber Cells, also suitable for
cars, tractors, lorries, etc., £31716,
delivery 7/6; 6v. 150 AEI, extra heavy
duty, 25 -plates, separate cells in

hardwood cases, £517/6, delivery 8/6.
TEDDINGTON ENGINEERING CO.,
LTD., Dept. " C." High St., Teddington, Middx. IKINgston 1193-4.)
USEFUL VALVES at minimum
Box No. 170,
S.A.E. list.

cost.
c/o

PRACTICAL TELEVISION.

RESPONSER P25, 11 valves, 5 13mcs

IFT5, 45/- (carr. 7/6); R3170A, brand
new, 14 valves, 75/. [cam 6/-);
R1355, less valves, 15/6 (cam 6/-1;
RF Units, 26/27 27/6, 24/25 15/6,
with valves; brand new Record
Players, with xtal PAL, 31 rpm,
famous maker, 79/6; new Potentiometers 113, with S.P. switch 2)3;
Headphones. LR, new, 8/6; IFTs
13mcs. canned, new, 1/3, 7mcs (R1355)

RATES
4/- per line or part thereof,
average five words to line,

minimum 2 lines.

Box No.

Advertisements
extra.
must' be prepaid and addressed
to Advertisement Manager,
" Practical Television," Tower
St.,
Southampton
House,
Strand, London, W.C.2.
1/-

Console,

working

47, Carysfort Rd.,

SIMPLEX T.V. 18 swg. Chassis with
screens and valve punched 17/6, post
1/6; fully -wound Coil Sets 15/-, post
1/-c Lynx wound Coil Sets, 35/-,
post 1/-; Super -Visor and Tele-King
Coil Sets, 37/6, post 1,'-; :lin. square
Cans. Former, Side Wires, etc., 1,9

each; Simplex Mains Transformers,
27/6, post 1/6. C. 0. PRESTON &
SON, Healey Lane, Batley, Yorks.

,Chassis,
PRICE REDUCTIONS,
less valves, by famous. mfr.,, with
circuit diagrams, 7-valVe (over 60
components), 4 -bank Yaxley sw.,
coils, etc., 16/-; 3 -valve I30 com-

ponents), coils, etc., 7/-; 9in. mask,
5/-; pre -amps complete with EF80
valve, less power pack, -20/-;
power pack, 55/-; selenium
Rectifier, 230v. 50ma.
6/Dubilier .1mf 1.5KV DC, w.
Cond.. 4/-; Pots. 300 ohm to

with
h.w.
ea.;
mica

2M,

different values, 8 for 121-; dropper
Resistances, 10 ohm, 15w, (2/.); 40
ohm, 5w, (1 1-); lk, 45w. (2/6); 4k,
5w. (1/6); 15k, 25w. (2/6); 20k, 65w,
(2/6); 20k, 100w, (4/-); 3 -element
folded Dipole Aerial. 55/-; mounting
bracket for 2in. pole, 6/6; single
Dipole Aerial with mounting bracket
25/-; Co -axial Cable, 75-80 ohm, 7d

vd.; High tensile alum. alloy poles.
dia.. 10ft. 30/-, 12ft. 36/., 20ft.
all PT 2in.
carr. on poles or aerials, 5/,
21/, 6/-;
or
both
7/6; double chimney lashing
Television;
Supervisor Lynx, AC/DC, 63/; Sin.
complete,
25/-, single 20/-; please add
1/3 ea.;
TELEVISION .

Coilsets for
Argus Simplex

IF cans. tagged, with cores,
unwound Lynx Coil Kit, 11 pieces,
x )in. Paxolin Tube, 11 16/6;
ft.; )in. Poly Formers 8/- doz., tin.

a little for carr; 9in. tube TV
Cabinet, 19in. x 12in. x 12in., 1216.
Gladstone
RADIO.
GLADSTONE

Place, Newton Abbot, Devon.
LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly.
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE,
AMERICAN MAGAZINES.-One-year Bullingdon Rd., Oxford.
" Audio Engineering," 28/6, specimen
for Radio and
copy, 3/-; " High Fidelity," 50/-, SERVICE SHEETS
Popular Television, over 2,000 models. S.A.E.
4/6;
copy,
specimen
24, FrithW.
GILBERT
Science," 28/6. Free booklet quoting
enquiries.
others. WILLEN LTD. (Dept. 23), ville Gardens, London, W.12.
101, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.
WANTED
T/V COMPONENTS,
YOUR
ALL
Valves, Books and Transformer Re- NEW VALVES WANTED, small or
winds can now be obtained from one large quantities. PL81, EY51, KT61,
source. Send 9d. stamps for new 5Z4G. 5R4. 5U4, 3Q5, all television;
" Replacement and Rewind Manual." prompt cash. WM. CARVIS LTD.,
" DIRECT T/V REPLACEMENTS," 103, North St., Leeds, 7.
134-136, Lewisham Way, New Cross,
S.E.14, (Tideway 3696. 2330.)
EDUCATIONAL
SURPLUS
MANUFACTURER'S
! Brochure giving details of
STOCK. - Telefridge Service, 193, FREE
Training in Radio, TeleMare Street, Hackney, have pleasure Home Study
and all branches of Elecin announcing the opening of thea vision,
Courses for the hobby
tronics.
special department solely for
or for those aiming at
convenience of -the home constructor enthusiast,
and Guilds
and radio enthusiasts everywhere. the A.M:Brit.I.R.E., City
R.T.E.B.. and
Telecommunications,
spares
and
service
sheets
a
Etronic
examinations.
professional
for
stamp
other
speciality. Send 21d.
with the 'college operated by
free list. Personal callers welcomed. Train
Britain's largest electronic organisa!Amherst 4426.)
tion; moderate fees. Write to E.M.I.
NEW RADAR Video and Sinc Genera- INSTITUTES, Postal Division, Dept.
tor. model H, cost £50, nearest £30. PT28, 43, Grove Park Road, London,
HARDY & CO., 6, Wood Street, Liver- W.4. (Associated with H.M.V.)
(Royal 6773.)
pool, 1.
constructing TV
ARGUS TELEVISION, little attention I.P.R.E. Data for
Aerial -strength Meter, 7/6; 5.500
26, West Lea Road,
needed, £12,
Alignment
Peaks
for
superhels. 519;
Bath.
sample copy " Practical Radio Engin121N. ELECTROSTATIC TUBES, type eer," 2/-, Membership -examination
VCR.511A, as used in the conversion particulars, 1
Syllabus of seven
from 6in. VCR.97 P. TV., Nov. '52. postal courses free and post free.
A few for callers only at 44/17/6. SECRETARY, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield
4 -pole, 3 -way wavechange Switches,
standard spindles and fixing, new. 1(6 Road. London, N.8.
SERVIO RADIO,
each, post 6d.
Marlborough
BEL,
Archway, London, N.19.
61-.

Yard

156-8, Merton Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19.
ILIBerty 6525.)

HIGH GRADE

SERVICE SHEETS.
p.p. List of 3,000

TRANSFORMERS

Sale from 2/3,

available, 1/-,
p.p. RATEL. 171. Norris St., Preston.

116; diode box 2/- Immediate des- ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS.' Send
patch, cash with order, post extra. stamp for interesting comprehensive
S.A.E. for list or enquiries. W. A. bargain list.
J. S. McMILLAN,
BENSON, 308, Rathbone Rd., Liver- 5, Oakfield Rd.,A.Bristol,
8.
pool, 13.
ARGUS, London,
order; £15 o.n.o.
N.16 12 rings).
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James H. Martin & Co.
for
VIEWMASTER,"

"TELEXING,"

"TRUVOX
"SOUNDMASTER,"
TAPE DESKS," Components, Valves,
Cabinets, etc.
Mail Order ONLY, Easy Terms available.

FINSTHWAITE, NEWSY.
BRIDGE, ULVERSTON, LANCS.

FOR ALL PURPOSES
SINGLY OR IN QUANTITIES
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION
VARNISH IMPREGNATED
BAKED WINDINGS
WITH OR WITHOUT TAG PANELS

GOOD DELIVERIES

Our rewind dept. will handle your
repairs promptly and efficiently.
S.A.E.

with enquiries please.

P. HOWORTH

(Dept. P.T.)
51 POLLARD LANE BRADFORD

ENNSTel

:

37030wwl
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SIMPLEX KITS=

Stage .I- (less Grommots and Solder Tags. Nuts and Bolts),

30/,

Stage II (less 3 .1 mfd. 2.5 kV. Condensers). 30/,
Both above do not include Valves.
Simplex Valve Set. (13 Valves). 39/-.
Metal Bevil liers.R.M.3., 5/6 each. K3/40, 71- each.
Valve Rokler4.-Mazda Octal. Int. Octa 1.- EA50 type. 00.
each. B9G, 90. each. B7G or B9A. 1,- each. Pye Plug and
per pair. Flex, 40. per yard.
Socket,
Condensers.-Electrolytic B.E.C. 450 volt working. 8 mfd.,
2,8. 8 +3 mfd., 3,9. 16+ 16 mfd., 4I6. 32 . 32 mfd.. 6/.. Dubilier
500 volt working. 20 mfd.. 3'-. 32 mfd., 5), Bias Condensers,
25 mfd.. 25 volt, 2--. 50 mid. 50 volt. 2,-. Manbridge 4 mfd.
800 volt. 8,-. 4 mfd. 1.500 volt, 4/6. .01 mfd. 1.000 volt working,
90. each. 750 volt working. 60. each. 5, 15, 25, 100 pF.,
4/6 per dozen. 500 pF., 5/6 dozen.

QUALITY TELEVISION COMPONENTS
SCANNING COILS
6/10 kV. R.F., E.H.T. UNITS
E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
LINE FLY -BACK E.H.T. UNITS

Write for illustrated list (Publication 75)

Potentiometers.-All values. To I Meg., 2/6 each. 1005

HAYNES RADIO [Id,

meg., 2 meg.. Wswitch, 4/6 each.
lte(sisiors.---Our Selection, 12!6 per 100. I. 9' 1. 2 w. All
Simplex Values available, 4(6 per dozen.

VALVES
SPia
6J5
675(M)
65117
5UOG

ISO

354

GAMS
OATS

6AC7

5-

68/6

10-

7/8
718
9/7/8/-

-4411:11i-

EF50, 4,-.
SP41

21-

1-11,2

2/6
8/6

6V4
5Z4
1T4
' 3V4

SA50, 21-.
2/EF54
Pen220
EC52
3:'EFS '
EC54
7/6
FW4.'500 816
VU39
1R5
105
7:3M
6AL5
7,6
EB34

8(6

7,-

6556
R19

VR1.16

607

8'-

8/6
13/3/8
8/6
4!-

8,8
4/6

6I3W7

6186(1)
EL32
R534
EliC33

54,86
76
7946
46-

9BW6

651-17

616
218
716

EF36

QueerriisiNdvslye,seExnfield,

Fit a TV.
AERIAL

LIGHTNING
ARRESTOR
and be safe

4P'

Co -Axial ('able. -80 ohm I 'n. dia., 80. per yards.

This simple to fit and inexpensive unit will protect your equipment from voltage surges induced by local lightning discharges;
and minimise the risk or a direct lightning stroke to the aerial

VI N ER'S (M idd lesbrough)
Radio Ciosernn,ent Surplei.4 Electrical

DIRECT FROM :

SIC?

5'-

955

954

26. EAST sTi(

, CV183
I

EF39

7 '6

or in its vicinity.
FIT ONE TO-DAY-NEXT SVEEK MAY BE TOO LATE.
PRICE 9/6d. Post Paid

HOME RADIO OF MITCHAM,

PCP DLESBR °UGH

Telephone :

31111

187, London Road, Mitcham, Surrey.

3418

MIT 3282

Open every day until 6.30 p.m. (Weds., 1.0 p.m.)

lesmormsentatess

11.111111111111111/

Introducing the :_

FIRST-CLASS

TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES

. .

GET A CERTIFICATE!

rf ANA TRIPLE

I

THREE

LTD.

MAKE SOLDERING
A PLEASURE

3, GOLDHAWK ROAD, Dept. SI.T,.
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12.
Telephone - SHEpherds Bush 1729

I

SMALL

After brief, intensely interesting study

SOLDERING IRON

-undertaken at home in your spare

time-YOU can

LYONS RADIO

I

Complete with detachable

secure your

professional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Lec us.show you how I

BENCH STAND 19/6
The smallest high -power
soldering iron. Length
only 8.' ; adjustable long
bit dia. 3/16" : mains voltages
100/110, 200/220,
230/250.

RECEIVERS TYPE R.1155.-One of the
most popular and best known ex -Govt.
communications receiven7 with a frequency
range. including the 20, 10 and 80 -metre
Ham ' bands and long- and medium -

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds

Popular Soldering Iron
now reduced to 14/11.

carriage 718.

Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),
A . M .1 P E , A.M.I.Mech.E.,

Replacement Elements and

----FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 132
.pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such,

The "STANDARD"

success compelling qualifications as

Final

Radio,

P.M.G.

Radio

KENROY LIMITED

SUCCESS OR NO FEE

N.1.

copy of this
invaluable publication. it may well
your

prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED 1885-OVER
150,000 SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
(Dept. 462), 148, HOLBORN,

LONDON, E.C.I.

.1155 A.C. MAINS POWER PACK/

OUTPUT -STAGE I :NITS.-Designed to
operate the R.1155 direct from A.C. mains
2001250 v, and to provide for a speaker output.
Constructed on metal chassis with cover.
Overall size 81 x 6 x 4ins. and fitted with

Bits for both types always
available.

Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of

Write now for

wave transmissions. With 100 to 1 slowmotion drive, A.V.C., B.F.O.' etc., and with
seven valves carefully aerial tested before
despatch. In good new condition supplied in
Maker's transit case. PRICE, 210,17/6.

152/291 UPPER ST.,
ISLINGTON, LONDON,

Rem Degte3
No.867801

5Z4 rectifier and 6V6 output valves (or
equivs.) and connector which plugs straight

Telephone
Canonbury

4905-4663
I

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORP. LTD.

38, Chaleot road. N.S
2D21

5Z4G

'GAME
673E6

6F12

05J6

611W6

6C56
658.

8!6

8/8/6.
7/6

1051

10P13
1213E6

2052

7/7/6

20L1
85A2

7/8
6/6
8.'-

807
5763
EI-LD
ECC3.3

718

10'6

10,6

7/6

81

12,6
10.'6

7/8

9,-

PRimrose 9093
ECC35 10
ECC81

ECL80
EF39
EF50

EF5I

EF80
EF91
FY82
PZ30

8'8

106
6

5610'6
7.8

8/8

12'6
Post ad._ each. 241tr. C.O.D. service. Refund
101-

Guarantee: S.A.E. for full list.

into receiver for immediate use. PRICE,
23'199, postage 2'3.
TEST SETS TYPE 102.-Mains operated,
emitting synchronising pulses of 25 and 50
cps. Amplitude calibrated 0.2 to 1.4 watts for
output lamp. Provision is made for comparison of outputs by means of photometer
type comparator. Housed in smart metal
instrument cases E. a 10 a Sins, and fitted
with A.C. mains 50 cps. power pack, using
transformer Pri. 200'250 v. See.: 6.3 v..
12 v., and 300' v,, 1 wave selenium rectifier.
double triode valve type (11/18. valve type
6J5. 1 spare. lamp etc., etc. In good condition with circuit diagram. PRICE, 32(8.
carriage 4/6.
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" VIEW MASTER "-USING ALTERNATIVE

output valve EL38 accounts for 60 mA and the frame
and sound output valves, EL33s, 30 mA each, these
being measured with the other valves removed.
I haven't a circuit diagram and would be grateful if
you could tell me what the current consumption should
be and whether there are any other vulnerable points,
such as resistance networks, which I should check.
-J. C. Middleton (Wembley).

install it in the View Master set I have just built. If I
cannot, can you give me details of the modifications
required to the set in order to be able to do so ? It
would also be most helpful if you will tell me how to

can almost certainly be attributed to defective electrolytic capacitors. Owing to the age of the set we would
advise the replacement of all electrolytic type capacitors associated with the H.T. circuits.

FAILING SOUND AND VISION
On switching on I get a good picture, set quiet.
Seven minutes later, picture started to darken, sound
quieter. Two minutes later, picture gone, sound very
quiet.. Turn up contrast, picture O.K. Two minutes
later, picture gone, sound nearly, plus lines bottom

" BRUSHING "
I should esteem it a favour if you could advise me
as to what the trouble could be in a View Master I
have constructed. The symptoms are, when the set
is switched on it makes a noise like crumpling paper
together. After a short time the lines keep showing
and the picture is very thin ; also, on moving objects,
the picture pulls to one side ; on switching the set off
it makes a groaning noise. Could you please advise
me what the trouble is ?-P. B. Thickett (Sheffield).
It is somewhat difficult to state with certainty
as to the peculiar effect in your receiver, but the noise

intermittently defective resistor (probably increasing
in value) in the anode or screen -grid circuit. Check
the line output stage in the same way (6P28 valve),
and if the smaller components and valves associated
with the circuit appear normal, suspect the, line output
transformer for short-circuited turns.

It is quite normal for the total H.T. current conI have obtained a 12in. G.E.C. cathode-ray tube sumption of your television receiver to measure in the
I
can
region of 250 mA. Rapid failure of the H.T. rectifier
type No. 7102A, and I am writing to ask if
TUBE

connect the tube to the set.-S. V. Ralph (S.W.18).
The G.E.C. cathode-ray tube type 7012A can
certainly be used with the V.M., though for best
results an E.H.T. boost circuit should be adopted.
The base connectims are exactly the same as for the
other G.E.C. tub9s specified for use with the V.M.

of picture (five or six), left to right.

I change mains lead, neon light on, and had a

complete repeat of the above again, so switched off.
I have no instruments. From the above, I hope you

like crumpling paper is most probably due to the
E.H.T. supply, there being some brushing possibly

due to a faulty component or to bad layout or soldering, and we suggest that you carefully examine this

can put my finger on the spat. H. J. Bunge (Morden). - part of the receiver and endeavour to improve the
If your vision and sound sensitivity is falling after wiring and soldered joints and make certain that the

the receiver has, been operating for a few minutes,
then it can only be due to a variation in the operation
of V1, and' therefore this stage should be examined

carefully and if possible voltage measurements should

be carried out.. A fault of this type may be due to
VI actually being faulty or to a resistor such as R6,
R7, R8 or R4 being faulty and increasing in resistance
as the receiver warms up.

anode connection of your C:R.T: is clean 'and dry.

THE TRANSITRON SYNC SEPARATOR
(Continued from page 66)

if we take our line pulses from the suppressor grid
the combination CI R I will act as a differentiator. The

time constant of Cl RI is longer than that of the

normal line differentiator so the pulse produced will
be longer than usual, but this makes little difference
BRIMAR TUBE
Would be obliged if you would inform me if Brimar since we are only interested in the front edge of the
Cl2F cathode-ray tube, which I believe has scanning pulse.
It will be noticed that in the circuit the resistor RI
angle of 63 deg., is suitable for " View Master "
is made variable. This is to facilitate adjustment of
(normal angle scanning) circuit.
In the list of recommended tubes the scanning angle the time constant of CIRI in order to get correct
appears to vary between 48 deg. and 50.55 deg., separation of the line and frame pulses. The best
but none as wide as 63 deg.-L. Trim (Dunfermline). method of setting up is to look at the anode waveform
. We doubt very much whether a satisfactory scan On an oscilloscope and adjust the value of RI until

would be obtained with a Brimar Cl2F using a the line pulses disappear. if no oscilloscope is to hand

normal " View Master " and it would probably be RI should be set to maximum and the frame timebase
necessary to use a wide angle version with reduced locked in. RI can then be reduced to improve the
H.T.

HIGH CURRENT
I have an Alba model T411 9in. tube receiver and

the power rectifier FW4/500 has burnt out rather
frequently of late. On checking the cathode current
I found it was supplying 280 mA, but by changing
certain of the electrolytics, which appeared to be
leaky, I reduced this to 250 mA.

The set functions quite well, but even so I think this
current consumption is still rather high. The line

line lock and with a little juggling it should be possible
to get a steady, fully interlaced picture.
The valve specified is an EF91, but any similar
pentodes With a -short grid base such as the SP61 and
EF50 may be used equally well.

ti IL] E itiES COUPON
This Coupon is available until July 2 I st, 1934, and
must accompany all Queries.
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RADIO SUPPLY CO.

July, 1954

(LEEDS)
LTD.

Dept. N.,
32, THE CALLS, LEEDS, 2.

Pool Term: C.W.O. ow C.O.D. No. C.O.D. under 21. Postage 1/1 charged on order, EX -GOVT. BLOCK PAPER CONDEN1111 fo 51. 1.1.011I £1 10 Cl add
er 83 1111.i Fri`, open to cadet, 9 a.m. to 5.30 1,111. SElls.-4 mfd 500 V, 2/9 4 mfd 1,500 v. 5:9 ;
Sal,. mini 1 p.m. s. x.11. es itli
1/11,1,1'. F1111 Ii.1 5d.; Trade 1,i,t 511.
mkt 2000 v 7/9 ; 11-7 mfd 500 v, 7/9 : 0.1
mid plus 0.1 mfd 8,000 v, common negative
:

R.S.C. MAINS TRANSFORMERS (,,
Interleaved and Impregnated. Primaries 200-230-250 v 50

1,

S1.1.1.1.111`d.

TOP SHROUDED, DROP THROUGH I SMOOTHING CHOKES
250-0-250 v 70 Ina, 6.3 v 2.5 a . ..
260-0-260 v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v2 a

... 12 11
... 14'11

,

250 ma 3 h 100 ohms
_.
100 ma 10 h 200 ohms Potted ...
80 ma 10 h 350 ohms
...
60 ma 10 h 400 ohms
._

350-0-350v 80 ma. 6.3v 3a. 4v 2.5 a ... 15 11
350-0-350v 80 ma. 6.3v 2 a. 5v 2 a ... 17.6
250-0-250 v100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a ... 23 11 CO -AXIAL. CABLE tin.
350-0-350w 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 23 11
350-0-350 v150 ma. 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 29 11
1,11_
IA SHROUDED P It IC; II 'r

75 ohm I4;36
Ter he Screened Feeder ...

...
...
...

1.5 mid

,iisogatev.c15.191/13

; 0.3 mfd 2500 v. 2:11

EX -GOVT.

SMOOTHING CHOKKS.-

;

50ma5-10h
2/9
100 ma 10 h 150 ohms Tropicalised ... 619
8'9 '150 ma 10 h 150 ohms
11/9
5'6 250 ma 3 h 50 ohms Potted
...
7111
411 250 mai° h 150 ohms ...
... 1619
250 ma 10 h 50 ohms
...
14/9

11/9

EX -GOVT. MAINS TRANSFORMERS
10:1 yd
230'250 v 50 cies 4 v 2.5 a. 419:
TV. PREANIPLIFIER.-For.Fringe Areas !PrimariesIns.),
7/9:48v1a
Brand
New.
Complete
with
6F13
valve.
250-0-250 v 60 ma, 5.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a,
150 ma, 9/9 : 300 v 200 ma: 9/11 : 250-8-250 v
Midget type.
40
ma
8.3
v
2
a.
5
v 2 a. 911 :-2800 v C.T.
25 9 sOEnlly.E24.M METAL RECTIFIERS
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 16
ma, 22/9 : 2200 v C.T. 120 ma, 21/6 400 v
RM2 125 v 100 ma. 4:9 RM4 250 v 250 ma,
250-0-250 v 100 ma. 6.3 v d a, 5 v 3 a, for
150 ma 4 v 6 a, 6.3 v 6 a, 6.3 v 0.6 a, 4v
299 11 : RM3 125 v 120 ma. 5 9 G.E.C. 300 v C.T.
R1335 Conversion
6 a. 4 v 3 a, 4 v. 3 a, 4 v 3 a. 5 v 2 a, 22/9 :
.

;

250 ma. 12i9 ; 120' v 40 ina. 3, 9 6,12 v 1 a
E.W., 5 9 : 250 v 50 ma. 5 9 : 6 12 v 2 a F.W.,
ma. 7,9 : 6 12 v 4 a ENV., 14/9.
350-0-350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a .. 279 9 9 250 v
SET CON'. ERTER. KIT
350-0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 0-4-5 v 3 a 339 BATTEIt
All
parts for converting any type of Battery
350-0-350 v 250 ma. 6.3 v 6 a, 4 v 8 a,
Receiver to A.C. mains 200-250 v 50 c -s.
0-2-6 v 2 a. 4 v 3 a. for Electronic
Engineering Televisor
69:6 Supplied 120 v 90 v or 60 v at 40 ma. Fully
300-0-350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a

350-0-350v 70 ma, 6.3v 2 a. 5v 2 a

... 95 9
... 146 9

:

...

smoothed and fully smoothed L.T. of 2 a
at 0.4 a to 1 a. Price including circuit
4 a C.T.. 5 v 3 a, suitable Argus
Televisor, etc.
... 41/9 48(9. Or ready Tor use 3,9 extra.
ALL DRY - RECEIVER BATIERT
450-0-450 v 250 ma, 6.3 v a, 6.3 v 6 a,
6918 Sl-PLIISEDLR 11.11. -All parts for the
construction of a unit (housed In metal ease
FILAMENT TR ANSIE0 It NIERS
to supply 90 v 10 ma, and 1.5 v
All with 200-250 v 50 e s 'Primaries : 6.3 r 5-4-4/in.)
250 ma. Fully smoothed. From 900-250 v
425-0-125 v 200 ma. 6.3 v 4 a. C.T. 6.3 v

'300-0-300 v 120 ma 4 v 1 a. 17/6 : 865-775-6900-690-775-865 v 500 ma. 29-6 : 610-0-610 v 150
ma, 300-0-300 v 150 ma, 1220 v 350 ma, 29/6 ;
460 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 5 a, 29/6.

EX -GOVT. AUTO TIIANSFORMEILS

,.z2004545v.0.avtts25±90-.195-200-210-215-220-225-230-240-

530n watts 0-57-5 v and tapped every 11 volts

up to 230 v (carr. 10/- extra on this item).
only 899:
EX -GOVT. E.H.T. SMOOTHERS

.02'infd 8000 v. 1/11
mfd 4000 v (Block),
419 ; .5 mfd 3500 v, 3/3.
" SIMPLEX " PARTS
50 c+s mains. For 4 -valve receivers. Price 7 valves for Vision and Sound Section 29/6
inc. point-to-point wiring diagrams. 35!9. 7 valveholders for above
...
4,Supplied assembled and tested, at 424. 2 Electrolytic Condensers B.T.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. Most Smoothing
...
9/200-250 v 0-9-15 v 3 a: 16!9 ; 0-9-15 v 6 a, 224 values 5d. ea. 319 doz. one type.
1 Smoothing Choke. .150 Mit 10 it..
...
111
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
VOL. CONTROLS (standard long spindles). 6 Valves for Time Base
25!Standard Pentode 5000 to 3 ohms
...
4'9 All values, less switch. 2 9 : with S.P. 6 ValvehOlders for above
...
1/10
Standard Pentode 7f8000 to 3 ohms ... 41 switch. 3.9 with D. P. switch, 4.6.
Selenium rectifiers
. .
22,6
Standard Pentode 10.000 to 3 ohms
2;11 ELECTROLISTICS.-Tubular 8 mfd 450 v Mains transformer 350-0-350
.
v150
.
ma.
Small Pentode 5000 to 3 ohms ...
...
3,9 1:11 16 mfd 450 v. 2,111: Can 8-8 mid 450 v
6.3 v 4 a. 0-4-5 v 3 a ...
E.H.T. Tit ANsFORMERS 200-230-250 V 3.'11 8-16 mfd 450 v, 3111: 16-16 mfd 150 v Most other components available...at29'11
low

1.5 a, 54 6.3 v 2 a, 7,6

;

0-4-6.3 v 2 a, 7/9 :
12 v 1 a. 7.'11 : 8.3 v 3 a. 9111: 6.3 v 6 a, 17/9 :
230-250 v input 4 v 2 a, 5/11.
:

2.500 v.5 ma. 2-0-2 v 1.1 a, 2-0-2 v 1.1 a.
5000 v 5 ma. 2

..c

... 36/6

39/6

4.11 32 mid aso v,

: 32 mfd 450 v, 4 11

32-32 mid 350 v. 5/6 ; 32-32 mid 450 v. 511
64 mfd 450 v, 4/9 ; 64-120 mfd 350 v. i f3

1:.17 UNITS TYPE 26. -Brand new. Car toned, 394, plus carr., 216.

B. SUPPLIES
MAST H EAD W.
100, OLDHAM ST., 3IANCIIESTER, 4

1954-5

UNITS

ATALOGuE

approximately 15d8s.
Noise
factor approximately 2d2s.)

(Gain

TERMS. -Cash with order. Orders under
20 add fitt. Orders over 20 - add 1,- postage.
All goods dispatched same day. Please
quote Ref. No.

GER

2 for [C-.

NIU M DIODES.-G.E.C..14each.

Sin. COIL. FORMERS, with ,feet, 8/6
CABINET sections. Complete set of sections ready cut to make
12in. table model in unpolished walnut.
A real bargain at 45 --.
3

JUST RELEASED

dozen, with core.
VICAVMASTElt

* 60 PAGES

VALVES.-EB34 (VR54 1'9 each.
2 11 each. 6V6GT. 6'11 each. EF50 (VR91).
3 for 1134. EA50 (VR9Lr. 1 9 each.

* 2000 COMPONENT

DARK SCREEN Fit:mils for' daylight
lileinwi,n8g.191ine.,,aebnd 12in., 62 each.

TYPES

15in. and

SPEAKER -(:RILL. -Woven fabric, 12in.
x 12in.. 24. 12in. x 18in.. 319. Expanded
metal (gold), 12in. x 12in., 4'6. Ilin. a 18in..

* 500 ILLUSTRATIONS
PRICE 1/ -

6'11.
'1'C BC LAB CON DENSERS.-G uaranteed
non -leak. .001, .005, .05. .02. .01. .1 mid.
Beautifully designed and engineered.
Incorporating a Cascode connected

amplifier and suitable for use with all

COVENTRY RADIO
189, DU N STABLE ROAD,
LUTON
Tel: Luton 2677
COMPONENT SPFCALISTS
SINCE 1925

types of aerials. Supplied complete with
Power supply unit and mounting
Descriptive
bracket as illustrated.
leaflet on request.

All at 1.500 volts. New stock. 1'- each.
High Voltag.e.-.01. .02, .05 mfd. All at
3.500 volts. 2,- each.
Moulded
.001, .005 mfd., 9d.
each. 8 6 dozen.
SPEAKERS. -P.M. 5in., at 114 each.
Special HI Fl. Olin.. at 16'11 each.
MACNIFIERS.-tiin. for VCR97 tubes,
1.

Price complete ...

...

119-0-0

(sent carriage paid at once on receipt of
order).

SPENCER -WEST
Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth

each.

T TRANSFOlt MERS.-0,3 volt
at 2 imp, 6.'11 each.
SPECIAL OFFERS
TEST PRODS. -Fully insulated, 2111 nair.

TAmous TitilIMING SWEARS,

3'11 pair.

MILLIAMP METERS. -5 m!a square Cace,
5V6LeT ach0METERS.10 volt, D.C., square face,

6111 each.
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THIS CANand BE
YOURS FOR
8 monthly payments of the same amount

COLLEGE

TECHNICAL

COVENTRY

Session 1954-55

(Cash Price 63 . 3 . 0).

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
Applications invited for entry to 3 year full-time
course commencing September, 1954, from those
requiring comprehensive' training to advanced
level in ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING, qualifying

for technical posts in radio, telecommunications,
Syllabus
television and industrial electronics.

terms.

Did you know we also supply Wolf Cub Drills
and accessories, Burgess Sprayer, Vibra Tools, etc.,

Will cover requirements of C. & G., Brit.I.R.E.,
and I.E.E. examinations. Entry age 16 or over.
Application forms and further information from
Principal, Technical College; The Butts,
Coventry.

etc., etc. All on Easy Terms.
Let us have your enquiries. No Order to Small.
(Desk 50)
3, Corbatts Passage, Rotherhithe New Road, London, S.E.16.

LAFCO COMPOUNDS, LTD.

Television,, Radio,

-TELEVISION COMPONENTS

Record CABINETS
MADE TO ORDER

P.T. LYNX, TELE-KING

always in stock for the

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,

THE E.E. TELEVISOR
AND VIEWMASTER
Viewmaster wide angle conversion
instructions 3/6d. List available.

CALL OR SEND DRAWINGS
FOR QUOTATION
L

(DEPT. B)

7 2-7 6

Leather Lane,

GUARANTEED NEW
I

Same Day Service
9/E7.40
1A1GT 15 '- 61.325 15- 35Z40
9i8 6 EZ41
105011 9,6Q7GT
)1 -15G112 Ei3SN7GT ,35Z501143/6;GZ32 151.11VR2A
9;-!50L6GT
INK:31312-1
611
8:6
7 6'61140T17.-1
1115
8,61KT33C 12:
7 66576G TI880
IS)

8'6 1Cr63

7 6165113G38 7,43!807

11'47.6 6X1
.34/40T

12.'61797

7:67C5

181

.67037
3V4
5U4G 10'67H7
5Y:3GT 7,0'787
5Z4G 81617Y4
1016.1001
6A7
9:-11002
6A8G

/6./17.31
6:9 C5731

12 -d3/1U11

12 - N78

7 61D118313

7.6.DH77

7 6 i)1(32

TELEVISION
144 pages

7'6
89

14

9 -,11'1.82

15 '-iF1'80

12,6'EAC9I 9 - 1119

'8P41

6AT6

10'- EB(3333 7 6,050
9.7 6,101(111 1016 EBC11 10.- 070

10'61:IA11'42

10'6,1322
6 9.1.-2.-5

'Television offers unlimited

11. -

9'6

to
qualified.
scope

Cert., City and Guilds,
TeleVision
Television,
Servicing, Sound' Film

7:6

13 6

613W6
0C116
11C4

7 91

1061EC1-1,12 10:- '17(3921
1356
:EC:1)8010 6
10 0 12Q7GT
6C9
7- 13C.1142
E3171331
9
6F1
10,61
1016
9.-1
8.6:01'11
:12001
61760
7 6 UF.11 10'6E12 - 6:9 25A60 116,E1750
IEF80 10:6,111,12 136
01'15 10'6:25.146GT
S 6 91010 6;0101..11
8161
676

technically
Details of the

the

easiest way to study for
R.T.E.B.

13.6

8:6
9,U401
7 6 '12AT7 9 -1E81780
9/6
12 6 111111
6112AU7 10.6,
6.1113C41101
7. 6 '12AX7 0-;E001.
7 612K7GT 9 - ECC81 9 -15131(80
12/6
15CC91. 12 8,6:121(8011

Radio
Projection'
Diploma Courses, etc.,
are given in our 144 -page
Handbook " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
which

also

benefits

of.

ments, Dept,

explains

the

our .Appoint.

We Guarantee

" NO PASS -NO FEE "

16
19

If you are earning less than
Jjr5 a week you must read
this enlightening book.
Send for iota' copy NOW-FREE and
without obligation. '

Postage 4d. per valve extra.
See Special offer in classified ulrert. page 93.

Brilisk:Instittite of EMineeiini Technology

9.-EVP2

7GT 7 6.25Z4G

5 6,C111 20/17,-

61(7(5

63-125Z5

8, 6' EL631 22.6,008

()MG

9'-'

8 6 E1.3)1.

6K70313 6:- '25Z6GT

6K8G313 9.-115L60T

tiLD20 9/61

El

,11.

READERS RADIO

9,

10-,009

S 9101'11
'017131 11:-'W77

8, 6' EY51 12, - '277

91-

24. ColbergPlace)9tondord

MD, Loodot. 8.16.

STA. 4587

"No Quantity too Small"

TV FAULT FINDING
enlarged revised edition
Data Book No. 5

Tbis Is a completely new production and
is unique in that it is iav1ehls, illustrated

by photographs taken from the screen
()fa televisor exhibiting the radii, 1.1/1(101.
geisle
discussion. A bandy
is inrca'poratecl. and this is .137.37,- rc
en ellsthe book itself.
p osUL,'

(iilo,enne at Wiwi:, Ps A. I lieas
and H. 11:. Ha1low,. 15s -Ode
Poe kel 41.631.,
Telex Rion 17n giiiect
'511;e°((t1,.

-.0038 22'6
12-0101. 11--

679.10F1

613,46

Kent

OPPORTUNITIES IN

7.6 08312 7 6513Y131 10 6
8 6.141_31 12:6!PY82 8.6
12 6:14L115 TO PZ30 17. -

515159
7 101(9 10.6: 141391
AN19 6.9700011

613E6

Bexley,

Estate,

7/61 DAC3212

liAL5

813A6

Works :
36, ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.1
Branches at Liverpool, Manchester
Birmingham, Leeds.

Tel.: Bexleyheath 7267

BOXED VALVES

185

SLOa ne 3463

Separate price lists available on request.

Maypole

ChAncery 6791/2

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD.

components also in stock

J. T. FILMER,

Holborn, E.C.1

3000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES
6, CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON.S.W.I

SOUND MASTER and
CORONET FOUR

B. KOSKIE

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS,
IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
CHANNEL, TEE
ANGLE,
WIRE,

P.T. SUPER -VISOR

ANY. SIZE OR FINISH

OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE
RANGING FROM 24/- to
57/6. All available on easy
Send for leaflets and full details.

WRITE TODAY!

237,

College

Home,

29-31, Wright's Lam,
Kensington, W.8.

'ET

edit./e) iv 17. 3,13,11c:' and .1. 17 -Hawker,
611.. 1)0.1. -age

The Kadin
1954,

...S. Mal ear,:

by

30s.

'

postage 18.0(1.

it eeeiver

Tele) ision

Oil.

Ser.,

:

Vol. I.-Time-Ea,: Cit i1t hy E.A
Spreadbury, 21, Oil.. 110,itag1 Pd.
The .kmplitivol ion and !Hsi Hind ion
of Sound, Iv A. E. Greenleea, 35s. 00.,
Postage is. Od.

it. N. Brad-

The 0,1110Se111)e 110(11i,
ley. 5s. 041:-. ooSlage 841.

Tek.visj,,j1
Bradley. 58.

Radio

iMnipment, by

Od., 90.71,1 go 3d.

Va
117ireieS, Wer!d.

0011101,1
!) 1,
Og
lid- 7,

Plea,c write

77,17

by

.7, la H2

THE MODERN BOOK CO .9
BRITAIN'S LA RG ES 1' 8'1.51CH'ii-lTS.
ENGLISH & AMERICAN 391:CI 1NIC'Al,
1.1001Ns1

19-23 PRAED STREET,

LONDON, W.2.
(Dept. T.7)

Phone : VADdington 1185
Open all da.0 S,durliau.

iv
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scanning All information required

by the home -constructor has been put together in this leaflet. If you are
building a new set or converting with an ENGLISH ELECTRIC' metal C.R.

tube, please let us know and we will gladly send you a copy.
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BRITISH MADE LONG LIFE 16 -INCH METAL C.R. TUBE
The tube around which the
Tele-King,'
Thy T90 IA is a suitable replacement for
Magnaview ' and Super-Vm,or ' circuits and t6in. wide angle.
metal C.R. tubils used in
View -Master ' conversion circuits were designed. A.C. and D.C.
sets, without modification.
The ENGLISH ELECTRIC Company Ltd., Television Department, Queens House,
Kingsway, London, W.C.z.

